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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 8, 1675.

the horse cars a few days ago.
minutes

Faith.

said,—** There

pox in this car,

A Charlesis

a

case

of

I eriell the disease.

Let thosé who are afraid of it, get out.”
The car was quickly emptied. One woman with a very large bundle, however; re-

mained, evidently not fearing the disease.
The doctor asked her what she had iu’ her
bundle, ‘and nol receiving a satisfactory
answer, proceeded to examine it, and found

the contents to be the body of a: child, who
had died of the small pox.
The doctor
asked the mother what it meant. ¢ And

sure, sir, it dropped out of the hearse, and
the driver went straight on, and I was
agoing to bury it myself, " She was doubtless taking it to the river, to save the gxpense of a funeral.
There

is no

suitable

ospiial;

and

the

Board of Health are severely censured for
a real or suppoged want of efficiency. One
‘man who. was sick of the disease, went di-

rectly to the city hall,;« and for once. there
was a stir among the officials. Out of three
thousand cases of the

disease,

‘exactly

one

fourth (750) have proved fatal.
FIRES.

‘The fire fiend still
Wages war against
the sadly,—ob, how sadly !—depleted city.
On Sunday night, Dec. 15, one of the most
bitter

em mm——."

of

the season,

there

were

a

dozen

alarms, and three serious fires, two of them
calling out the whole department.
Besides the conflagration in Dorchester district, there was a block burned on Washington street, and an adjoining block on
| Temple place.
Angid the fearful snow| storm on Thursday night, thé doleful belis

—

It faith eame not to hold our hand
How weary we should be,
Wandering alone the lonesome strand

That bounds the * narrow sea,”
While one by one our best beloved
Pass o'er, dear Lord, to Thee!

rang

She walks with us and holds our hand,
Her eyes are angel’s eyes;

out again,

clanging wildly in the

{ snow-filled air. The heavens became red,
and the falling snow hightened the grandeur and gloom of the spectacle. The fire
was the new small pox hospital, in which
the largest possible force of men have been

She walks with us across the sand,
Sweet Faith, from out the skies!
Wearing a rose upon her breast,
That smells of Paradise.

working almost night-and

Boston Correspondence.

8, 1878.

H.,. JANUARY

IN.

WL
enanted mercy of Providence, The matter

~N amber:
each other; while encouraged to attend

day, and even

stone in my emblematology.

But those po-

lice station lodgings
are a disgrace to civilization. Two things humanity demands
in respect to them. First, cleanse and disinfect them thoroughly every morning, like
a

slaughter

house.

Second,

make

every

extension of by Gone

of ,‘stud

these

people,

and

it seems

probable

“THE GAMBLERS STILL IN TROUBLE.

that

most of the deserving will be kept from ex-

The raids of the Superintendent of Police
against the gamblers here of all classes,
many will endure great privation before continues with energy, and it now really
they will apply for charity where it must be looks ‘as -if these pests of society would be
treme

suffering.

At

the

best,

however,

bestowed only after the most rigid scrutiny driven from the city. A few days ago, some
into the affairsof the applicants. At all of the more plucky ones of this ilk sued out
events,

we

can

not

forget

that, while

native of an increase of fifty cadets to each

and social influence sought to be. wedded to institution under the new,
sional apChristian care,
:
portionment, Secretary Robeson fray
One of the enterprises jngureted by the advocated the Bhi sid

Union, is the: establishment of a *¢ Holly
Tree Coffee Inn,” somewhat after the Boston plan, Here clerks, shop girls, and people of all classes, may obtdin a reasonable
throughout, at least. You ought to see custinge, and ingrease the price of his orna- lunch at from ten to twenty cents, including
the Third-avenue Railroad ‘sweepers work. mental fronts by iron framework ag well as a oup of good coffee. The’ consequence is,
Why, sir, their great revolving brooms sheathing. | A reasouable expense will that many who are strongly tempted to go
"drawn by ‘eight horges, and geared’ and make his churches fire-proof. Iu their ex- to the '** frée lunch” ‘rooms of the saloons,
aré saved this ‘peril, besides affording a
speeded” from the axlesof the: platform cessively chiogp, form, they are built fires.
be
| wholesome and cheap provision for the poor
car they are dttached to—théy fairly rasp |’
who can ill afford ‘the fancy prices of the
the paving stones and rails, ‘and leave
restaurants. An ‘Employment Bureau, esthem bare as a floor, throwing the snow
Chicago Correspondence.
pecially for girls, is also maintained by the
to each side of the track as fast as a team
can comfortably trot. This is a work of
Union, under the care of the ladies of ‘the
CHICAGO, DEC. 24, 1872.
great humanity to man and Dead; in a city |:
Society. '
hid
POVERTY AND SUFFERING.
like this.
. HOW THE LIQUOR LAW WORKS.
Amid the terribly cold weather, and the
But it was a droll phase of humanity
The
featuved of this law are similar to the
‘festivities
of
the
seasen,
the
shadow
of
the
that came in my way yesterday «afternoon.
“Qhio
law.” A test*case was tried here a
dark
back-ground
of
anguish
and
suffering
Mr. Bergh himself would have smiled at
few
days
since, in" which it was clearly
must
needs
fall
upon
us,
Though
our
city
his disciple and fellow-laborer. * There was
a horse and cart and half a ton of coal, ‘perhaps never presented a more thoroughly proved that the saloon keepet Sold to the
with two men endeavoring to persuade holiday appearance, and though the bazars plaintifi’s husband the liquor which made
The law clearly declares that
the beast, like Mr. Dombey, to ‘“‘make - an were never better filled with all. that can him drunk.
effort,” which he: evidently regarded as attract the eye and satisfy the desire, yet it it shall be a criminal offense to sell liquor to
hopeless. Their only material persuasive is sadly true that the past week” has wit- an habitual drunkard. The result of the
or stimulant for the animal 'was
a bit of nessed more actual suffering here than for trial was a disagreement of the jury, their
green switch of the sizeof a pipe stem, years before, last winter only excepted; action evidently being influenced by the inand just as it was raised in an encourag- and it is not clear that even this exception structions of the court. The court held that
ing manner, a young lady’s head project- can be justly made. Then the generous not only must the person buying the liquor
ed suddenly from a private carriage wait- gifts of the world were distributed by com- be a habitual drunkard, but he must be
ing at a meighboring door, preceded by her petent hands among the sufferers who re- known to be such, by the seller in order to
voice in the most vehement emphasis of mained here, The past summer and fall have the law apply. The further point was
the feminine imperativ e—+ Don't you whip has naturally witnessed a great influx of all made, that if the bar-keeper sold the liquor
classes, especially of laborers attracted by contrary to the orders of the proprietor, the
him! don’t you dare!”
Blanket or carpet, or whatever you call the best of prices. Many of these people latter could not be held responsible! With
it, said a third comer, this snow is not thoughtlessly spent their earnings as fast as such ruling by the courts, it. will readily be
friendly
to the hosts of tramps, old and received, forgetting that summer can not seen how difficult conviction of offenders will
always last, and thé consequence is that
young, that sleep out every night iin this
be. The law is an excellent one, and comes
with the general suspension of building and
cit
:
as near practical dealing with the evil as
Grumbler.—Not a bit. The police sta- the cessation of demand for labor, hundreds anything possible at present, but all laws
tions were thronged with the soggiest, are daily thronging the rooms of the Relief must depend for efficiency upon .a healthy
steamiest masses of human clay!
Not and Aid Society. Much is being done to and firm public opinion behind them.
““ tempered with the tears of angels,’ you find employment and bestow direct aid for

may believe. More likely tears of demons.
The smell of gin takes the place of brim-

Sg

with “these corrugated iron churches of Mr. the regular services of the various churches. at West Point and Annapolis; from four
Valk is, that he has undertaken to give In addition to this, wholesome Jitemury six yedrs, which is suggested. as the. alter-

small : carts standing’ idle in the city, of ‘the first them an architectural, beauty too cheap, by entertdinments : are frequently furnished,

town physician entered the car, and in a

the money in a
e obliged to | few
te Jo e
.

til an explicit

TET ——T———

| 2 aping of wood, to be overlaid. with
pox ‘patients, he never Knew ‘a personto day 'of tho great storm, instead of thinking
he probably. expected would prove
contract the disease after a recent vaccina- about it (or not thinking of it) from Thursprotection
as well as beauty, but ‘which I
tion! Intelligent people here go freely into day ‘morning ‘to - Friday might? ‘The fact
the rooms of the sick after a vecent' and is, a eity like this ought to'be ‘able to set think he must acknowledge has ‘mightily
successful ‘vaccination, and’ never take the’ a hundred street sweeping ‘machines at failed in that, respect. Whathe has now to
in his iron with brick
work’ at the beginning
~of every serious do is to go back, ill
disease,
exclusively,
secure.
it
with rods, bars, or
snow-storm,
‘and
keep
the
sidewalks
clear
' A ¢urious incident happened in oud of

small

at the sis or. Lionas ni
ly Oflce money
the amount dhe: When

TERI TIS

DOVER,

| said that, in all his practice among

UmEmereavons mast be made in ‘mone

ECT

that ‘a person is reasonably secure alter a ‘they have’ summoned.all the <!ash-carts
‘for that mmtrecent'and a valid vaccination. Dr. Snow, and garbage cGarts, anil
tractor’s
dnd" private
president of the R. I.' board of health, once ter, all:

"FOR THE FAMILY.
4

vat va

writs of replevin to get possession of sundry
tables, etc., confiscated hy the police and

so

urged in his two lite

rig,

md

the committee decide ti pin
in an amendment to gh

regular
rogylar

nayal

ap--

propriation bill, jolt
years course will
probably begin with, the next academic
year,

thus leaving

two

years,

1877,

1878, with no graduating classes.

tary Be

and

Secre-

, on the other hand, opposes’

any reduction 2 of the cadets at West Point,

the necessities of the service now requiring
officers more rapidiy than the academy can
furnish them, and it is doubtful if the term.
of study will be extended.
Pr

.

ar

i

3

<Washington Correspondence.
'

- feared

WASHINGTON,

{

t

D, C., Jan. 1, 1872.

. , CIVIL SERVICE REFORM.
I observe that you take issue with me.to, some
extent in respect to my. ;Yiews on the Civil
era

ice’ Reform. “The first thing’ to

in all discussions of this oogon’ AR Sndatatoodto
me, is; that there is but one ‘opinion fr'thé country in reference to this matter. The President,
«he Congress, the politicians, and the people all
say, so far as they say anything, let. us have reform if we can get it.
heads of Departments

Here in Washi
on the:
and Bureaus, the very

men who may be presumed to know a8 much
about what is needed, and what constitutes reform as Mr. Curtis, and the Advisory Board,
repudiate his system, because they know: that it
is a compound

of

absurdities,

inoperative and

clumsy, and can never meet the desired ead,

I

have no personal nor politieal end to be subserved in making this statement. I know. it to

be true and therefore make it.

:

The duties demanded of the men and women
in the public service are such as are not learned
from books,
Practical expérience and practicdl
tests are necessary to develop the qualities de-

manded.

In the civil service the same require-

ments are called for as apply in business life.
No merchant would think of relying upon a

competitive examination in securing for his’
house a competent clerk. It isnot complained

of, that men and women are examined in respect
to their literary or scholarly attainments, but
that they must compete with school hoys just out
of business colleges, and others who come to_the
examination crammed for the purpose.
Appointments should be made temporary at first,
and the individual should be given to understand
that if; at the end of a certain period, he prove

himself faithful and efficient, his appointment
may be made permanent,

This is a more

prac-

tical as it is a better test than any competitive
tramp take a thorough washing before en- many firesides are bright, and so many
examination,
tering.
Then a houseless unfortunate hearts happy, many more are cold and put to use in the various offices of the City
BosToN, Dec. 28, 1872.
SECRETARY BOUTWELL.
cheerless,
and
the
morrow
will
dawn
on
the
Hall. The thing coming to the ears of Sumight find the shelter preferable to that of
Boston is indeed an afilicted city.
A
saddened
faces
and
aching
hearts
of
little
Secretary
Boutwell
his a plan for disposing
perintendent
Washburne,
he
ordered
the
a sewer. Among all our charities there is
prophecy was passed around among the moved to it to-day, and there receive better none more of prime necessity that the boys’ ones who look in vain for the accustomed furniture all out irito the middle of the street of the funded loan of our government, which he
superstitious some mouths ago, that two
treatment,and be kept from exposing others and girls’ lodging houses of the Children’s gift. Surely, at such a time, we can do no in frontof the City Hall, and had it demol- developed fully to the Committee of Ways and
great calamities were aboutTo come upon to the infection, It, is supposed that the Aid Society, the night refuge for men, in less than pray: “‘ God pity the poor "—and ished so effectually that the repleyin busi- Means a day or two since. His arrangements
the city ;—one late in the fall, and the other building was set on fire by some one who Pearl street, and the hospital of good Saint it would be an improvement to add: *‘ and ness was not eminently successful! If this are made in this country and in Europe... The
Secretary stated that he had received a verbal
early in winter.
Whatever may be the owned property in its vicinity. Yesterday Barnabas, in Mulberry street. Here isi the, help them too—through us!”
iv
if | is to be taken as a fair sample of the new
proposition from Jay Cooke and Co., to negovalue of modern prophetic utterances, this | Long Wharf burst into flames, destroying |
—— THE NOON-DAY PRATER MEETING.
{policy of the Police department, thieves and | tiate the loan inthe same way that they negoprediction has been fulfilled. ' It was said property to the amount of $150,000. The sion Society. It says the lodgings afforded
tiated the other.
The Rothschilds will give their
This institution, for: such it has become, scoundrels will not elbow: honest men quite aid in this behalf, and by their great influence
by the same modérn plophet that the last people have become nervous oyer the con- in" that compact little establishment this
so
frequently
a
year
hence.
A.
H.
H.
once more occupies its old quarters: on: the
strengthen the loan. Theirlidea is to take the
calamity would greatly exceed the first, stant ringing of ‘the fire bells, and a feeling year have been 18,206, to 1,765 temporary
corner of Washington and Clark streets.
5
per cent. bonds and dispose of them, and then
which also falls trae.
of insecurity fills the whole community.
inmates. ‘Miss Holme, the devoted matron As soon after the fire as arrangements could
place the 4 1-2 per cent. in the market and dis-;
Events
of
the
Week.
The present misfortunes of Boston are!
Sonn?
THE HOLIDAYS,
of Saint Barnabas's House, tells me that be perfected, the meeting, under the auspices
pose of them in the same way.
—
such as might bave unsealed the lips of a
The Secretary is opposed to any further needChristmas was observed by nearly all the they never turn away a case of need, but of the Y. M. C, A., was divided, and one
BOSTON Y. M. C. ASSOCIATION.
less delay in the disposal of our bonds, particuprophet, were nineteenth century prophets’ oHurches in the city, either as a children's like an omnibus, find always room for one
session held on the South Side in the lecture
larly the 5 per cent., and will hasten their negopossible, “-The pestilence,” says the Globe, festival or a religious holiday. The bells more, if necessary. You may guess how
The
building
lately
purchased
by
the
room of the Wabash Avenue Baptist church,
tiation with as much celerity as possible.
In the
‘“ is upon us.jy A paper that tells a forbid- rang out ‘over the great desolation, their nigh unto bursting they are stuffed, someMen's: Christian Assoecia-. money centers Mr. Boutwell will meet with a
daily, while the other found a home at the Boston Young
den "truth declares that there are more music fading in the frosty air on the waters times. Many very worthg, and many more
First Congregationalist church on the West tion was dedicated to its new use Jan. 1. determined and persistent opposition. - As you.
than two thousand cases of small pox in of the ice-tipped sea. The silent tower of pitiable than excellent
Persons find real Side. Both these locations were remote The building is located at the coner of will observe, many of the newspapers are firing.
the city, and the Congregationalist, always Trinity lifted its snow ferowned head over good for body and soul there, as I have from business centers, and the meetings Tremont and Eliot Sts., and. cost the As- broadsides into the Syndicate,
careful in its statements, says that there the ruin, and the:
presented by the personally known. Some of the most af- were thinly attended, though never lacking| .sociation $125,000, of ‘which sum $65,000
MORE CRIME,
are probably a thousand cases within the city was in marked coMfrast with those fecting and real romances of peril and res- in ‘spirit and usefulness. Now, however, is still to be raised. The building has
Notwithstanding the executions recently witcity limits, There were npwards of sixty charming June days, when, at the time of cue have been interwoven with the history in the very heart of the commercial center, been put into admirable shape for its new nessed here,two more terrible murders have been
reported deaths from small pox last week. roses, Boston welcomed to her luxurious of St. Barnabas. The reach of its influuse, having a large hall, reading room, - perpetrated, the details of which are too horrid
and within a square of the Chamber of Comfor recital.
It.is a quéstion difficult of solution,
As the late fire retards the wheels of busi- and hospitable homes the sweet singers of ence covers 70,000 persons in the year.
merce where men at noon-day wrestle with committee rooms, gymnasium, &c. At =—Does capital punishment exercise a wholeness, so does the infectious disease sop the our own land and of other lands, and the And the strangest part of the story is that
the
dedication
interesting
.remarks
were
each other for dollars instead of wrestling
some fear upof the community ? or in other
wheels of society.
songs of the nations were heard in the Col- its little expenditure of $25,000 is greatly with the Almighty for grace, the Christian made by Revs. Dr. E. N. Kirk, Phillips words, does it prevent to any appreciable extent
THE PESTILENCE.
iseum,—a contrast as wide as that between in excess of receipts, out of all the vast banner is once more thrown to the breeze Brooks, A. J. Gordon, and others, and the crime of murder? While the death penalty
were received remains as the punisnment for the crime of murJust before the appearance of the disease the summer airs and sunshine aud the over- wealth of the Episcopal ‘church in New and the scoffing world, Prof. Tyndall in- congratulatory telegrams
in Boston, an elaborate essay was issued cast skies of December, with their bitter York.
Brethren and fathers, look to your cluded, notified that for an hour each day from Senator Wilson, Gen. Howard and der, there can be no question that it should be
Wm. E. Dodge.
enforced; but if is time to consider whether
by a highly respectable publisher, in sup- storms of sleet and snow,
“‘cathedral” in Mulberry street!
devout and penitent men" and women pray
some other and more certain and more enlightenport of the theory that the eating of salt is
New Year's eve will be very soberly obTHE ICE IN THE GREAT RIVERS.
A lady who had come in rematked that to God with their windows open toward
ed and Christian method of procedure against
a prophylactic almost ‘equal to vaccination served. The city has been taught some when she was housekeeping she had 'ocea- Jerusalem.
Those ‘long rivers that stretch all the the criminal should not be adopted.
in virtue, and’ giving as a reason for our lessons by Providenée which men are ‘will- sion to learn that St.’ Barnabas's House
One feature of this meeting is the devotion way from the poles to the tropics,—nearly,
SOCIETY.
exemption from this scourge, we were a ing to recall. Riches have wings, and life and the Working Women's Protective Un- of the’hour of each Satufday to a consider- ~have a way of sending their ice down
To-day Washington is gay and joyous. Crowds
salt-eating people, keeping the blood free has no promise of a (uture here; the only ion, near by in Bleecker street, were worth ationg of the. Sunday-school lesson for the occasionally, doing considerable damage.
from an excess of albumen. The theory things that abide-pre the hopes and conso- all the other agencies in the city for bring- following day, —the National Series of les- The Mississippi has ' already poured down in carriages and on foot are making calls, The
President and
Cabinet - ministers receive, and
may ‘be in part true, but the' essay, as far lations of religici;—the love of God in the ing kind employers and meedy and willing son papers.being generally used here, This one or two ice gorges this winter, crush- everybody,that
is, everybody that is anybody,reas the illustration is concerned, rushed into heart,
HB,
employees together, . She had known many plan has proved a success, whether in influ- ing shipping and wharves along its course, ceives, This. is the clap-trap of society, and yet
print a little too soon. The small pox is to
encing attendance, suggesting ideas, cre- and last week there was a similar: break- there are many good people in Washington who:
cases of great mutual advantage.
New York Correspondence. 1
be found in almost every Apart, of the halfnot receive, nor do’ they make calls.
I can
Grumbler.. Let us help the helpless, and ating more studionsgattention to the lesson, up on the Ohio. Th ice came crashing do
not detail to you what is now going on here ‘nv
burned city, and is ravaging the homes of
down
past
Cincinnati,
wrecking
three
or
or
as
affording
a
training
school
for
teachthose
who
will
help.
themselves.
Here
is
New Yor
York, Jan'3, 187 3.
polite society, and it would be of no service to
the rich,as it has already ravaged the dwellanother class long neglected: Old men and ers in the Sunday-school,—very many of four steamers moored to the wharves. you or your readers if I could,
SMOTHERED IN SNOW.
ings of the poor.
whom are teachers in the public schools, About. fifty barges were also crushed to
The one pleasant thing growing out of ese
Poor man’s carpet, you would have call: aged ‘couples. ‘I should’ like to read you
Boston has heretofore been a little boastful
pieces and strown along the shores below New Year's calls is, that this year, thanks to the
and
can
not
well
attend
on
other
days.
One
Wordsworth’s
Old
'
Cumberland
Beggar,
of her wisdom in fortifying herself against ed it, if you had seen what I saw yeéstertemperance societies, the newspapers, and many
just ‘here and'now, but it is too long. "You positive benefit may well be claimed for the the city. Several lives have been lost by of the pulpits, there will be many families where
_ cilamity.
When Chicago was burnt, Bos-~ day, rejoined the second waiter on Provithe
operation
thus
far;
but
it
‘is
hoped
that
Noon-Day
prayer
meeting
here
and
elseintoxicating liquors will. not be offered to guests..
ton papers said that a similar midfortune dence, There was another of those com- can all read it for yourselves, soften your where, viz. ; that it abates that pious nui- the main rush is over.
hearts,
and’
thén
put
your
‘dole
in
the
old
This denotes progress.
fortably
dressed
persons—I
wonder
where
could not take ‘place here, because the
sance called long prayers. Applying the
THE VIENNA EXPOSITION.
SAN DOMINGO.
chief centers of business were built of stone, they come from; I never saw them before | pilgrim’s wallet, by sending it, say to Rev. three minute rule, conciseness, and brevity
Pr.
John/
Cotvon:
Smith,
id"
whose
paper]
thig
witer—stariding
baréfoot
on
the
lux:
General Van Buren, United States coms
I learn that an effort will be:made as soon ag.
marble and iron, with slate roofs, and were

essentially,

fire-proof.! When

op Sunday. Tt was on Pine island, and
was valued at about $20,000, : Its destruction is a calamity, for many’ poor sufferers
at North and West Ends hoped to be re-

Lowell and

Philadelphia’ were ‘ravaged by small pox,
Boston

people’ said

that the disease could

not spread in like manner here, the Health
‘of the ciky was so well protected by vaebination ang so carefully guarded by an efficient board of health. . Yet Franklin St.
and Winthrop square. to-day %e in’ ruins,
with their granite fronts and marble columns, and a stranger conld hardly tell

whether’ they Bad béen built of stone, wood

or stubble; and. the boapd of health have
become

a

by-ward

among: the

indignant

people.
The disease : exhibits, all its mysterious
phases. One. cati not tél) how much a perfon may exp 3

himself to it and

yet: not

urious

velvet

Wilton with

streets are laid,

He was

which,

our

‘a good looking

boy of fifteen (winters undoubtedly), and
stood looking at something that had inter
ested him ou his clean, comfortable-looking

feet, as unconcerned as if they had been
hoofs of horn. I wish I had Slopped, and
asked him what he was,
I'Thid" is hard business, though for" the
brute creation, said the Grumbler, and for
Mr, Bergh, to: whom it is given to suffer

ars.

go | into

bad results,

infected

rooms;

‘But one thing

without

any

What

a fearful catalogue of fires in ‘this

morning's

show,

Paper 1

Another

‘said the Grumbler.

it the poor city's volunteer five

ahd blanket extinguisher.

use

for the

You may cull
departinent

This’ bitter cold

weather would probably have’ burned ‘the
city ‘up, if it ‘hat “not ‘been | smothered in

snow. | Has it oceurred to’ anybody 'Tately

are. studied to the advantage of all conmeets. tor.bring up the
cerned. It meivifully removes from certain missioner to, the Vienna. Exposition, an: | "Congress
the annexation of San Domipgo,
nounces
his
intention
to
ask
the
Senate
to
brethren the temptation to display fine rhetis said, that-leading Democrats in

oric, and prevents them from entering very increase ; tha appropriation pending in
largely wpon the exposition of favorite | Congress toward the expenses of the
wAmerican department, from $100,000, - as
theological dogmas.

voted by the House,to $300,000, the amount

THE CHICAGO CHRISTIAN UNION.

it... Locomotion under, such conditions: is
a ¢dnundrim; they seem inclined to" give

ong

item,

8Square;

seems evident, ' loa ling:

from

City

Hall

to

Union

besides, Fulton street and; other
thoroughfaves,

Why ' couldn't

whose’

fubl prove”

Tnstantly too much for

ter.

Itis doing ®, good work here, and de-

the House ean
sition haying

to.

consent

been made

to:

the

to

oppoamount

POSTAL
Look

out

for

TELEGRAPHY,
a pretty

&C.

earnest debate

upon

will oppose the measure in whatever form it
may come; others will fayor what is known as

the Hubbard bill, which fs for’ making the plan

already allowed. ., General Van Buren, says

partly private and partly governmental. Mr.
Cresswell’s plan is the true and best one, that.

that with prompt action by.

the

the

Congress

Guard

and Supply,
the, naval vessels which

eral Christian culture of ‘the many uncared

transport American
of next month.
CHANGES

Articles,

will

Robeson.

ant

government, shall have complete
aontrol,.
Much may, be said on both sides of this question,
but your correspondent thinks that the people

cin be ‘better and more cheaply served by the

by the 15th | govérhment than by private companies,
:
The: President gives his first State Dinner,

AT WEST POINT AND ANNAPOLIS,

Secretavies

‘Belknap

accumulation, and where these young
peo- were before the House commitee on apple are gathered and made to feel at home proprintions last week, in reference to the
4

“ny

induced

he hopes to be able to. dispatch the

bdeause ‘it 18 three sides for young men and women who find thembrick. Biit #8 I'looked ap through the ad- | selyes strangers amid the temptations of a
mirably “ventilated and petépiouons stacks large city. Very pleasant, yooms have been
of kindlifig wood in’ thé font dnd tdef, T fitted up, where a library is. in process of

Ed

be

the proposed increase, considerable

it" thé other diy,

gaid ‘to myself, If they ‘are hot building a
fire here, anda big one, it! will be ‘an uhcov-

fuvor'and urge the sclieme,

proposition for
Moreover, it
the House will.
Z

originally named by him,and which he says this question, when governmental Postal TeleMention was made of this in our last let-|.is absolutely necessary, It is, doubtful, if graphy comes up in Congress. Some: members

that the -ph#asé “ Building a fire” Has ‘as- serves the dountenance of ‘all good men and
gamed a rather sardonic significance? I women. It aims at" work similar to that of
passell’ by. Mr, Hapworth’s new “iron” the “Association, but tdvers a wider field.
vicariously thawaées of all dumb ereaturds.
The! poor stalled and * struggling horses, Olitély of the Bisdipleb, yesterday, ‘and | It.does not enter so much’ on distinctivel MA
all ovér tagvn, look dazed and disdotiraged, 1ooked in it’ the. works! ‘It is along im- evangelical ,work, but largely into that of
as if they, did not know, whatto make of provertietit of Talmagdy sheet “iron stove, looking after the temporal welfare and gen-

take il, or how
very little 'oné may expose | up. 1 sed’ the ‘public made a’ good day's
himgelf and yet suffer. "'Sohie ‘people evi- work: yesterday, cléared Broudway, for
dently take it going ahont-tho, (streets ; oth-

read of the movement. |

8, and others will be

givén on

every

Jan.
alternate

Thursday during the winter. :
Extensive preparations are on foot here for
inauguration day, which if carried out will eclipse

all former occasions of this sort,
\
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Communications.

The

houses

THE

are ' generally

very

high

l-

¥

MORNING
:

.

&

STAR
i

JANUARY
8, 1878.

|

Hemmed in, your spirit subdued by the count, the younger having been still at the
storied, ‘with blinds and doors opening on somber beauty.«of the scene, softened only breast,
But Ire wavers not in his purpose,
wide verandahs runnjng round the house;
by the overhanging foliage, you say un- ‘but boldly puts on Christ, and stands out as
glass windows are vever used.
Itis an der your breath, This is a piecg, of God's a witness for Jesus anfonghis heathen relaeternal summer, so there is no need of win- handiwork.
‘And in the thunder of. the tives, The aged mother also appears to
Hoineward.
dows to shut out the cold.
water a voice ories: * All thy works shall be in a favorable state of mind, as well as
BY REV. J. M, W, FARNHAM,
In the evening wg.wenp tothe Botanic] praise thee, O Lord. The heavens declare some other more distant relatives. A halfgardens, and felt more that ever the Edes- the glory 6f God, and the firmament show- brother in the family, who appears to have
HONGKONG TO SINGAPORE.
The Lord, the Lord been thrown outgof caste on account of
The steamer was to leave early in the like beauty of the place. In a climate oth his handiwork.
morning,so we went on board in the even- where vegetation so luxuriates, the gar- on high is mightier than many waters.”
Kota Chand’s becoming a Christian, came
Joy VETREPONT.
ing. It was a quiet, starlight night, and dener’s task is greatly lightened.
to him to inquire about Christianity, and
This fine public garden apd park emespecially to learn what he got for becomthe phosphorescent light made the water
resemble liquid fire, as it was disturbed by braces about fifty acres, including one of
ing
& Christiah:; how many rupees, for inThe Moral of Drugs.
those pretty hills.
Here are roads, lawns,
stance!
This circumstance having béen
* the boat or dripped from the oars.
~
.
BY W.V. HARDY,
mentioned
in our social meeting, Piare, a
The @lavcus is a new. vessel, making lakes with swans sporting upon their sur——
her first trip. Everything is new and face, and every variety of tropical plants
_ We often hear people denounce the use Koda sister,took it up samewhat as follows :
clean, and’ the officers and stewards as and flowers. And ‘although it is the 12th of drugs as a humbug, and say that they ‘How many rupees for being a Chriskind and accommodating as could be desired. of March, the verdure and foliage have the kill more than they cure. But this js only tian! Silver and gold and all the treasures
At seven in the morning she weighed an- richness of midswmmer and none of the a surface view of the evil. The physical of earth are perishable. We can at best
chor, and began to move through the ‘ship- appearance of spring. On our way, we paganism referred to in a p
ing article have them but a little while, but bless the
ping—dipping her ensign as she passed the passed through Orchard road, which runs is the direct and inevitable result of drug Lord, oh, bless the Lord, he gives everlastfor about a mile in a straight line through principles, which teach that poisons will ing life and joy to all who believe in him ;
numerous yessels among which she wended
He
her way, and receiving similar tokens of a valley lying betweena series of little hills cure disease, or evil can be antidoted by yes, glory, glory to Jesus’ dear name!
respect. Among others she
passed close to npon whieh residences are built, but itis evil. Pagan principles teach that the pen- called his disciples his brethren, relatives,
an American man-of-war, and it was pleas- only at intervals that these ean be seen, alty for wrong doing can pe évaded by the and he will make them joint heirs with
ant to see the stars and stripes hauled The road is lined with neatly trimmed use of unreasonable rites and ceremonies, himself.”
down in compliment to the English mer- green hedges, broken only here and' there and their principles are tHe source of their
Although it still be the day of small
by the whith portals of the private avenues moral darkness. Drug principles teach that things with us, compared with what the
chant steamer. One could not help feel
.
ing sad at the
thought
that anything leading to the residences.
the penalty for physical error can be avoid- Lord is doing in many other portions of
Tropical trees planted on each side have ed by the more unreasonable process of the heathen field, yet we may rejoice aid
© should occur to interrupt this good feeling.
: grown.up,.and now their branches are in- taking
;
;
poisons that in health would thank God that:
Hongkong lay bathed in the mornirg terwoven overhead, forming a complete cause sickness; and our principles are the
44 The morning light is breaking.”
giving .the apperance of source of our physical paganism.
light, as we took a long, lingering, parting shade, “and
The
extending its entire heathen have no churches to~ correct their
look, The steamer passes round
the a beautiful vista
The life pF) inspiration it gives the
length.”
north of the island, and out to os one
moral errors, and we have none to correct preacher to see his house filling up of a
west side, between the island and”
the
our physical errors. Perhaps none believe Sabbath, morning, with anxious hearers,
A Peep into Teesdale, Eng.
~mainland. Looking again for the residence
that drugs alone can bring health, but just and to see the time all fully occupied by
—
«of our friend, handkerchiefs
were seen
In the north of England, dividing Dur- so far as we depend upon drugs just so far zealous, warm-hearted Christian brethren
‘waving on the verandah, showing we were
ham from Yorkshire, rolls thé beautiful and we are both blind and indifferent to physi- and sisters “at the social meetings, camrbe
not forgotten, and that the departure of the picturesque river Tees., Here\it is narrow- cal errors. Disease is plainly the result of better imagined than described.
At all
steamer had been watched. We were soon ed and obstructed by'rocks, aghinst which the violation of organic laws, and can be events, we can and do thank God and take
‘through the strait, and fairly out to sea.
it lashes and dashes, in its hurry Yo be gone. avoided by obeying them, but we are heed- courage, while the earnest zeal and pathos
We bad been” so long on shore, that the There it floats calmly along, and looking less of the fact so long as we go to some of numbers of these young converts strongmotion of the vessel was quite disagreea- into its black depths, you remember that drug for relief. If we can get well when ly remind us of beloved brethren we have
ble for a day or two. But we then became “¢ still waters run deep.” Farthex along it sick in any other way, except by, leaving known and taken sweet. counsel with at
accustomed to it, and enjoyed the run to widens out, glinting in the broad siunshine, off our bad habits, we shall be certain to | home,
J.P.
Singapore. On the evening of the fifth and there the trout leaps up to kiss the
air; cling to it. Even the mother, whose whole | -« Santipore, Nov. 4, 187 2. |
«day, we saw the Singapore light revolying you watch the circles: in the water Widen heart is given to taking the best possible
-and appearing above the horizon every few out to the very edge, wondering how far course with her child, does not pay any
Stealing Sermons.
minutes. At eleven o'clock we anchored,
attention to the cause of its sickness so
an influence can extend.
J
BY J. FULLONTON.
= and the néxt morning, soon after daylight,
Yonder the rocks rise high, and cast black longas she depends upon some medicine
——O—
passed through
the hdrbor to the new
But take away her faith in the
shadows over all. - Here, where we are, for relief.
It sounds harshly to use this expression
docks.
‘a
medicine,
and
she
will
begin
to
be
anxious
the *‘ woodlands bend to see the bending
The island strikes you at once as a place heavens beneath,” and the air is full of the about its physical habits.
’ relative to’ ministers taking parts, orthe
‘of surpassing loveliness. Here the tropical melody of summer. Looking before you,
The uses of drugs, physically speaking, whole, of the sermons of others and using
forest iy
jungle extends to the very across the river are fields, and beyond these are grossly immoral. Suppose we had a them as their own. It is the right way of
‘* Borwater's edge, “‘dipping its large leaves in- the hills rise up gradually to touch the sky ; sect teaching a parallel moral doctrine that representing the case; however.
to the glassy sea;” while a little beyond, the very same hills that it was once the oaths, gaming, dqception, &c., are to be rowing” sermons, does not express the idea,
the coast line is broken by a brown rocky hight of my ambition te climb, so that I used in special cases to promote devotion, because the word borrow, in its general
acceptation, is used in reference to getting
<liff,
might see what the world looked like on the honesty and every good work, and their
Little green’ islets are scattered like other side. On the top of the hillis a round clergymen prescribed swearing to relieve a thing, and after a time, returning it, or
its equivalent.
Plagiarism - sounds less
gems upon the quiet waters. ‘Eternal
wood of pine trees, called the Kirik, and anger, and lying to remedy stealing, just
summer gilds these shores,” avd the flow- as Hood says, ‘‘ I used to think their slen- as physicians prescribe poisons, including hard, but expresses about the same idea.
It means theft in literature; the purloining
ers never pass away; the bloom and maalcohol and tobacco, to relieve pain and
der tops were close against the sky.”
of
the writings of another and offering
ture fruit appear side by side on the same
:
Behind us the hills do not rise regularly. ‘disease.
them to the public as one's own.
tree, and the sweet perfume is borne on
ITow long should we tolerate it? Would
There are hills and wooded hollows, and
In one of the denominations a few years
the géhtle land breeze a mile or two out to
green fields, and, built here in irregular, religious papers publish their handbills as
ago, there was much opposition to note
sea.
:
they
mow
publish
patent
medicine
advertisewandering fashion is the town of Middlepreaching. We think there ought to be in
The beautiful and quiet bays which inton in Teesdale. I wish you could wander ments ? Yet the moral of drugs is as plain,
all denominations, although written disdent the island, must have furnished safe
through the town, seeing the miner's cot- only we have never directed our attention
harbors for the hordes of pirates which
courses may sometimes be well and useful.
to
the
subject.
tages, with their
. pleasant gardens.” Then
formerly infested these waters.
Indeed, it
But one in great zeal said in public, he
you could peep into their homes, or see
The severity of our physical punishments would never assist if ordaining one who
is said that the entire population of this
then in the early morning going to their shows the greatness of our crimes, but the
and the surrounding islands gave themread his sermons.
A while afler, he gave
work, with their ‘“ wallets” strung across use of drugs has so mystified and befogged
-selves up to this life, resorting to fishing
as
a
discourse
quite
a
portion of one of Mr.
their shoulders. Then there are the houses the minds of the people, that pain, sickness
Beecher’s sermons, as it appeared in a Bosonly when, on account of the prevailing
of the higher class to be seen, and the old and death give them no warning—they are
ton paper. Some who heard it knew they
monsoon, it was ‘impossible to follow the
whitewashed church, which has stood the solemnly called ‘‘mysterious providences.”
had seen it, and after going home found it.
more lucrative business of piracy. Upon
storm of centuries; there are newer, finer A very common illustration may be found
In another case, a minister who stood high,
the principle that ‘‘dead men tell no tales,”
churches, but I love the old one.
inthe man who, bf the use of bad food, as to the ability of his sermons, was told by
their victims were invariably put out of
Now looking up the river, in the dim dis- deficient digestion and imperfect excretion,
an intelligent man, that he liked Mr. Beeeh-the way.
tance, you see the hills which are before goes on filling up his system with fol
er’s discourses,but he had much rather hear
As we approach, there is immediately in you and behind, meeting each other. Lookmatter till, after repeated warnings by not bim deliver them than another person.
front, the harbor, with a good number of ing to the left ‘down the water, away off,
vessels and steamers, and various sorts of ten miles away, the hills spread out to a feeling well,’ he is suddenly prostrated with
We believe that in most céngregations
native craft, including the Chinese junk. wide plain. There lies the old-fashioned a ‘fever. With vague ideas’ that the fever such isthe intelligence and good judgment
Beyond is the town, built along the water's town of Barnard Castle. Beyond, are Ab- attacks the man and the ‘medicine ‘‘breaks of some, they can tell whether the preacher
«edge, with’ a background of green - trees bey Bridge, Greter Bridge, and Rokeby up” or attacks the fever, let the result of is using his own language and arguments,
the three-handed fight'of man, disease and or those of some ond else. And when they
-and bills covered to their summit with the Hall, of which Sir Walter Scott writes.
Grup be what it will, no lesson id learned, know a part or all of a discourse is that of
-deep folinge of jungle, with here and there
We are on the Durham side, and lookings
Another, persons of justice feel that it is
some giant palm stretching its tall trunk into Yorkshire. © ‘We will ' visit Winch A110 pl ysical habits are ehanged.
Drug physicians prescribe alcohol, tobac- not right; Christians are sad, and confihigh into the air, crowned witha compact ‘Bridge, about four miles up the fiver.
"As co and opium to’ others, and many’ set" the
dence is impaired, Cowper, in a poem,
clump of leaves and branclies. Upon the we pass along the street, we mee
tops of these hills the merchants have their one hundred littlé ponies called carrier “example personally of their use, ‘and the takes occasion
to. condemn these who
people who believe in drugs of course fol
residences, * the white wall,
or porticos
:
¢ galloways,” under’ the care of one man, ‘low their example,and the fearful evil of in- “ preach. what they never wrote.”
peering from among the deep, dark green They are ‘coming from the mines, each
_+ The Philadelphia Postsays, not long ago,
foliage. Looking down through the clear bearing a hundred weight of gold and sil- temperance is one of the’ results. Drug a ‘young minister ' gave two discourses in
principles teach that alcohol and other poiwater, patches of coral may be séem; of
ver ‘ore. They are taking it to the smelt
in disease, that city. They were of great ability and
various color and shape. We had not mills, where the lead will be separated from sons are bid in health but good
eloquence. The people were interested avd

reached the wharf before
a couple of the { the silver, the silver will be'made into bul- making nature’s laws variable, with no plain
rule to guide, and as all are more
or less
Malay divers, so famous here, made their
lion and sent to the mint,’ Now we’ dare
diseased, temperance amouhts onlyto build- appearance, °
.
out of the town, ‘catching
glimpses of the
ing a high fence for protection and leaving
They were nearly naked, propelling with
river here and there, and enjoying ourpaddles a miniature boat or ‘‘dug | selves immensely.
formed from one piece of wood. By
By and by we turn from the dusty highand the liberal use of broken En- way into the fields, from them into the cool,
they intimated that, if we cast a ten green wood, and from the delicious scent
cent piece into the water, they would dive of pine wood, we come upon-& scene of
for it. Their performances are really very exquisite beauty.” There is the old bridge,
wonderful : both plunging in at once, one the first suspension bridge hung in England,

«small
“out,”
signs,
glish,

over

the

other,

with

frog-like

agility,

‘they seem never to fail to bring up'a piece
of ‘money, usually catching it before it
has musk far. But imagine our surprise
when

they, said ‘‘Maater give more money,

make steamboat ;” and no sooner
done—by a skillful motion the

said than

boat was up

side down,and both boys beneath it vigorously slapping the bottom of the boat with their
- hands, the only part of them visible.
When not thus employed, they become
interpreters for the venders of coral and
shells,

of which

round the steamer.

several

boat-loads

\

came

A'friend ¢ame’ with his éarriage, and took

‘us out
to his residence, He lives on one
of these hills, about two miles, from. the
busines# part of the town. The carriage
roads are macadamized with red laterite,
quite smooth and firm. Leaving the town

‘they are usudlly

lined with hedges, and

skirt the beautiful grounds

which

the residences, or pass through

;«co008-nut.

plantations,

Our

surround

jungle

friend

or

has

fourteen acres; with his residence on a hill

in the center. A carriage road winds
around the hilkto the ‘stables in the rear.
His land is well planted
with various

kinds of tropical

of

fruit trees,

of which

he

*~ 'has some twenty or thirty varieties; some
those noticed and remembered are the

* Gocoa-nut, nutmeg, cinnamon, coffee, bread
fruit, tapioca, sago, gutta-percha; pepper

We

step upon

and

looking

the loose, unsteady boards,

down

into

the

black,

still

waters, wonder that they can be so treacherous, und looking around on all this beauty,

we can’ hardly believe that these same
trees and rocks have seen more than one
soul go from life to death, or death to: life,
as the case may be, - Yet we know it is so.
We turn and go on our way, awed by all
this solemn beauty and sad recollection.
As we go, I pray yeu notice those white
dots

of houses,

here

the eye can wander,
Duke

of

and

there,

as far as

They belong to the

Cleveland, whose estates are

so

lirge, that hie has his houses put into’ white
livery, ‘So He may know his'own. “At last
we arrive #t his lordship’s shooting box,
where we put up.
hi
:
Aftor resting here we cross the road, and
enter thie dark wood.

Along our’ pathway

are seats and arbors, but a

sound

of thun-

If

stimulants

seem

happiness, and drugs seem to cure, it is
because we see only the surface. The result of their common use plainly proves
them to be evil, as

‘‘a good

tree can

not

bring forth evil fruit.” The insidious impression that a compromise with vice is
essential to happiness is upheld by the
equally false idea that stimulants are necessary to health and endurance. Teach that
poisons, stimulants or condiments fre
tial to health, but not as food, and
encourage the idea that the temperate

dssetiyou
use

of vice may be necessary to enjoyment.
Teach that food alone is useful in' building
up the stractures of the body ‘and’ ‘main.
taining ‘its vigor, and’ you have ‘tdughtin

another form that right alone brings happitess. If there is'miore! pleasure
in the ‘nse

of coudimented and injurious'food than in

the use of plain, wholesotie food, then I'd

not sie "Wy" Titnorality in ‘other fot
might he

ty.

plebgiire thax morali-

Tt will'be & glorious day for the Ameri-

can people when they thoroughly disbelieve
both delusions.
"
me
a
N. E. Hygeian Home, Concord, Vt.
pre

So Like Home!

standing awed, gazing at a mass of water,
the ‘whole river rushing over perpendicular

Whatis? Why, to have people come to
meeting regularly from another village, by

rocks eighty-two feet high.

day and by night.. The Koda brother, who- ‘* beloved for Jesus’ sake,” let us not only

How

'it rush-

es, roaring, boiling, seething into the pool
beneath, wearing caverns in the rocks in its
mad fury ! Above us is the calm, blue sky,
fleckdd with fleecy clouds. The rocks overhung with

trees

and

ferns are

on

either

hand, and the rushing water, with its dense

behind the trees.

not have ,been chastised

Ll
Rtn
a 8 umd

was baptized two months’ ago, proves to be

by his superiors,

nor bad the contempt of “his equals.
“We have written plainly,—we trust with
not undue severity,— and in love to Christ's
precious cause. Brethren in the ministry,
avoid

preaching ourselves, but also other

an earnest, faithful, Christian worker. His
wife was baptized one month ago, and his

men’s sermons.

elder brother, Biswanath,

stand them, as we feel them from the deep

yesterday.

This

brother appears to be a firm and determined confessor. His ‘wife has forsaken him
and their two little children, on aécount of
his change of faith. He feels this affliction
very much, especially on his children’s ac-

——

f|

'

That we as a denomination are doing less

in. proportion to our ‘strength for Foreign
Missions than other Evangelical Christians,
statistics prove. The covenanters of Scotland have had one minister in the Foreign
work for every seven at home. Our congregationgl brethren have one Foreign
Missionary for every fifty pastors at home.
But we have only one Foreign Missionary
to three hundred ministers at home:

lar writer on

education

argues

that

this

appetite of the childis healthful and should
be gratified,

Whether that jg strictly true
safe ly assert that this equal-

or not, we may

ly natural desire r pleasant words should
be often gratified.
Let rio one suppose that flatter

are meant,
time taste

older

Flattering

like

people,

discovered,

honey

till their

g. words
ay : for a
child, as ‘to

word

to

the

true

character

is

Sooner or later that discovery

willbe made, and then they will taste like
anything else than honey , Nor aré frivolous words meant which the child will soon
learn to regard with contempt, and will

That we ave doing less than our duty is ‘virtually ask of them, *‘Is there any taste
in the white of an egg?” Of all speakers

equally evident, Where is the fault? Are
our people inferior to others in grace or
knowledge? They belong to the same race,

least successful

ditions, avd profess
when brethren are

understanding.
;
i
It is to be remembered, too, that pleasant

we ever heard try to

interest

children,

were those who

sought

the

to

amuse them with baby-talk. The children
read the same Bible, glory in the same tra- receive
it, and justly, as an insult to their
the same faith. Yet
willing to go to the

Foreign field, we lack money to send

them

and fail even to sustain those worthy laborers already abroad. Only about one-fourth
of our churches contribute anything to the
cause. Arethey unwilling or do they have
no suitable invitation by their pastors? The
conclusion is forced upon us that pastors
are wanting in their duty in this Jespect.
The report of the committee of the A. B.
C. F.M., at its recent session, on this very
subject is so applicable to our case as to be
well worth copying and heeding :
Regular, systematic, general giving by
Christian people is what is needed. How
can it be secured? Your committee believe the responsibility to be largely with
the pastors.
They believe that pastors
greatly underestimate their own influence
with their people in this respect. They believe that with a moderate exertion of the

words are not likened to the necessaries of
life. Bread and meat aré of more consequence’ than honey.
are essentials;
it is a luxury.

The housewife who should

spread before her household nothing

but

honey would not *‘feed them with:
convenient for them.”
The teacher who has
nothing but pleasant wordsto give is not
fitted

for his station,

stands that mixing

But one who underof which the little girl

And now, let the teacher recall and combine the two—*‘‘Use sweet tones,” and
“Mix in pleasant words,” as he
fully
inculcates the truths of the

Ther

will he prove himself a workman

that needeth not be ashamed.—8.

8. Teach-

SUNDAY - sCHOOL TEACHER'S RESOLU
TIONS. ldo solemnly resolve that, by the
help of God, I will carry into practice the
following duties.and
eges:
influence of the pastors, the contributions
I. I will thorough
pare myself for
might easily be doubled. The responsibili¥ earnest prayer and stody.
ty is on the pastors. If the churches come II, Tim. 2: 1
II. I willbe punctual in m ¥ attendance,
up to a high standard of giving, it will be
and if unavoidably absent, w
provide a
the work of the pastors. Agents can not substitute, or
ve the superintendent time-

cultivate the habit of general, sympathetic

I will be orderly myself, and will
benevolence in the local church, the pastor . HL
must do it. We want every church {0 cop- Y do my best te preserve order in my class,
fro
I. Cor. 17: 40.
tribute every year, We want every {memI will visit m y scholars, at least
ber of évery church and congregation to be once a month;and always-in
an annual contributor. We must
&im at ness or absence. Acts 15: 36.
I will endeavor to im
n the
nothing less. Many pastors are working
Ty scholars the
hard for it, and®many churches have revolunecessity of their conversion, and the duty
tionized in their giving Ly their pastors. of prayer and attendance nw
public worI plead not specially fér Foreign Missions.
I will always strive to enforce m
Training young men for the ministry and

establishing churches in our own land are | teachings by my example. 1. Tim. 4: 12.
I will, on every proper occasion,
good works. “The faithful pastor should
eak and pray with every member of my
educate the people to be interested in every
good cause.
Ilow great and glorious the
work of the Christian Teacher.
8. C. K.

S. S. Department.

Let us preach Jesus and

the way of life as we are able, as we under-

experience of the inward lifo and workings

of grace in our own hearts. David could
not fight in Saul’s massive armor. Neither
cun we with the ponderous weapons some
great men have used
g

i
£3

-

on the subject of personal religion;
and my great aim and expectation shall be
the immediate. conversion of the whole
class, and their subsequent Christian trainJohn 3: 2. Cor. 6: 2.
ITI. 1 will endeavor to “present my
body a living sacrifice, holy,acceptable unto
God, which” I know to be my most ‘‘rea3:

8-14.—

The

follow-

Mix in pleasant Words.
—

od

don’t you

like Aunt K.

as well as

K~xow WuAT You

Teach.

ing, from the Advance, was addressed to
ministers, but applies with all its force to
Sunday-school teachers, for to them also a
of ministration of the gospel is committed :
you » "
~
You may feel the need of more enlarged
“J don’t know that she does.”
“Does she reprove you any more for study, wider reading, and travel, and experience. But there is no lack by which
your faults ?”
you will feel so crippled as b the convie“No, sir.”
.
tion that you do not yourself know what
“What's the difference, then ? »
“I don’t know, unless it is because she you desire to teach to others. A pastor
don’t mix in so many pleasant words as said to his people, in a discourse on the
Sabbath after his installation, “I shall point
Aunt M.”
i
id
Yes, that was the secret. _The
two aunts you higher than1 have been
oint them! - Yes; but your flock will not
were equally attached to the little niece,
for your “pointing;" they must be led.
and equally desirous of doing her good.
he ‘shepherd goeth before them and leadBoth taught and urged ‘the same duties,
and reproved the same bad habits ; but one eth them out.” You can not make a sinsecured her love and the other failed, ner feefThat the most momentous thing consimply because the one, as the little ceivable is for him to save’ his soul, unjess
gin said, mixed in pleasant words, while your-own heart has been penetrated with
the other did not. This sort of mixing the awful realities of the, future world.
nothing of redeeming love
has much to do with winning young hearts.
And who is less excusable for the absence that will melt men, unless your own heart
of this element than the Sabbath-school has first been melted. In the drama of
teacher? God’s pleasant words of love and common life it may be possible to **assume
mercy ‘are the staple of his instructions. a virtue though you have it not;” but in
To old and bardened sinners an exhibition winning souls you can not buy with counwer will depend
of the terrors of the law may
be more terfeit coin.
needful. But children should be won by upon your speaking things which your own
the sweet invitations of the Gospel. They eyes have geen, and ‘your own heart has
can even be most thorough)y convicted of felt. Here is'the secret of the Lord, here
sin by presenting
them a~ neglect
iev- is the hiding of power.
brother beloved, 1 charge
ed Sy
Not that the oe
and
y soul: Sit at Jesus’ feet.
duties of the Bible are to be kept out of
0 not stand-on the outside of truth and
view ; they are needed as the solemn backastonished. A lady from Boston told some
ound of ‘the picture.
They must be try to look in; but et inside the truth
our ministry will
aithfully portrayed j there must be no shun- and look outward.
of them the next day ‘that' both sermons
upon you like a-leaden weight, if
could be found in the works of Dr. Chan- ning to declare the, whole counsel of God. hang
our own experience of the truth does not
Yet much depends on the manner of deing
ning.
ou a sweet necessity to preach to
this, One may declare them coldly, unminThe Baltimore Christian Advocate says: gled with any expression of love or personut you will wear it as a
gar‘¢ They who steal sermons do it for their al interest in the scholar, and so those truths ment of joy when you can say—The Po
The Master
own benefit, not for that of the people.” will have no help in their struggle with the of Christ constraineth me.
knew that hnman resources are futile for
This is too selfish for a good ministerof natural indifference or awakened opposi-’ this work, and so he said to his disciples—
tion of the young human heart. Another
Jesus Christ.
;
with pleasant words will enlist all the social Tarry ye at Jerusalem until ye be endued
There are
In the * Congregationalist Quarterly of and friendly sympathies as aanxiliaries to with power from on high.
Oct. 1867, it is said: *‘Literary theft may be the truth. What marvel that one should many qualifications which you are very
earnestly and laboriously to seek, but the
worse in its influence on the mind ‘and ‘the succeed and the other fail ?
one thing you can not do witheut is the
But
aside
from
these
instructions
there
moral sense than pecuniary larceny.”’ And
are many occasions. for pleasant words. .baptism of the Holy Spirit.
“If thy presence
in the same article it is said: ** Plagiarism Pleasant greetings should always be given
not with me, car
And Le: said, *
is the ass in the lion's skin,” alludingto when the class assemble. Pleasant recog- me not up hence.
ZEsop’s fable, in whieh an’ ass put on a nitions shoyld be ex¢hanged in the casual presence shall go with thee, and I will
give thee rest.”
lion's. skin and frightened all the animals meeting during the week; and special interviews
should
be
sought
when
the
teacher
around, except the fox, who had cunning may. give
utterance to all the words
enough to understand that, the voice, a part friendship and kindly interest ; that throughof
How little ‘we ever think how it would
of jhe time at least, was in the natural all these social channels the waters. of sal- seem to hear about Jésus for the firat time!
tones of the ass,.
,
One dear little creature whom. TI' teach
vation may flow to the young soul.
Tt’ is related of 'two ship-captains, that sat. with’ her large black eyes open: very
And this instructive fable reminds wa of
one went the rounds of his vessel with ‘an wide, listening for the first time to, the
another of .Asop’s, severe in its reproefs. eye only to the faults of his men.
nd chapter of * Line
He had
We can not forbear to give ity JA jackdaw no words of praise for what was well done,
en she heard the senfound feathers of a. peacock, stuck them but sharply reproved the neglects. As a tence, “But God had ‘determined t8'dend
tidturil consequence, his men ‘were Sans his Son to ‘save’ ‘Adam ‘and: Eve, and all
among its, own,. and, went, among | those and'morose.:
They were never gladdene
their children, from: hell, and. Jesus had
beautiful birds, "They detected the impos
by his coming. They had no encourage- promised to: come,” she could keep, quiet
ture, fell upon him with their beaks and ment to do well, for they said, let them
try no longer, and exclaimed : ¢¢ Did he come,
drove him: away. The jackdaw returned ever 0 hard they could "gain pot one, word ma'am; did he ‘comeP” How blessed
the
le
to, his former companions,
but they drove of Spjitabadioy, only at best,a Tittle less of story seemed a8 I told it; and ‘How'D’ thank
i
God for the privilegeof teaching the great
bim off, telling him if he had been content- fault-finding.
The other captain, with no better natural truths of salvation,
even more and more
ed ‘with what nature gave him, he would disposition, but a profounder insight
Ee
into each day !—-Missionary Link.

der is in our ears, and we press on.” Down,
down here’ are the old steps in the rocks;
from rocks and ‘trees we emerge, and are

» and arrow-root are also cultivated or col-. volume of spray rising ever, is before us,
“lected either in Bingapore or the vicini- The river gives a bend and is lost to view

ty.

the gates wide open.

to give strength, and vice seems to give

Pastors’ Duty to Missions.

Aunt
M., my
really love you
Yes, sir, I
“Toes she

human

nature,

daughter? Doesn't she
and seek your good ?
suppose =o.”
require anything harder

seemed

in

his

rounds

as

to

notice mainly the excellences, The faults
were passed over or spoken of in an undertone. But no instance of pains-taking fail
ed to draw forth warm commendation.

As

a consequence, his men all loved him.
They were delighted to see him coming. In
striving to merit commendation they avoid-

ed the faults which so occupied the atten-

tion of the other captain. Discipline, ood
order, cheerful obedience characterized
his
ship. Bad habits may often be most! effec-

tually corrected by praiseof the opposite
virtues,
“Pleasant words are as the honey-comb,”
says

the

wise man.

How

natural,

then,

that children, with their proverbial appetite
for sweets, should like them, A late poj u-

He ToOK OX HIM THE NATURE OF ANGELS,
“Mamma, wouldn’t you like to be an
angel ?” asked Susie Gray.
“I would.
‘We sing in Sunday-school :
‘I want to be an angel,
And with the angels stand,

.

A crown upon my forehead,

A harp within my hand.’ ”

“No, my child, I do not wish
Jesus has died for* us.

died for the angels, and when

to be an
He never

we are *all

thered about his Father’s throne we shall

© dearer to him thau the angels.

1 would

not even now change places with an angel,
since Jesus loves me sv.”

[4
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- THE MORNING

Selections. -

ligious life; that the Bible is his Father's

le
‘

of those expressions of love to God which:

E35

dye,
BeAtiet of the daepest ressio
ns |: |
Are the manifold transg

Weekly.

That would élse upon me lie.

=

acids,

pia]

just. and d holy; Fic!|
God's 8 own QW) law, 80 Just.
sin and

ve

§

Le: Hye! t a 8

tad

Hoadioss sun

; Les

A

or day?’

rbneughthe blood oF Chit, Phuow
All my sing; though

red like erimson,

May hecome us white as stow.

I believe the glorious record
God has given of his Son;

°

.

1 accept the free salvation

His atoning death has won.

Yet, though free from condemnation,
I am not in heayen yet;

What it cost—this
free kalvation—

0

his poor sinner loveth much!

Sunday at Home.

3

There is one thing worse than religious
cant, and that is—irrveligious cant.
Professions. which have no root in the life, the
thoughtless; heartless use of words and
full

of sacred

and

injurious

as

a

making

music in the voice.

cumberer

‘with

fashionable

hypercriticism,

muttered bolduess to

proceed.

*“* You

were

always

the

her

*

brother-

But I have

giv-

en up all belief in historical Christianity.
1 wish to be free from prejudice, and superstition, and cant, from those external forms

and associations and duties that Lope

call

religion, but which are merely the result of

local and tempo!
*¢ Then you think

the

Bible as

influences.”
yourself free to reject

the Word of God, and Christ

as the Son of God, and the uses of prayer,
and the Jarticular faith and practices of the
church ?
.

The new convert to freedom blushed, but

nodded assent. The older woman looked
sad, and made ne reply. The next day
when the two were talking of family affairs,
she said: ** You know that father will
have to spend most of the year in Washinten?
* But shan’t we be with him?”
‘No. It is best that we remain here.” “I
hope he will write us often, and come home

in the holidays,”

** Suppose’ we do

read his letters nor answer them,
come him when he comes.”

not

nor wel-

The girl look-

ed at her mother, who was not given to flat
jesting, with amazement.
*‘ 1 was think-

ing,” continued the latter, ‘‘ that perhaps

we have been foolish to

in our

pressions

Your

family

be

so

dependent,

life, on special external ex-

of our

regard for each other.

father knows

that we love him, and

it may be that he would

be content with

the knowledge of this fact and that we
should get ulong better without any exchange of confidences. And would it not
be a fine test of the genuineness of our af.
fection if we should break up housekeeping and wandee about while he was gone,
and thus get away from these local associations that most strongly remind us’of him ?
And if we could give up the habits and
practices peculiar to us as a family and
which he has encouraged—such as cag
brating birthdays, exchanging flowers an
verses of poetry Bunday
morning, kissing
good-night at our chamber doors—we might
rid ourselves of all suspicion of feigning or
overestimating our love for hin.”
_ * Mother, are you crazy? broke in the
impatient listener, ‘' Of course,” proceeded

the

speaker calmly,

‘* we

disown him or the brothers.

tinue

to draw

should

I should von-

from’ the bank, as I always

boys what they
need at school. But we
shall be more likely in the end to please
him and respect ourselves, if we no lonoer
ask his advice about everything, nor sccépt
directions;

and

when

ful conditions, having spirits prepared for
what is more than human, and being obligedto move within limits that are. only human. The worth of such a life depends
little on its
quantity ; it is an affair of quality alone.—Marimeau.
|*

Mr. Hepworth’s

Prof. Martin, of New York, gives a most
interesting account of the way in which
Rev, Geo. H. Hepworth was led to adopt
evangelical views, as related by himself at
his recent installation :
He stated that upon first entering
upon
his

ministry

as a

Unitarian, he

had

found

that his preaching did not accomplish any
very direct or impo
results upon the
characters of his hearers. He was thus led
to study more “deeply the New Testament
and to see how much the preaching of the
Apostles presented, and magnified Christ.
This led him more to know and to preach
Christ

as

they

did;

and

he

found that in

proportion as he did so,he’was able to reach
the consciences and hearts of men. He

demonstrations

bers of the council, with

the

conflicts

from

every-

thing that cap suggest the happy, past.
These formal ‘attentions corrtipt tue family affection which is independent of time

and plage. Your father would honor us

the more if,

letters, home usages,

und suggestive memories, we still

retained

"our sensé’ of his kindness ‘as a bountiful
» provider and ‘unchanging friend.
That
would be free affection,

my daughter."

The young. eyes dropped in confusion,
and well they might. Pheir owner as

ashamed of her shallow thinking.

She.

saw that it'is no wiser to declare one's self

independent of historical Christianity, than
10 ignore
\

the

history

ana

Chromos,

each’

about

tame

12 inches

on bonded bo ig
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exquisite

good

”

There

are tears enough and sorrow enough, with-

i

avd

e

whether

in--

8

pr

; stings and bites are

v

Mré.R. Powell, 492 Atlantic 8t., Brooklyt, N: Y.,.
Wed!

i

the only thing that does me good.”

;

Myr. Chas. Hill, 616 Pine 8t., Philadelphia, writes

“That two bottles of Centaur Liniment has cured a
| most severe sprain of his ancle.”
. Martin, o
Seventh Avenue, N. Y,, says:
- |
| « hie Centar Liatment has cared me of a wre
| case pf inflammatory rheumatis m and can not be too. .
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We will pay $1,000 for any machine that
sew
‘a stronger, more beautiful, or more elastic seam
than ours. It makes the
“Elastic Lock Stitch.”
Every second stitch can be out, and still. the
jt
can not he pu Jad apart without tearing it.
We pay Agents
to $2560 per month, and
xpenses, or a commission from which twice

lo in Mischief.”
At the regular prices,
what we thus offer for $3.60 would cost
about $12.00;

4. New

or,

subscribers, sending

$3.00, will

:

|
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AGENTS and all Men WANTING
J THEBESTTRAVELING BUSINESS
whieh will furnish a ¢ nance with
but little Capital to clear
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$200 per month.
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Such testimonials

gan. be repeated indefinitely.

Tryit once.
We
by all Druggists.

warrant
-

It every time.

Sold

’

#50 3.1. ROSE & OO.53 Broadway, N.X.
ki
i

We

ous

ecialty

of “ CHIUR OEE?

ne do not iv tosend for our Circulars

giv-

We can réfer to more than one hundred churches

that are now using the

¢¢ Elastic

;

Sponge

We invite investigation,
circular

referring

to

Cushions.”

and will be pleased to send.

churches

that

are using

our:

full

vi Wha

but in meeting |

kind,

ine.

fi

ready

ascociations

need the help of these social and auxiliary
feelings.
e must have more versatility
of feeling, from all the arts of 2 man’s nature. Some men say, this deep sense of
sin, responsibility’ and duty tend
to make
great
Christians and grand natures. 1
don't know about it. I neversaw sn great
many such natures anywhere, Take care
of the bottom first. The lost sheep, the
poor, the feeble, the scattered, must be
thoughtof first. A meeting full .of social

feeling and love will develop’ more moral

feeling than any other. Religious feeling
in the household is not distinct from daily
but each hour the true

dis-

riod of darkness and

(rial,—that night of

oneliness in which you wrestled with the
mysterious and sacred presence that visited

you, saying ‘ever, ‘Tell me, what is.thy
name?

dawned

the

Lord revealed Himself to His servant,

till as the

morning

and

you could say like him of old at Peniel,
* I have seen God face to face, and my life
is preserved !'
r. Hepworth commences his labors 1
his new relations with a church formed
wholly of those who were already regular
members of evangelical churches, The
small New England church has united with

the mew church of Disciples,

and a very

attends his minpromising and hopeful

istry affords a most

field for this new.

and we trust divinely

taught, minister of Jesus Christ.

.

a

.

—

E—

What a dear old Saxon epithet is the
word “motherly !” Motherly kindness, attention, nurture! The word is never unwelcome
when fairly applied.
inf
Pas
t- felt
#2 Motherly
Meo
Lact

love: who has not joyed in it? Motherly
self-denial: often the secret heading of the
longest chapters of her lite, the

which

long

survives them all.

self-sacrifice: true to the last,

memory of

Motherly

often

re-ap-

phasing in some posthumous expression,
ike the voice from the tomb. My friend,
the Rev, John Burdidge, of St. Stephen's,
Sheffield, put it to the mothers and sons
of his church: “Does not history
tell us
how St. Augustine, Theodoret, Basil, and
St... Chrysostum owed everything to a
motheY's prayers? Have we not read how
Bishop Hall was dedicated to the service

of Christ by his mother on her death-bed;

»

*‘Who'llivelunteer ?. T want so many

men.”

“IN go” “PIL gol Theil decision: made
up the number, the colonels heart was

rejoiced. They Went, and returned with
150 0 200 vonteabands and other trophies
of war. That was the result of decision.
They took their lives in their hands and
went on reckless of consequences,

In order to

spiritual

\

success ‘we need

décision., How long would" it take the
Lord Jesus to do his ‘part if'you make the
decision? There are a handred / strings
whereby you are holding on to the interests of the world. You cut a string. here
and a kot therd, bur there aré more lef

at! than you hava fir

off;

om:

The Gospel not Gloomy.
re

The Gospel

gloomy!

It is an

from the harps of heaven, the

anthem

music of the

River of Life washing
its shores on high
and pouring in cascades from the earth.
Not so cheerful was the song of the morning stars, nor the shoul of the sons cf God
80 joyful. Gushing from the fountains of
eternal harmony, it was the first heard on
earth in a low tone of solemn gladness, ut=
tered in Eden by the Lord God himself.
This gave the key note of the gospel song.
Patriarchs caught it up and taught it to the
enerations following, It breathed from
the harp of the psalmists, and rang like-a
clarion from tower and mountaiu-top as
Prophets proclaimed the year of jubilee.
‘resh notes from heaven: have enriched the
harmony, as the Lord of Hosts and His
angels have revealed promises, and called
ile, from dens and caves, from bloody fields

¥

vid

'o

hh
Ha

We shall not probably be able to hold
out these inducements for more than a limited period. Hence the need of sending the
orders and the money promptly.

or, MY JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET
It is by odds the most taking and saleable book n
the field, 1. Itis on a vitally important subject :
It is by America’s most popular writer on health. :
1t is, for the price, the largest and handsomest book

Apr.
1, and sending the name
subscriber with the

of one new

money, shall

be

enti-

and fiery stakes and peaceful death-beds:
have they answered, in tores which cheerad
the disconsolate and made opprussors shake

upon their thrones, while sun and moon,
and all the stars of light, stormy wind ful-

filling

His

word, the

roaring

fullness thereof, mountains and

sea ‘and the

hills, fruit

ful fields and all the trees of the wood

have

rejoicéd before, the’ Lord, and the coming
of Hid ‘Anointed, for the redemption of His
heople and the glory of His holy name .—
r. Hodge.

[
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lions of dollars.

fess hud call

Christians,

themselves by

for missions in the same

name of one new

all who pro-

the’rame,

ald

time ‘five’ millions

subscriber

must

be

Should any persons, ordering

the Chro-

mos mentioned in connection with the Ohris-

tian at Work.wish them mounted and ready
for framing, they

will

need to send 40 cts.

in addition to the sums specified above.
In making

payments

and

ordering the

premiums, care should be taken

te

specify

just what is wanted, and to write the names
and orders plainly, so that there need be no
mistakes,

misdirection,

or

losses

by

the

mails.
Of course, no percentage
no credit given when

is allowed

»ubscription.

Agents,

urge you

ring

After the Chicago Fire.
REAL

do

& CO., .

ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS.

Insurance companies have failed.
' NOW IS THE TIME TO
OFFICE

CHRISTMAS

r

GIFTS.

No parent or teacher can find a more
present than

appropriate

SILVER SOUNDS.

It is

just from the

tion o Sorular
with quality.

press, contaming

parlor

:

music

a new

combining

s

of treasures

and

JOHN

1y45

Girls

resources

.Christmas Presalmost indispenthe other for the

to work in our

Wages, from $6 to $15

To the Editor of The Morning Star.
ESTEEMED FRIEND: .I have a positive Cure for
Consumption and all Disorders of the Threat and
Lungs; P its use in WY Practice 1 have cured hundreds, and will give $1,000
for a case it will not beneb. Indeed, 80 strong is my faith, I will send a sample free to any sufferer addressing me. Please show
this letter to any one suffering from these diseases.
;

Faithfully

Dr, T. F,

A NEW

Yours,

BURT, 206 Broadway, New York.

QUESTION BOOK I.
and Best for Young

People!

SYRUF oT
This favorite New England LUNG REMEDY has

gamed a reputation whic!
of curative agents, though
but little over two years.
best physicians, and does

Diuces it in the front rank
it has been jn the market
It is recommended by the
all that 18 claimed for it.

It cures COUGHS,
COLDS,
CROUP,
BROTCHITIS, ASTHMA, SPITTING OF
BLOOD, CONSUMPTION, AND ALL DIS~
EASES OF THE, THROAT AND LUNGS,
It is pleasant to take and warranted to eure,

2

C. C. TOPLIFF, M. D., Proprietor.
FISHERVILLE, X. H.
GREAT

OFFER.~

HORACE

BY MARY
LATHAM
CLARK,
Author of the Old, Old, Story and the Wonderful
Works of Jesus, and intended to be used after them.
All orders promptly filled by
.

& CO.,

Publishers of Religious and Sunday School Books,

38 nd 40 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.
AN :IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
or, the Biblical aeeount of Man's Creation
tested by Scientific Theories of his Origin and Anti

émd1
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CHIMESTEAN
BANFTESNN.
This little book has been revised by the author, hae
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how Payson traced all his hopes and usefulness to this Christian nurture of his
was impelled to ask more earnestly ‘“ who home; how Brainerd ascribed his deep
is this Christ whose life became so truly the | religious feelings to the education of his
life of the world?’ And with every renew- early years; how Philip Henry and his
ed study of the Scriptures he found the con- five sisters avowed that what piety they
viction deepening in his soul, that Christ
possessed they owed, under God, to their
is something
more and-higher than the parents
; ‘how James Montgomery. traced
Unitarians
admit. After many conflicts in his love for spiritual things to the instrué-’
which he hoped to find some middle
ground tion received in childhood ; how the mothon which to place the Saviour, he had been er of the Wesleys “left impressions on the
forced to the conviction that Jesus is sim- characters of her illustrious sons which
ply aud truly the embodiment of the Infi- were never effaced ; how Romaine, Dodnite one,—a divine Saviour.
dridge, Felix Neff; Leigh Richmond, RichThe right hand of fellowship was given ard Knill, and Robert Moffat all tell the
to Mr. Hepworth by the Rev. Dr. Taylor melting
and molding
influence of the
of the Broadway Tabernacle. He express- Christian homes amid which they were
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and duty; and a toilsome
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heavy

tian

but a

faith and

principle; not vehement

pleas. whose power is chiefly in the voice,
but a hearty alliance of the whole voluntary
nature with the redeeming Christ, to live
in and work with him for the highest welfare of men,—these are the things that

Subscribers. — Premiums,

prove our prayers genuine and set forth the
real fruits which the week of prayer was
meant to offer, If it gives us these things,

OW

On our third page will be found a statemeént in which several choice premiums are
offered for new subscribers to the Stir,

and sends us out to give them to the needy
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been a blessing to us, and.-that we have

ask attention to

them,

world, we may be suré that the service

They have
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number
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This issue of the Star will find many
of its readers in the midst of what is called the Week of Prayer. The season is
one adapted to induce serious meditation
and an earnest looking up to God. We
trust. that it may secure a general, a
faithful, an intelligent and a profitable
observance. But it ought to yield subsequent fruit. With the hope of aiding that
result, let us make a few suggestions,
‘What comes after it is of even more con-

these, and only

be

I, send me.”
of the week,

of ‘experience or somé vivid interpretation

body forget the routine of the prayer meeting and set all heatts throbbing with a uni-

fying sympathy; some wise and adapted
scheme of Christian work, that shall rally
the flagging'and stagnant energies of all
classes and tend to make the church a hive

eyes against

the promise and see the money before he
can rest. And so our earnest future watching for answers can alone assure us that
our present prayers have the quality that
makes them acceptable to God and of real
service to ourselves.
Carrying these elements into the services
which belong to this week of prayer,
they. will be precious seasons. The very

and then filling the fifty-second week with
pathetic confessions and passionate out-

cries, as though this brief and furious excess eould make up for the long and heedless deficiency. They only pray truly at any
given period who heed the injunction to
“pray without ceasing.” He who brings
no confirmed habit of-prayer to the services of this special week will find it hard
to get his soul into the real current of supplication ; and he who is coutent to limit
‘his earnest supplication to these few passing days will soon find that God seems:

tears that are shed will have healing in
them. The penitence will have something
noble and beautiful. The silences will be
as sweet as the songs. The better spirit
will tarry. There will be new strength in
the heart, new

grace

in

the

speech, new

force in the life. And the Week of Prayer
will truly and fittingly ingugurate a Year
of Power.

of

at

once

they will be equally profitable.

the

help him through the crisis; he must hear

sought during fifty-one weeks of the year,

his people,—something which will

VI. We need td look eagerly for{ the
answer. A hungry child asking for bread

If, instead, we shut

never stops with the petition ; it rests content only with the food it sought. A merchant on the verge of bankruptcy is not at
ease when he has asked a business acquaintance
to loan him ten thousand dollars to

er thing. It implies chiefly a steady attitude and habit of tke soul, not an exceptional bending of the knees or an utterance
of devout and sacred words with the face
turned toward heaven. There can be no
such thing as answering the design of
communion with God by leaving him un-

in the summer which he brings ;—these
things, ‘and such as these, are what may be
gathered in the very sphere where the pastor lives, and they are such as any truehearted people will prize even above gold
and silver.
Is not this a good season to begin making
these special donations? Is any trbe pastor unable to give something of this sort to

new light, and stop the ear to the higher
call, and turn away from the added service
to which we are are summoned, the prayer
may only plague and weaken us.

be help-

tions as well as the

first,

and

we

believe

The Late Exploits of Boreas.
a

—

:

Thanks to Mr. Fahrenheit: he put a bottom in his thermometers.
But for that, we

should have despaired
week.

during Christmas

Yet we must confess to only

a

fal-

tering trust even in that provision, when
the temperature sank fo fifty-four below zero. It would be a pléasure to know what
they did in Lancaster on that day.
It may be the fault of experience, but

we

know of no parallel for this late coldness.
Ifit had been confined to New England, it
would bave been less remarkable.
It is
among our hills that Boreas is supposed to
have his laboratory, But when it settles
upon Duluth, and St. Paul, and the Red
River district, where *‘Carleton” tells us the

hillsides yield wild flowers the year round;
when it invades the South, and the old cotton-fields are frozen, and the natives see the

mercury touch figures that they never saw
it souch before; when one desperate shiver
sweeps from the North to the very borders
of the tropic zone, then what? It marks a
new departure, to say the least.
But there is a pleasant side to it, and that
is the side that one sees from his sittingroom windows.
We can imagine a good

worldly feeling has lost nothing of its
overmastering strength. We do not de- Donations to the Parishioners.
velop a healthy and settled religious life by
This is the season for donations to pasa short spasm of sentiment.
tors.
Made in the proper way, and the
II. To find any real and abiding profit,
true spirit, and having substantial value,
prayer must be a personal matter with each
they may do great and peculiar good. They many families, members of which are ordiindividual. Itis not enough that we go
+ may prove the existence of
sympathy
and | narily absent during the day, still cherishwhere others pray, that we listen to them, |
appreciation, which a minister needs not ing the memory of those cold days, when
that we gladly take note of their fervor
less than others,for he is thoroughly human, the circle around the hearth was unbroken,
and faith, that we passively offer ourselves
They may make benevplence mature into and home seemed complete for once. How
to the current of petition which they set in
beneficencé, and then it has real and prac- they gathered closer, as the frost thickened
motion, and that we lend our assent and
tical value ;=it is feeling ‘translated into on the window-panes, and the sidewalk
approval in the formal amen which marks
fact,—a thought taking shape in. a deed.
fairly screamed beneath the hurried tread of
_ the close of their plea. The atmosphere
They may help to eke out a meager salary. some passer-by. Old times were talked
of the prayer-room. may indeed be good They may supply some little luxury
t over, new plans were laid, stories fold and
for us. The earnest petitions of other
ministers to taste and adds to the heart- read that had been kept for just such an ocdevout worshipers are meant to be helpful,
wealth, which otherwise could not be had. casion. They were days to be rememberand they prove so when our-ewn hearts are
Their very spontaneity and unexpectedness
ed, for they were asTare in their way as the
in ,vital sympathy with them. But each
render the gifts doubly valuable. They go June days that Lowell reminds us of, and
soul must pray for itself. It can not do it
They come much richer in real home intercourse.
' by proxy or delegation. It must be active beyond the meré contract.
of freelove, not of the formal bargain.
in the exercise. There must be the definite
Who shall say it was selfish for the wife
Without at all ignoring the business bond,
intention and the resolute purpose. The
and children thus to be glad that the husthey tend to exalt the union that is born
maxim which declares laber to be prayer,
band and father was kept at home with
of cemented
hearts.
Yes,
real dothem, even though he were locked in with
is an over-statemernt and apt to mislead.
nations are good and pleasant and serviceaa key of ice? To -be sure, the cause of
But,
the converse is always true,—that
ble things. They react favorably on the
. prayer involvesggork.
And there is only parish, while they lighten the heart and their joy made a woeful experier.ce for hosts
of their fellows, but should the pleasures
the semblance instgad of thereality if we
lift up the faith of the pastor. If he is a
of a day at home be foregone on that acgo to hear others p
tead of becomtrue man,—as we suppose him to be,—they
ing ourselves the pleaders,—just as really will not make him self-complacent, and count? ‘‘Bliss without alloy” is a rare
thing in this life, and one ought to be althe pleaders as though only we had underpresuming, and content with his work ; but
lowed now and then to approximate it,
taken the service.
It is our own prayer
rather add to his humility, and deference,
that strengthens our own soul.
even if somebody else must be_ frost-bitten
and gratitude,and fidelity. He will be likeII. It will not suffice if we only get ly to become a better minister, while they by it. It can’t be all selfishness that makes
one occasionally forget the world of woe,
the transient emotions kindled in the service. become a better people, by the process.
We want something besides mere sentiment,
But there is the other side to be thought in order te be happy for a day by the fire.
grateful and desirable as this may be. To of. The people would be equally cheered
But to return to Boreas. He is a monfeel reverent and solemn in the presenceof and helped by an occasional and perhaps un- ster. His own acts prove it. What did he
God is fitting and well. To be impressed expected donation from the pastor. Why
do on that fatal Thursday night of Christwith a sense of his goodness, to be humbled
not? They are as human as he.
They mas week, hut drive a whole ship-load of
before his majesty, to be struck with the have hearts. They love a wholesome ap- homeward-bound sailors upon the rocks in
awful beauty of his character, to be thrilled preciation. They know the worth of gen- Boston harbor, and hold them there till they
by the great thoughts of his still greater erosity, especially when they are blessed by sank, frozen in sight of the light from their
perfections, to be lifted into a sort of sacred
it. Some of them have sore trials and own fireplaces ? We shall never know
ecstacy or melted to a tearful tenderness,— heavy discouragemeuts. * A real gift, lying with what joy the crew, just returning
all this is grateful and fitting, and may be outside the circlg of the business bargain from a three years’ cruise; hailed the sight
profitable. But # this is.all, the benefit and the routine of service, would often of home that‘night, ‘only to go down amid
is slight,
lived and doubtful.
The
help them wonderfully,—help them all the the wail of the tempest before morning.
worst men have such experiences, and they more because it came unexpectedly, and
Tharg ls a tragle pathos to ‘such a scene,
remain the same men that they were. The
from the impulse and effort of true love. and if one gives himself up te picturing it,
rites of most of the pagan religions induce Why should they not receive as well as the sky wilklo ok black for days afierwards,
such emotional states in their devotees. The give?
And why should not the pastor And more than that, hamust have consider-ocean in a storm, mountain scenery, a great know the real luxury of giving to them,
able grace, not to want to smite every
picture, a cathedral, an oratorio, a grand
if, according to his preaching, it is so great breeze that touches hitx for a month,
poem, one of Nillsson’s songs, a fine tab- and peculiar ?
However, there were some hungry stomleau, a passage from the lips of a great
Yes, it seems very fitting that a minister achs that ‘got filled, and some shivering
actor, a burst of oratory,—any of these should make donations as well as his peo- bodies that got warmed, on account of the
things may kindle the feelings till the soul ple,—make them fo his people as well as storm, One would know how
if he
seems lifted away from the earth and quite receive them from his people. If he is in had been in NewYork or Boston the next
beyond the reach 8f its: enslaving magnet- a position to appreciate special gifts from day, and ‘seen ing wl of shovelers go
dsm. The emotional state is very much like them, are they not in a position equally forth, eager to work at the drifts for a shilthat often induced in the place of prayer; favorable to appreciate special gifts from ling an hour, to buy bread and coal to
and if this is all, there may be just about as him ?
break 4 tedious fast. And if one could
much religion in the one case as in the
But what can hé give? Not much money, have seen the joy in the attics to which
«other.
Something more than this mere probably, for ministers rarely abound in some of the shovelers returned, he might
sentiment must be induced before one can this. Not barrels of flour, nor cords of have been able to forget the sailors sinking
be properly content with the results of the wood, nor tons of coal, nor quarters of in the night, and almost imagined the breath
service during this week of prayer. It is beef, nor firkins of butter, nor dresses of of June on the breezes that came from the
perilous to rest in that. .
alpaca and silk, nor suits of broadcloth and north-west.
oki4 There, needs to be sought and goin: Tricot. These are not generally among
It is the . old ‘story. The calamity that
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befalls

one

another.

mukes

the

opportunity

for

Without, the night, there could be

the gospel and look upon the pastor as a
The foes of Christianity are ever varying
dear personal friend ; some rich chapter out their modes and objects of assault. At one

stir their appreciation, and cheer them in
their work whichis often hard and trying?
Shall there not be many such exchanges of
donations between the pulpit and the pews
during the present. season? We shall be
glad to report the second class of dona-

ful.

ilege, the regular use of it is the only prop-

current

it may

there is little doubt that they will

will not atone
the past, nor
‘the future. * If
is a duty convaluable priv-

the

these,

self-surrender, ‘‘ Here am
Going thus to the services

sequence that what merely comes with it.

off as ever, and that

through

plain that the ends we seek are to be gained,
And so there is no attitude proper or profitable for us but that occupied by the pleader of old time who cried out in his ready

i

great classes of those **‘who called on the Pfound forty years ago; receptions *exhibit_
-

time their hostility is open and avowed,

at

another it operates under the cover of professed friendship or a dignified

neutrality.

Now, in one way or another, it would beget distrust of the sacred records; them, ft
assails miracles; again, dropping theories,
it attacks some vital institution, as the Sabbath. In all, the object and end, if attained,
is the same. Remove the foundation and the
superstructure falls. Destroy any vital or-

gan, and death ensues. All must stand
and flourish together, or all crumble and
perish.
The most recent object of assault ie prayer,
And the onset is made with a directness and
boldness rarely if ever surpassed. This is
necessary. Prayer is natural and universal.
When the apostle said, “I would that
men pray

everywhere,”

he

did

pot . mean

that there were any who did not pray; but
desired that all might pray aright, “lifting
up holy hands without wrath and doubting.”, With the first breath of moral conscioustiéss | prayer ascends. No commuthity
of prayerless men has ever been found:

Not but there is room for skepticism here as
elsewhere. The present is not the first
time that the efficacy of prayer has been
questioned. Very anciently some said,
“Who is the Almighty, that we should
fearhim? And what profit shall we have
if we pray unto him ?” But prayer is a_citadel of strength among the Christian strongholds; and must be undermined or battered down, if any victory is to be gained. So

a deliberate issue is made bere, and with av
ingenuity
cause,

and

vigor

worthy

of

a better
:

Tyndall and others make prayer an absurdity. They do not deny that prayer is natu-

ral; that all pray everywhere; or attempt to
account for the facts; : yet they regard it as
absurd: According to their theory,all things
proceed by fixed and immutable laws; it is
therefore vain to

suppose

that

prayer

can

change anything. Whatever is right in the
government of the world will take place,
whether we pray for it or net; and whatever is wrong will not take place, whether
we pray for it or not. Dr. McCosh and
other Calvinists have a ready reply in the doc-

trine of predestination. The means a3 well
as the end is determined. The prayer as
well as its object is foreordained.
This
solution may do for the skeptics, but is not

satisfactory to most candid and thoughtful
minds.
Doubt of the efficacy of prayer arises from
previous doubt of God. Men first come to
ask, “Who is the Almighty, that we should
fear him,” before saying, ‘What profit shall

dence, gratitude for blessings received, confidence in the giver, and desire for needed
good. God knows our hearts, and whether
we possess and cherish filial und faithfal affections, or choose estrangement from him
and opposition to his Will: And he regards

and treats us according to our character.
It is neither consistent nor possible for him
to treat all alike. He bestows in answer to

prayer what without prayer he never would
or could bestow. It is natural to pray, and

more ‘intellect and taste, and less boorishness and intrigue ; and when one reads portions of Parton's Life of Jackson, or looks

over the story of dueling. in Congress as

one of our current magazines tells it, he can

hardly fail to thank God and take courage,
even while praying devoutly that the power
of corrupt rings may be speedily broken,

that the lobby may
that money may
votes, and Credit
effective hand in
staining

find its occupation gone,
cease to be offered for
Mobilier stock have no
shaping legislation or in

the record of men who ornament

their names with **M, C.”

;

~— TEMPERANCE IN MAINE.

The State

whose motto is * Dirigo ” keeps the leading
position in the matter of temperance.

The

election last September proved beyond all
question, that not even a republican leader

can hope to do anything effective who speaks
doubtfully or plays fast and loose in dealing
.with Prohibition. = She has the most stringent and effective law on her statute book,
and it is generally enforced. But not content with what has been done, she is likely

tothe reverent heart it is a high privilege to to adopt some supplementary ‘legislation
have nearness of access to .the throne of -this winter, that will unite temperance men
grace, and communion with the Father of still more heartily, and make the liquor trafour spirits, inspired and directed by the fic too disreputable and expensive for even

Holy Spirit who helpeth: our infirmities and

rich and desperate dealers.

maketh intercession for us.—J. J. B.

cess

Current

be

complete, and

May her suc-

her example

more

confagious than small pox.

Topics.

—— FREE SEATS AND CHURCH ECONOMY,
A New York paper half playfully and half
seriously raises the question whether, a few
years hence,n man can hope to get to heaven,
through a fashionable city church, who is
worth less than fifty thousand dollars. The
high and advancing prices charged for pews
and sittings serve to raise this question, give
edge to the irony, and point the moral. At

THE PAPERS, Even our leading and
best established papers must now and then
yield to pressure and adopt new lines of

policy.

A year since the Advance

pushed

up its price to $3.00,~a thing it had resolved
not to do.

Now the

Independent

does the

same thing, and takes the form of Harper's
Weekly. It was large before; its real size
will not be less now. It was exceptionally

and almost ruinously cheap at $2.50; it

the same time, and in part for similar veav furnishes a large and choice return for $3.00
sons, the question of free seats is-agitated now. Zion's Herald,—it is from report that
anew, and argued, pro and con., with great’ we speak, since this week's issue does not
earnestness.

The rage and strife for costly’

churches, artistic music, and star preachers,

thie absence of thoughtful and scholarly men
from the sanctuary, as well as the practical
exclusion of the poor from the first class
congregations,—all these things fittingly
bring home the Juestion of religious methods to the thought of the public and to the
heart and conscience of leading Christian
men. We have' no idea that cheap and
numerous meeting houses, free seats and
pulpit mediocrity would at once bring in the
millennium. The great fact is, human nature does not take naturally to true religion. Men are not merely hindered by
outward barriers ; the inward unwillingness
to take the Christian yoke is the main difficulty. But certainly there is need cf removing every needless bar between men and
the institutions of religion, of preaching the

gospel alike to rich and poor, and of so distributing the burdens of maintaining the

means

of grace that they

shall properly

press where there is strength to bear them,
and erush no willing but feeble soul, It is
a hopeful’sign that so inany are earnestly

yet reach us,—gives up the very form which
its New York contemporary assumes, and
becomes a quarto in response to the demand

of its readers.

Rev. Mr. Trafton urged the

change to accommodate the Methodist sisters, who wanted the paper available for use
in cutting out patterns !-—Not a few papers
die with the year, at the end of struggles
which have been more or less long and
more or less desperate.

Quite a number of

new papers come into the field with the opening of the year, to fight doubtfully for life.
Nothing but a trial will satisfy these new
comers, and only necessity suffices to induce
any sinking enterprise to gather up its feet
and give up the ghost. The worthy and the
needful sheets usually survive ; the poor and
superfluous finally retire under compulsion.
Which is all well for the world, even when
it is trying to the victims.
—FRQPDE AND MACDONALD.
These two
leading lecturers frora England bave made
a mark, each in his own way and according

to his own

qualities.

Froude,

who

em-

seeking the true way.

We

light is found mdy be
and faithfully used.

promptly

welcomed

bodies scholarship, culture, ample knowledge, and the philosophy of history, has appealed to the thinking brain of the country,
charmed his hearers by his clear-cut thought

—— A TOKEN OF PROGRESS.

The Bos-

and affluent style, but has failed to reach the

trust whatever

people or effectually enlist America as a
tha
IN
jury-in-the-case
of £ England
versus Ireland, .
which he came to argue in the court
of
public opinion. Macdonald has spoken
were deéply interesting, and not least so
familiarly of Burns and Hood to the comthat. part of them which were full of reminders of their feeble beginnings in the day of mon mind, being always hearty, high-toned,
untried experiments.
Boston led the way genial, sympathetit, but neither fresh nor
forcible; and while his audiences have been
and the earth; who possesses the natural
in this new form of Christian effort, and
and moral attributes of personality; that her thought is finding admirable emlodi- right glad to see and hear the man, they
he upbolds and rules all things; and then ment all over the land. It was a season of have wondered that the lecturer should come
the main objection to prayer vanishes. ' Ad- grateful retrospect, of present gladness, and 3000 miles to bring so ordinary a message.
mit that he is, and it will not be hard of large hope for the future. The speakers It was an honest and manly welcome which
‘to believe that he is a rewarder of those voiced the thought and feeling of ‘the occa- America accorded these transatlantic brothers; she also gave them a fair, courteous,
who seek him. We would not atlempt to sion: very happily ; messages ¢ame in from
teach one the utility of prayer who either several of the leading workers in the com- attentive hearing; and she will now give
directly or indirectly rejected the doctrine of mon field representing the stronger Asso- them a good-bye without any gushing sentiGod. But first secure a practical and ciations of the country, and the whole serv- ment or blindifig tears. Froude has gone,
hearty belief in God our heavenly F ather, ices were impressive and animating. There carrying a good pile of sovereigns which we
and the whole subject is relieved of essential is a pretty heavy debt still to be paid, but do not at all grudge him. Macdonald is
difficulty.
the enterprise and generosity which have still fighting bravely and cheerfully with a

we have if we pray unto him?” Now if
-there is no God, it isabsurd to pray to God.
Or it there is no God but some ideal abstraction of power, beauty, order, prayer may
be pronounced unreasonable. But first admit the divine existence, the real and distinct being of one who created the heavens

An adequate conception of God embraces
not only his real personality, but also the

sruth that he is both the physical and moral

ton Young Men's Christian Association

for-

mally dedicated their new and. beautiful
building on New Year's day. The services

already won such splendid successes for
these young men, are pretty sure to carry
this undertaking to a complete triumph.

governor of the universe ; that he ales not
only physical, but also moral subjects, and
by both physical and moral laws. We are
his subjects, bearing his image ; hence, not
wholly unlike him ; and he deals with us on
the same principles essentially that we deal

has been forward in claiming for itself,—albeit the form ‘in whieh he sets it forth awakens some fear and calls out a bit of guarded

with each other.

criticism.

We have

freedom,

er, responsibility, as really as he has,

pow-

All

rational beings, finite and. infinite, act in
view .of molives and conditions. Admit
those primary truths of consciousness and
feason, and the subject of prayer is plain.
Mystifying, obseuring, denying them involves it in'darkness and difficulty.
Such theories as those of Prof. Tyndall
make prayer -a sort of physical force or
means to be “gauged,” measured, estimated by physical tests, like some material
form or medical preseription. They harmonize very well with atheism, pantheism,
fatalism, or absolute predestination; but
are of little account before the doctrine of

moral freedom

and responsibility as

set

forth in the Scriptures and attested by consciousness and
experience.
Such profound wisdom as these philosophers exhibit
might avail with Papists, Mohammedans,

—— ASSERTING FREEDOM.
illustrates

the

liberty

He has

Rev. Mr. Ellis

which

repeatedly

Unitarianism

exchanged

with Trinitarian clergymen, and he finds
these new associations very pleasant. He
explains by virtually saying that he is only

using the liberty which

Unitarians profess-

serious illness that stirs sorrow and sympa-

thy in ten thousand souls, and prompts
abundance of prayers that he may still tarry

to bless multitudes with the pen whom he
can not reach and quicken with the voice.
Our NEw Tract.
calls, and to

meet

In answer
what

we

to many

think

a

real

want, we have recently published a fourpage tract, in very neat style, setting forth,
in a plain, brief way, an outline of our history as a denomination,its doctrinal basis, its

church polity, and some of its chief benevolent institutions.

They are fitting things to

put into the hands of those who would
edly approve and guarantee; that he doés.| learn, by means of a few words, what are
not think it worth the while to make special the peculiaritiesof the F. Baptists. They
and emphatic pleas for the dogmas that dis- will be sold at cost to those who order them

tinguish that sect; and more than half inti- } for this purpose. Price—$4¢ per 1000;50
mates that they are no more satisfactory to cts. per 100; 7 ots. per dozen. ‘Send the
his understanding than they are inspiring orders to this office.
:
to his heart. He wants and has special
faith in a spiritual and vital religion, and
Tae Premiums,
&c.. The pressure

proposes: to put emphasis on that.
following

in

the path

Is he

which has comé upon us here as the year

of Huntington, and

has closed, with the large number of orders
for the various premiums offered, has caus-

Osgood, and Hepworth?

His

words are

cheering, any way, as his work is high.

~— LIFE AT WASHINGTON. The national
capital is seldom thought of as the gateof

ed some delay in forwarding them to many
of those who have sent in the orders and
the money. But the names are all entered,
the pressure lightens daily, and during the -

next fortnight we hope to get off the whole
Buddhists, and even those holding absolute | paradise,—except to office seekers and the
lot of beautiful things, which we trust will
and mechanical views of predestination ; but leaders.in society and fashion. A good deal is carry gladness wherever they ' go,—By rethey have small force with those who regard gaid,—some of it justly no doubt,—of the
ferringto our third page, it will be seen
God as their gracious heavenly Fathét and impurity of its political, social .and moral
that both old and new subseribers may
Jesus Christ as the all-sufficient Saviour.
atmosphere, Croakers and cynits and dis- still obtain whatever we have offered.
Prayer is no mere service of the lips, or appointed aspirants are wont to speak of its Glad over the numerous responses, we are
bending of the knee, or prostration. of the steady degeneracy, and sigh for what they quite ready to welcome many more.
body, or any mere form. It is the earnest, call the good old times of republican simdevout, confiding offering up of the heart plicity, lofty patriotism and official purity,
THE LitTLE STAR, We shall send specito God. 'It jis not so‘much an act as.a state, —1It is a mistake. Imperfect as Washington men numbers of this new Sunday-school
though-it includés ‘both state and act. is to-day, it is better than it was, Senator paper in each of the packages of the Myrtle
Hence it is characteristic and descriptive. Wilson testifies to the diminution of drink- that go out from this office. We shall also
To be a praying man and a pious man are; ing habits and debauches; a visit to either send sample copies to more or less of our
«equivalent. “When the line of division was branch of Congress will disclose far moré pastors, &e. Those who wish it sent to
first drawn among men it marked the. two dignity and decorum than could have been them for the ensuing year,or who can put it
A

o

ap

,name of the Lord” and of those who, did
no to-morrow.
Christianity itself owes its not, i. e., the righteous and the wicked.
But he has choice things at his comniand, existence to sin. Even When the minister The same distinction has ever since been
—quite as choice as greenacks and grocer- takes his dinner, he eats ' what might keep recognized, To the primitive Cliristians the
ies, —things that his people will prize quite somebody else from starving. But not for announcement, ‘‘Beliold he prayeth,” was
as much as these. What are they? Well, that reason should the minister fast, nor sin the same as, “He is one of us, a disciple of
a sermon out of the beaten track, fresh in be worshiped as the occasion of the would's the Saviour.” To be truly a praying
man
its thought, abundant in ‘its instruction,
best gift, Even the way to Paradise lies is to be a man of God, and to be prayerless
and full of the life which he has distilled through the grave, and there, doubtless,
is to be without God and without hope. If
into it from the very pulp of his brain we shall know why that Christmas tempest therefore there is no difference
between the
and the juiciest portion of his heart; a must overwhelm sailors in sight of home, righteous and the wicked, between him that
practical lecture to the young, dealing before a few poor people at the North End serveth God and him that
serveth him not,
wisely and lovingly with their special perils or Five Points could break their fast.
prayer has no force or meaning; but if
and their glorious opportunities ; vivacious |.
‘| there is a difference, then prayer must con1
and soulfull talk to the Sunday-school chilPrayer.
tinue as a precious mode of its expression.
dren, that makes them see the beauty of
i
a
<
In prayer we feel and confess our depen-

Often the

wrought out, the answer may come in a
demand upon us for a higher life, a fuller
self-denial, a more taxing toil. Through

And What Then?

1. Praying much this week
for the neglect of prayer in
excuse the omission of it in
prayer is a real duty at all, it
'stantly pressing. If it is a

on.

:

—_—

his possessions,nor hds he the wherewith to
buy them. He can only give of such’ as he
has.

of happy and fruitful industries; a face so
pleader has in fact found radiance stream-, radiant with the light of the Master's couning in upon his vision, and heard a plain tenance and a voice so saturated with the
call to some new. task. That may be ex- Master's, sympathy, — caught by loving
peoted now.
While waiting before God fellowship with Hiw,—that darkened homes
and asking that great and glorious ends be brighten at his coming, and icy hearts melt
beams, its broader “toma

of them at once.

—

He

who truly prays, seeks, Theheart isin a
a
receptive attitude. And true,
prayer meant to open heaven, and bring
down itg larger know;
its revealing

are disposed to undertake special service
ag agents to procure subscribers, are invited to write us.at this office, and we
will endeavor to make such arrangements
with them as shall encourage them to
take hold of this work. We hope to hear

as far

There needs to be a readiness to

Our ministers and others who | welcome new light and larger service.

from a good

has

STAR,

:

————

gained the real good it was meantto yield. of Christ's words, which ' shall make every-

an interest for all our present subscribers.

“*

Not fine sentiment,

human sympathy, but a settling into Chris-

Aa~All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
business, remittances of money, &ec., should be ad:
“dressed id the Publisher.

=

cross.

consecrated soul; nota tearful or a jubilant

GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.

—

usefulness, wheth-

er there shall be fine sentiment and poetry
and gladness in them,or swhether they shall
Involve walking in darkness and bearing 4

St

New

cliovses God,

eT

3

wit

Catt)
Sry

-

THE MORNING STAR. , JANUARY 8,
serve these
requested te use it so that it will

‘We

ends.

per our Theo. School at Lewiston, is my
:
prayer.”
Another still, writes: ‘I thank God that
he put it into my heart to attend the New

do not stop to praise it; we
But we

choose to let it. speak for itself.

think our schools can hardly afford to suffer
the loss which its absence will ocGeasion.

had I not-attended that

year with this people closes next Sabbath.

‘Young Men for the Ministry.—An appeal.

much more successful during the last five
years in my Master's work, having given
two of them to study, suspending in the

No religious experiences have come to
our knowledge, so full of significance and
interest as those through which persons
pass, who resist for any considerable time

work,

I have

have passed away since their conversion.

hard

te study

I am

This

now,

willing to do. ThisI love to do; but I
can accomplish-more in ‘one-day now than
in three then.”
i»
«u
“1

perchance

Business and domestic relations

How much easier it is to prepare a

sermon to-day than five years ago! True,

Years

in this condition.

There are many

mean time pastoral labor, than IL should
have been had I devoted them all to pastoral

ministry.

Christian

to the

the call of God

T humbly feel, that I have been

+

«

&

*

have been entered into, and yet there re
between duty and
mains the same ¢o)

said, all’ this is what
may be s
. Perfvhap

adverse circumstgtioes,or perhaps botween

own work. Very well. A few items taken

the

Lake

em,
:
The churches in this western part, at least
of the state of New York, are trying
to support
this year a state missionary,~Bro.

M.H. A

ing in cash, from their friends in So,

bn

Boyds

8 Cambridge,

:

Mrs
Xi
Mrs M

Jan,

No. Lebanon; Jan.
No. Berwick, Beech

Tlie pastors

0)

n.

C. 0, LiBBY.

Feb. 1, 3,

pry

owrJ, H

N H,

ENC Lothrop,

r A J Dutton, z

5:00

Laura Trussell, Bashan, O
:
Mr & Mrs Stephen Harriman, Stewartstown,

5.00
1040

garded as a full aud regular course of study,

duce,

And so there

been

has

to

likely

was

of

discourage-

peculiar

churches,

and/be

able

to

do

a

To the Freewill Baptist Churches:
to

and

pro-

ing such a course.

Our own school,in connection with Bates
English,

well suited to meet the wants of the deThere are
nomination in this respect.
cight or ten students successfully pursuing
this course in it at the present time. Most
of them have reached the third or last
year.
This Course is open to such as have already entered the ministry, but are cons
scious of a need of further knowledge and
training. 1t is true, that to some, to turn
aside from the active duties of the ministry
and devote a few years to study, would
seem to be a course of doubtful expediency.
__ But might not the knowledge thus acquired, the direction and spur furnished to

and the higher and more rational

conception of the great work of preaching
‘Christ thereby induced, add to the efficiency and usefulness of one's
life-work,
though the active service of it be diminished by a few brief years?
Happily.we are not driven to .abstract
reasoning to make this appear. Actual
facts and living experiences testify (o. this
end.
.
oh
5
Some five or six yedrs ago, a half a
dozen or more students of this class were
_ in the school, then located at New Hampton, Their ages varied from twenty-seven,
perhaps, to forty. Several of them had
been engaged in preaching for a period of
time varying from one to ten vears. After

you

in

Mission
the

spirit

Board

would

of our

and

ask you to assist our feeble churches, and
to establish new omnes in the growing villages of our beloved country.
Do you love the Foreign Mission cause ?
Then help it to build up churches at home
that will support it. Do you love our
Educational
interests? Then help
the
churches that are the very life of our
schools. Did you pray and vote to abolish
slavery, that we might carry a free gospel

preached

by

help us to

thereof ? Then
the Lord has
us enter.
Do
the Bible as

the Freewill Baptists ? Then

proclaim

them.

Do

you

love

Christ? Help us to honor his name in saving sinners, Do you love your own denomination? Then help the Home Mission
to increase its numbers and usefulness.

The Board pledges itself to use all the

and labor, and the

churches

receive

at the same time.
DEAR BRETHREN:

them

:
We need

amount

apportioned to the churches as soon as
sible, that we may be able to pay
missionaries,
and also strengthen
things that are ready to perish. And
pecially do we call on those churches
have been assisted in years past by
Home Mission, tobe prompt, and
exhibit the Christians gratitude.

posour
the
€sthat
the
thus

Three years from the time

of settlement,

dence should be sent.

1 received communications from several of
them, setting forth, more or less circum-

Revivals, &c.

santially, the results of their experience
subsequently to attending school, as compared with what it had been previously, as
well as the views taken by them of the
years devoted to study, in the light of that
experience, These letters were not written with the expectation that a syllable of

them would ever meet the public eye; but
with that frankness and freedom = with
which former students are wont to address
their “old teacher,” upon whose apprecia-

tion and sympathy they know how to rely.
The testimony

"question

they

bear

to the

is not the less but

point

in

rather the

more valuable
on that account.

:

A few brief extracts, omitting all personal allusions, will suffice: my present purpose, One of them writesas follows: “I do
now feel and ever have felt, that the time I
spent in school was among the most useful

days of my. life. I would not have the
time one day less; but ‘would that 1 had

bad more to consecrate
cause in the same way,”

to

the Master's

The next extract is trom the communica-

tion of one

who had been an ordained pas-

tor for several years. He says: “During
these years, I constantly felt the need of
such aid and instruction as I received while
at New Hampton.
As it regards my ministry,&c., I must say without hesitancy that
the two years spent thus were of more

value practically than the eleven years of
my ministry previous to my. connection
with the school. I consider the second
year worth much more than the first. In

short,
“privileges/I
School.”

WEST STEPHENTOWN, N. Y. ; The second
Sabbath of Nov. was a day of especial interest to the Free Baptist church of West

‘in

our
:

Enclosing in his letter five

men

in

On

new

Co., Mich., will

service of God.

preach.

Genesee

Q. M.

A.

M.

to have a
and invite
from other

Com.

Rededication at Gonic,

The F. Baptist House

at Gonic,

house was well filled with an interested

congre-

gation ; and the services, in which a large

num-

ber of clergymen participated, were fitting and
impressive. It was evidently a joyful day to the
who

needed

this

and who now entered
and hope.

improved

Rev. G. 8. Hill, the pastor, has labored almost

work earnestly to build up the epiritual
of the

living

God.

and

sanctuary than this

country

in

any’

temple,
It would

more

tasteful
village

of

like size. That it may be filled with a company
of Christian worshipers equally distinguished
for piety and faithfulness, is the highest wish of

many

who tejoice in

this proof

of outward

progress.

+
—

Four

Years

in

Maine,

Four years ago the 18th of Oct., the friends at
Hillsdale, especially those connected with the
Theological Society, will remember that the

writer was on his way to the east 'in pursuit of
a Theological Seminary. He has ‘not forgotten
those young men of the College, who at that
time had the mivistry in view, and would be
glad if, through the Star, he could speak a word
of encouragement to all such anxious hearts,
He made a pause at Lewiston, but there being
at that time no school of the prophets there, he
found his way to Bangor, which was destined to

‘be the home of the student for the three succeeding years.

Within three hours ridé by rail, Free

ing two more, all of whom put on Christ
publicly by following him in the ordinance

sow the gospel

BARTER'S ISLAND, ME.

There is a very

precious work of the Lord on a portion of
Boothbay, called Barter's Island. . Some
twenty-five hopeful converts are testifying
of God's power to save, and the work is
still going on.
A.

Ministers and Churches.
THR money reported in the last
a8 having been given by Rev. D,
the Ed. Soc., was contributed by
tion at Phillips, Me., for Students’

bert

Star but one
Waterman to
the congregas
Fund.

|, CoM.

him at Erie, Monroe Co., Mich.
™~
[

seed

in the

hgo

by

village

For a year it was no uncommon

brethren

of Unity.

thing

to walk

nine miles after leaving the depot at Burnham,
until the place was made more accessible by a
rail-road running through it. Here the Lord
was pleased to smile upon the work of his un-

worthy servgnt, and, in connection with a brother of another denomination, he saw more
thirty-five souls converted
and reclaimed.

- During the last year the

Garland

church

than

has

been the field of labor; and though we have’ not
seen the work of grace progress as we could
wish, yet the Lord bas been with us, for we

bave received eight new members—six
tism.

We

have

an

interesting

by

bap-

Sabbath-school,

and a goodly number in attendance. Though
the salary is not large (four hundred per year)
the people are kind and generous, and we have
found a happy home in their midst. For all
these things we would give God the glory.

And now a word of counsel to Theological™
students.

Some

advocate

a two

years’ course;

and think ‘it sufficient. I would say by all
means take the third year; then be willing to
preach for a smull salary, and the Lord, whose
faithful servants you are,

will

pour

a blessing

on your labors and crown them with glorious
success—the salvation of souls in your midst.
Ww. C.H.

left

the

ranks

of the

Meetings.

ROCHESTER Q. M.—Held its last session

Dec.

18-15, at E. Penfield, N. Y..- There was a fair
attendance and interesting services. ' Bros.”A.

M. Richardson, I. J, Hoag, Wm. Taylor, Wm.
Walker and R. H. Tozer preschied. The inter-

ests of the Q. M. are in a prosperous condition,

though no special religious awakening lias

char-

}

—W Tobey—M

M.—Held

‘its

December

session

in the Conference as follows:

the

action

of

our

our proportional part of

that

Yearly Meeting at its last session, in presentin
a plan to cancel the debt of the Maine Centra
Institute, and we pledge ourselves as a Quarterly Meeting to take

debt as indicated by the Yearly Meeting.
copy

of this

resolution

has

been

sent

to

WAYNE COUNTY Q. M.—Held its last session
Yih the Jeffersonville church,
Nov. 2 & 3,
1872.
Next session Feb. 1 & 2, 1873, with the Bi
Wayne

Co., Illinois.

West

of Fairfield,

J. S. HAWK,

Clerk.

How THE RICH MAY PO GOoOD.—Thousands of the
poor are suffering from coughs and colds caused by
exposure.

Send to each of these, one bottle of Hale's

Honey of Horehound and Tar.

Thus countless lives

may be saved at a trifling cost.

The

remedy is ad-

mitted to be infallible.

Crittenton's, 7 6th Avenue. Sold by all Druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute,

Words worth Reading.
To anchor the hair
firmly in the scalp, to preserve its color, to keep it
pure and free from scurf, to quicken-its growth, to
improve its texture, to make and keep it what it
ought to bé—the crowning personal charm of both
sexes—it is only necessary to use BURNETT'S COCOAINE.
3

Wight—-EE Williams

A

Westgate

Young

B M

R M Woodman

Worth

A

- AB George,

P Ford.

Asa

Centaur Lini-

ment cured it perfectly. CHAS. HILL, 616 Pine St.,
Phila.”
5
H. Marsh, Esq, Supt. of Adams Express Stables,
horses

should

know the Centaur
Liniment. We find it the best
thing ever used in our
stables.”
This testimony could be repeated for a month. If
you want to avoid sgffering, just try the Centaur
Liniment.

Sold

4t51

by alNDruggists.

cry

for

Pitcher’s

CaeMUNG Q. M. will be held with the Free Bavtist church in Big Flatts, commencing Friday before
the second Sabbath in Jannary, at 2 o’clock, P. M.

J.

N. BROWN, Clerk.

LAKE GEORGE, N.Y,Q M:, will hold its ne

session with the Putnam charchy commencing ¥
day, Feb. 7, at 2 o'clock, P. M.
)
W. H. H, DAVIS, Cler ©

i

Mondays,

Wednes-

each way.

WM. MERRITT, Supt,

»

S. Collins.
Dec. 31, Mr.
Mary Bradley, all of Dan-

14, by Rev. W. C. Hulse,
Miss Ella L. Currier, all of
H. Fay,of Worcester, Mass.,

In Banstead, Dec, 26, oy Rev. W. O. Carr, Mr.
Charles H. Berry, of Northwood, and Miss Jane M.
Snell, of B.
In Portsmouth, Nov, 22, by Rev, L. L.
Mr. Geo. H. Donnell and Miss Georgie B.

Dec. 3,

Mary E.

Paul

Harmon,
Lambert,

Mr. James H.

Bowler, of

Durgin, of Greenland.

and Miss

Dec.

Betsey Baker, all of

P. Dec.24,
Mr. George H Collum and Miss Emma
Teeny, all of P. Deo. 25. James Carter and Miss
Rachel
Jameson, all of P.

MAIL.

In Alfred, Me.. Dec. 8, by Rev. 8. Pomndexter, Mr.
George Day; of Kennebunkport, and Miss Eliza J.
Russell, of A.
In Newfield, Dec. 1, by Rev. Moses Folsom, Mr.
Joseph Goodrich, of N., and Miss Abby E. Page, of
Parsonsfield.

:

In Nassau, N.Y. Oct.2, by Rey, I. B Coleman,
My. R, Lyman Upham and ‘Miss Harriet Sexby,
both ¢ ). FY
SE
}
+
In

Brunswick,

July

13,by Rev.

D.

C. Burr, Mr.

George Tarr, of B., and Miss Flora E. Hallowell, of
Leeds. Nov. 27 Mr. Charles A. Parsons and Miss
Emma J. Lincoln, both of B. Dec. 25, Mr. Daniel
B. Peacock, of Gardiner, and Miss Hannah S.¥oss,
of Lewiston.
:
In Bath, Me., Jan. 1, at the residence of the bride’s
father, by Rev. E. W. Porter,REv. A. L. HOUGHTON,

of Jawyense; Mass., and Miss HaTTie B. MALLETT,
of
B.
.
In Freeport, Me., Jan. 1, by

Rev. B.

A. Sherwood,

Mr. J. M. Smythe and Mrs.
Mary Griffin.
In Raymond, Nov. 23, by Rev. B.S, Manson, Mr,
W. Leroy Carlton and Miss‘Martha J. Dearborn.
In Vimeland, N. J., Dec. 25, by Rev. P.R. Rus-

sell, Mr. C. H. Buckminster and Miss Ellen F. Chase,
both of South Vineland.
;

In Lyndon Center, Vt., Jan
1, by Rev. D. H. Adams,
Mr. 0. W. Chedles, of Sheffield, Vt., and Miss
Addie M. Eastman, of
L.
At Jonner M4 Roads, Pa., Dec. 25, at the house of

W

Organs & Melodeons!
Brother

Rapids, Mich.

Boothbay, Me.
EXPRESS.

Central

Merrill, L. L

Harmon, Thos

each $100,
J W Butterfield,
A yaugin,
Russell Whittier,

I. Angell,

Rev Mark Merrill,

* A H Morrell, bal, sub,,
8 Farnham, bal. note,
A friend
Cash. bal, of note,
A friend.
D M Graham, Int,
JC Purinton, am't sub,

10.00
;
40.00
40,

8

y

G. W. BEAN, Financial Agent,
Lewiston, Me., Jan. 1, 1878,
Foreign

Alton Corner, N H,
Rew Dutham Q no
urke,
r

bo

Enosbhur, Q M. Vt, per J D Knowles,
Hortonville, N Y, per M Mitchell,
Dales NY,
a
Sid o%: Me,
per H W Goddard,
iver Q M, 111,
rs A PP Downs, Chicago, Ill,
Mrs C L Vail. Ouleout, N Y,
Barry & Allegan Q M, Mich, per F A Stanford,
A friend, Iowa,
Kilbourn City. Wis,
per D Stillwell,
Brownfield, Me, per
Goodwin,
Rochester Q M. N Y, per W Walker,
L Maxham, Middlesex. Vt,
J Loveland, New Haven, O,
W Ellsworth, Me, per J Trueworthy,
PRERS

Instruments

transportation.
!
do not prove perfectly satall moneys are readily repaid, so you run no risk in

For circulars address

Rev. L. L. HARMON,
Portsmouth,

b2tf

ANOTHER

N.

H.

LOT OF THE

Retiform Brussels!
One of the most skillful Carpet Manufacturers has
succeeded in producing a low priced, durable carpet.

Four Hundred Pieces this day Opening!
This invoice is quite an improvement over the lot
we sold last year, from the fact that they are full

yard wide instead of three-fourths wide—and can be
used either side up. Brilliant and permanent colors

and rich designs, and will be sold for 50 cts. per yard.
Sample sent by mail on receipt of 10 cts., or five

differént patterns 50 cts,
PEASLEY & BOND,
At52
47 Washington St., Boston, Mass,

Agents! A Rare Chance!!

Mission.

pil per C L Pinkham,
Cow

lla.

is a steadily increasing

ordering.

$874.75

oh

of Musical

States

16.00

Merrill, Joseph

Sally, D C Burr, M Gatehell, Mrs C Harding,
each $5.
Mrs Lydia Owen. Cash, B Eaton, O Rays, each $10,
Luorcus Coolidge. B F Hayes, $20,

Mrs Mark

supply

directed), or damages by
If Instruments ordered
isfactory when received,
funded and all freights

Institute,

Henry

Harmon’s

all over the United

business.
)
Organs and Melodeons of the best quality, and
on the most liberal terms, are supplied at’ short notice, and he sustains all losses of money (if sent a

NY.

Butterfield, J L Burrill,

Canaan ch WH,

5

and Saturdays

and Miss Ada E. West, of G, Dec. 15, Mr, Seneca
M. Paul and Miss Etta Gordon, both of G. Dec. 23,
Mr. John E. Hamilton, of G., and Miss Mary E.
Witham, of Bangor.

Castoria.—’

A substitute for Castor Oil. It assimilates the food,
cures Wind Colic and causes natural sleep. It does
not contain morphine, and is pleasant to take, never
gripes and never fails, The best physic known.

:

Laconia

Moultonborough,

Dec. 19, by Rev. P. 8. Burbank, Mr. John F.

23, Mr. George

.

J. B. ROSE & CO., 53 Broadway, N. Y.

Children

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
leave Wollfeborough 1neadars, Thursdays

Heath and
Miss Emma
Page A. Hunt and Miss
ville.
In Garland, Me., July
Mr. Alfred W. Hicks and
G. Nov. 28, Mr Norman

Batavia, N Y.

Maine

J. F, Ladewig, of’Hoboken, N. J., says: “The
Centanr Liniment has cured me of rheumatism,
after intense suffering for five years.”
“I tried many remedies for my sprained ancle

of

5.05
1.46

2.00

Mr. James M. Abbott, of New Hampton, and Mrs.
Rose A. Todd, of Bristol. Dec. 24,
Mr. Moses C. Fi-

E

L Hutchins, S Savage, A H Paine,T F Paine E Purinton. Mrs 8 McKeown, Mary
Dinsmore, D
H Sawyer, Mrs I) H Sawyer, Mrs M O Sylvester, Caroline Patten. D I M Purinton, Chas O
Goodwin, Mrs E M Vaughn, Cash,Orin A Buzzell, each $1,
;
Walter Boardman, Susan Boardman,J F Clifford, L
Maria Simons, John Smith, each $2,

for brutes,

owners

11.13
1045.

field and Miss Eva Wells, both of N. H.

Forwarded,

A E Wilson, Oswego,

White wrapper alone the family suits.

‘“All

4.29
4.42
4.47

MARRIED

Bishop, Toledo, Iowa,
Clevenger, Center Square, Ind,
W fHeminway, Warren, Vt.
C Jordan, Bar Mills, Me.
M Mathews. Burlington. Vt.
H Hager, Harvard, Mass.

F ¥ Bailey, Gr;

Fear not dumb horse, thy friend now speaks,
Whol heal your wounds, and make you leap
Ten bars—piles of oats to bolt,
And‘frisk about like yonder colt.

says:

10.38
10.55
11.60

W. C. Griffish, by Rev. G. A. Moffatt, Mr. Wesley J.
Griffith and Miss Lizzie Ritchie, both of J.

8 G Hodgdo

York,

7J2
7.80
7.30

In New Hampton, Nov. 30, by Rev. E. Nj. Prescott,

J Boyd, Taunton, Mass,
wu W Burlingame, Georglaville, R I.
8 Poindexter, Limerick, Me.
W C Hulse. Garland, Me.
H Atwood, Livermore Cen, Me.
0 Pitts. Springfield, Me.
¥ W Towne. Kittery Point, Me.
© L Vail, Olueout, N Y.
Silas Dudley, Wi'ton Junc, Iowa.
LL Decker,
Pishon's Ferry, Me.
Johu A Ames, Wayland, Mich.
N Clark, Benton Harbor, Mich.

Cures burns and scalds, poisonous stings—
Rheumatic horrors scares away,
Limbers stiff-joints in a single day.
Pobr cripples in their hobbling way,
Limp in on crutches—then walk away.

New

Farmington,
Rochester,
Gonie,

4.08

a:

« CW Griffin, Ea Albany. Vt. -

It banishes pains and all such things,

bottle of

415

¢
*
¢“

7.55

P.M,
- 4.05

New Durham,

10.18

Dover,
Boston,

17.15

10.25

*¢

6.50

6.57

7.01
7.09

404

10.15

“Alton,

ester, with trains

«
«
+
«
“
«
«

tread—

6.45

631
645

ford. Leave Alton daily for Gilmanton Iron Works.
Stages connect at Rochester daily, from East Roch-

D R Whittemore

Martha

11.40
Dever.
« M.

for

RETURNING,— Leave

«' {'Emery, New Market, N H.

On other mission now we’re sent,
To bless mankind with an emollient,
Of which the world ne’er hath dreamt,
Even our CENTAUR LINIMENT.

second

Alton Bay,
Traine

322
8.36

days and Reidays for Alton,
in season to connect
with trains for
Boston and Portland.
Leave Gonic
every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North Straf-

Wilds—P M

Wheeler

11.05
11.17

Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays
for Laconia.

« 1 B Coleman, West Stephentown, N Y.
“ § R Evans, Caroli
enter,
NY.
s« 77 E Peden, Berlin j4 Roads, O,
» T Keniston, Ea Rochester, N H,
«I, B Tasker, Sandwich Center, N H.
« M Atwood,
So Strafford, Vt.

J
W
OC
B
J
M

The

New Durham,
Alton.

all of Kittery, Me.

BY

Lived ou the earth, and slept among the stars.” p

relief,

3.52
3.59

Rochester,
Farmington,

¢
“

and Saturdays for Tuftonborough,

Chased wild mares on the fleld of Mars,

. without

11.30
11.37

¢
“

\
Stages

Rev E C Cook, Steep Falls, Me,
** J M Russell, Concord, Vt.
“ 'W H Waldrén, Holmesville; Vt.
¢ J rdgecomb, Mt Vernon, Me,
“4M Folsom, W Newfield, Me.
. % E C Cook. Steep Falls, Me.
.
' PW Balti
Rp
ent
id
ong'ey,
Norr
wock,
Me.
“Jam Crandall, Ames, NY.
“ J Trueworthy, West Ellsworth, Me,
‘ FE Allen, East Dixmout, Me.
“ J B Davis, West Buxton, Me.

See the 16ng line of myriad dead
With hoof of horse and human head
Rise up and speak!
“T'was proud Olympus gave us birth;
For a thousand years we roamed the earth—
Eat pertumed flowers of the century plant,—
Drank liquid from the volcano’s mouth,
Slew man and beast to play our part,
Then restored to life by the Centaur’s art;

wrapper is the thing

6.08

6.26

P., and Miss

No difficulty is now experienced in pregénting or
counteracting the effects of dyspepsia, torpidity of
the liver, acidity of the stomach, vertigo, weariness,
depression of spirits, disturbed sleep and nervous
debility. Partake'of Atwood’s QUININE TONIC BITTERS, and nese diseases quickly disappear.

Yellow

8.00

8.17

An.
¢

BF Zell.
Books

together.

ye the mighty Centaur’s

1045

11.00

Gonie,

eave Alton Bay,

oe—E W Fox---A M Freeman---N French—J Fogg—
Mrs N M Guillon—A E Grifiith—W C Gove---A Gould—
N Gordon -N Gammon---D) Greene---W G Gannett---C
Green—L R Glles---W H nawley—G H Howard---Mis F
Hurd---J Huekins —8 G Hoit—A L Houghton—C J Hunt
--=J K Hardy---A H Howe---C Hurlin---L Hersey---AD
Hill-=-J J
Hall---W G Howe---B F Holbrook---H N
Hovey, dr—J M_Heggie---C H sHaskins—-K W Hale--CE Hayes---W King---J James---Betsey
Jepsc
J
Ingerick---J Jenness---Mrs A A JenneKinman---F
Knowles---J E Karr---H Krewolf---Mrs T A Lewis---H
Leach---8 Lent---E Lamprey---Miss M A Laud---M Lyon---A LaDow---I Luther---J B Mugg---A K Moulton--Mrs F Marshall---Ann A Mooney-—D
G Mead-—-D M
Meserve---D G Morrill---J L Moody—--C L McClary---S
L Martindale—Mary Mowry--E J
Morgan—G A Moss—A
Munn-—-Mira Noyes--SMartin—E Miller—Mrs L S March
—8 McKeow
Mowry—J L Odell—J B Pulcifer—C F
Peney.-2 Potter—Mrs L Page—W Page—C Putnam--A
8 Phillips—E W P:
H
Pinkham--Miss L Preston—
H L Preston—G 8
elee—-Betsey Rogers—L J Rideout—-A Rich—E G Reynolds—S G Smutz—S Shumway—
S W sStiles—J A Starbird—S Summerlin—R W Stearns—
S L Sherman--G Nawyer--J F Smith--J L Sinclair--8 B
Stevens—C H Shannon—O F Slack—Mrs G_Smith—-LB
.Starr—T W &mith—D Sears—G Sinclair—H Stevens--AB
Sargent--SM Sherman—F Searl—J K Tomlinson—J D
Tucker—1 Tucker—H True—~J 8 Tripp—G 8 Thom—R
Taylor—E Tuttle—A Turner--Mrs 8C Tower—Murs J Valley—J W Winsor—W Winsor—DK Weavet--J F Wooster
—Mrs D M Woods—C Waterman—CL Welch! Wither-

H

for Alton Bay.

¢“

Arr.

ly---A A Eastman---N Emery---J W_Esten—C Foss---8

VEGETINE is composed of the best vegetable ingredients the dispensary of Nature furnishes. Their
juices are extracted in a way which preserves their
undiminished medical properties, making it one of
the greatest cleansers of the blood that can be put

Hear

E D Tarbell-A P

F Weymouth--J

ROAD
1872.

“Dover,

by Thompson—Ann C Tattle -A P_Tracy—Sam’l C Teel—

head—H F Wood--N

RAIL

DOVER & WINNIPISEOGEE R. R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1872.
Trains for Alton Bay.
A.M.
P. M.
Leave Boston,
8.80
1230
3.15 .

D Van Dorn—A VanWic—N B Varney -A P Whitney—
I Wentworth—C D Weare—L H Witham—3 Wheeier—S
D Wiggin -8 Whittam—EH Willis—JWardner -8 Wales
—M C
Walters—S G Wheeler—C Whitaker—O D White—
W Weeks -J Wakeman—W Wilson—A Wadsworth—Julia E Wallace—D Yeaton—N Young—D G Young—O W
Young—A N Watson.
E Allen—Mrs M Abhott—L Brackett—W A Anderson—
J Atwater—A Allen—A C Angell—J Batcheler—S B Bean
'—D C Burr—L L Bangs—B Ballou—C E Bean—J Blake—
J Bryant—Mrs A R Beal—N C Bosworth—J A Budlong—
Mrs N Breed, Jr—Mrs B W Bean—S Buglong—C M Bryant—S Bisbee—E H Butts—J I. Barker—§
H Burnham—
A Beebee—~O A Boynton—dJ Batty<A'
Bugbee—dJ A
Cassidy—W H Cauttler—Mrs P Chambers—C E Colburn—
W A Carlisle—O N Cook—L Chaney—W. D Chase—M
Cole—P Chesley
—A Chute—J H Cox—S8 G Cross—H N
Clark—V « Cary—W Connell, Jr—J M Crandall—-H F
Dickey—M A Dart--~J Davidson---J H Dodge---M N
Davidson---J R Davidson---I} F Eldredge---L. A Edger-

member, and forward it to your agents, E. N.
Fogg and Benj. Fogg.
ext session with Dixmont and Plymouth
church.
BENJ. Fogg,
Clerk.

Mound church,
4 1-2 miles

Trains leave

Tracey—E
P Tobie -E T Tufts-W I Tibbetts—D
L
Thompson—E C Stuart—Mrs M Stacy—0 A Symes —Mrs”
D B
Tibbetts—BM Smith—A H Stewart—E Stevens—Dol-

with the Bangor church. - It was a very interesting session in connection with the ordination
of Bro. Given, their present
pastor. The church
is increasing in numbers and
Christian ' graces.
Their pastor enters upon his duties with encouraging prospects.
resolution was. passed
Resolved, that we endorse

Thing—T Tracy—Mrs

MAINE

ARRANGEMENT,

9.00 10,50 A, M., and 6,10 P. M.

D Pugsley—H B Parsons—J W Payne—A A Pettigrew—
Mrs A W Preston—8 A Po
1 A
Piibrick—C B Peckham —Mrs E 8 Perkins—H
imp
8 X Quinam.-W
B Reed—A Redlon—Mrs K
ad—M
A
Randall-R H
Rich -8 XH Raitt—H Rowland—Mrs R B Russell—E H
Rosecrantz—J H Rand-J Runnells—N Rowell—Emma
Russell—R J Russell—F Reed—Mrs J Rich—G A Spinuey
—J Swarts—O Smith—A D Smith—¢ C Sargént—O
Shi
man—8 J Spring S Scribner—W H Sanyer Mis Th
Stillings—E
M
Stiles—A Spring—0OW _Smith—J D Sar.gent —W
H Stanchfield—8 Stevens—S Sawyer—B I’ True

E. T. Tu¥rts, Clerk, pro tem,

AND

1vls

Trains leave Dover for Portlan.|,
AM, AM.
PM. PM.
‘
10.10 10.45
2.58 6.08; and on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 8.10,P. M,
=

Putter—Martha T Perkins—E H_Prescott—L Plummer—

please inform Rev. I. J. Wilkins.

Q.

ied

Adaline J Lord—T
ey—D J Mooney—38 E-Meorrill -K Morrison—H MeAllaster—A Mason
—J B Manning—J G Miller
-W Mitchell—=A A Marden—
Miss 8 A Mudgett4 Mitehell—J McClintock ~- E Mathews—C
L Mark—O T Moulton—H
Merrill-Mrs Mary
Moulton—A L McLean—J 8 Neal—J Malvern-E Mitchell—W A Malcolm—Grace A Morse—A J Mowry- C Merrill—Mys E F¥ Morgan—J B Mcintyre~W_ H
tealt—N
Oak—Mrs I Phelps—W A Parsons—T C Partridge—L B

- Notices and Appointments.
Quarterly

d

Trainsleave Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,
AM. AM, AM, P.M. P.M.
5.50 8.50 A. M. 12.08 ‘5.14, 8.43; P, M. and on Mounda,
days and Fridays af 740, ¥ M,
i

Jaques—I 8 Jones--H Isham—-B C Hurd—
ersom—A Hill—S C KimballE G Knowles—J Kettle—dJ M Kendall—-Miss E Knight—-T
C Lewis—Mrs N P Lyon—E H Lasher—A Libby—J W
Lamb-~W E Lee~L A Tiago Langley—R Lord—Mrs

sanctuary,

it with large satisfaction

not be easy to find a neater

three

each church in the Q.
We ask you, brethren, to collect this smagPsum of two dollars per

which has been thoroughly remodeled, enlarged
and fashioned into beauty within and without,
was rededicated on Wednesday P. M., Dec. 25.
In spite of the fearfully “severe weather, the

people

much revived, and

A

N. H.

of Worship

Tues.

enemy and came over on Zion’s side. The meet
ing is being protracted by their pastor, Eld. L J.
ilkins.
:
Any church desiring the next session will

will convene on the

churches.

the first

mper.
e were fayored with the labors of
Eld.
Dixon, from the Union church, The
preaching was pointed and spiritual, the church

be present and

17th at the same place. We
hope
pleasant and spiritual gathering,
brethren and sisters to be present

tits

SUMMER

quith-

will be held with

the

to the

Services begin at 10:30,

Bro. Dunn, of Hillsdale, will

Treat,

Rg

Broadway, New york.

|p,

be-

was
dis-

church,

be dedicated

raised

its last session with

built during the past summer at Davison station,

Genesee

the

nd the

A. M. JONES, Clerk.

TAMA Q. M.—Held

<UNITY

the 16th of Jan., 1873, the

ted

York
church, Dec. 14. The delegation
all, owing
to the prevalence of the horse

Dedication.

now retired from these fields of labor, called for
active workers. Opportunity. was offered to

Theological | REV. J. SILVERNAIL has resigned
the pastor; ate of the Bedtord and Erie F. B. church, and
dollars, he any ehurch desiring his services may address

-adds: “This isto aid the young

day in March.

much better circumstances for housekeeping
gincé the wooden movement. Value of gifts

24.00

59.01

Send your direction to Dr. 8, 8. FITCH & SON,

Griffin—J Greeley—L B @Gerrish—-W H_ Gurnsey—Henry
fle—=M Goodwin—J V Hall—R A Hil-

claims of the Maine Central Inst u ©,
following resolution was passed :
Resolved, That we indorse the action of our
Yearly Meeting at its last session _in presentin
a plan to cancel the debt of the Maine Centra

fore the mext session, which

Baptist churches, planted long

of baptism, This addition to our number
was some of the fruits of a work of. grace
at Alps village, one of Brother Randall’s
out-posts, who has been preaching to this
church for the past two years.. The work
commenced in July, and continued through
the summer season and early part ofthe
fall. It was a thorough, steady, progressive
work; meetings being held only on Sabbath afternoons. I have never felt more
sensibly the divine power in any place or
meeting than in this work. The church is
much strengthened and encouraged.
Peas 700
|
;
I. B, COLEMAN.

Wiese

Bean

the Bowdoinham Village church,

Stephentown, N, Y.
Saturday, p. M., nine
united with the church, and Sunday morn-

1 to thank God sincerely for the
enjoyed

ving

A. H. CHASE.

Rev. G. W.

a committee

ly Meeting to take our proportional part.

parsonage on the evening of Nov. 23d, and ‘with
the pastor and lady celebrated the fifth anniver-

even the church

the

and Lamprey were chosen

Institute; and we pledge ourselves us a Quarter-

n,Nigneum Matrimonium,

300

yo

BOATON

without measure to bring this result to.pass, as
economy possible in its current expenses,
so that your money shall go directly to he has also most faithfully toiled for the promo-tion of the spiritual welfare of the community.
aid our churches. Circumstances last year He has found some noble and earnest co-laborprevented the apportionment being sent to ors in this undertaking, who have given time,
the churches until late in the year; heuce,
thought and money to the object. This is esbut a few paid, and the Society found it- pecially true of the Messrs. Whitehouse, who
have the management of the manufacturing interself in debt at the close of the year, ‘This
year we send our circulars with those of ests in the village. Itis to be hoped that this
higher enterprise may extend to the whole parthe Foreign Mission, thus saving expense ish, inducing them to devise Jiberal things, and

Missionary cards will be sent free, by
finishing the course of two years, they the Corresponding Secretary, Hillsdale,
were all at once settled as pastors of Mich., to whom all reports and corresponchurches.

who

hid

to confer with the churches upon the subject,
and the matter was referred to the next session | bo

It is hoped that the amount will be

come

Master,

South, to all the inhabitants
help us to send it now, when
opened the door, and bids
you love the doctrines of

friends at

previous,

about $20.00. - The donors may be assured of a
prominept place in our memory’s casket.
:
B. F. HERRICK. .

Home Mission Circular.
The Home

Lewiston

evenings

re-

sary of their marriage by ‘:a Wooden Wedding.
A variety of useful articles in wood were presented, every item being entirely in place. The
most valuable present was an elegant bookcase.
The pastor's family acknowledge themselves in

larger work for the Master.—J. ¥.

in that venerable seat of theological learn-

thought,

under

spoken

be prepared to meet a warmer welcome

established

College, has such courses, wNolly

class

from the

rigid, has at last yielded to the demand of
the times for more men than the old regimen had produced, or

persons

few

kindly

Kind friends at South Ridge, O., called at the

ing them into the schools, where they may
receive lasting benefit, whereby they may

study are prescribed just suited to such

conservative

tion, that

andya

were

left aseful presents to the value of $50.00.
.

ments, and also in the importance of bring-

cases. And through these many have pass«d even to the higher spheres of ministe*
rial usefulness.
notoriously

in the considera-

are laboring

literary and theological, seems in their
case nearly or quite impracticable. Life
already has become to them a burden, and
the future is rendexgd dark and gloomy by
the prospect that it is to terminate in failure if not in disaster.
But happily the schools have furnished
an exact and adequate remedy. Courses of

Andover,

apology for ‘it

by their So.

Christmas

But there isa

sufficient

of the

membered

and wife

H Moou,

fo

1400
8.30
2.00
115

RR.8. 8. FITCH,

¥

is “re-

What

training.

REV. A.D. JONES

0

sends his “FAMELY
PHYSICIAN,”
9%
pages, free by mail,to any ome. This book is to
make any one their own doctor. Remedies are
given
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.

of the Q. M.

:

old. Bt Marys,

Special ‘Notices.

nN

322

and

_ improvement

were gratefully received.

Boy
rk

ie
C. 0. LIBBY,

Dover, N. H.

It

length than was intended.

Christmas day, and articles of value left, whic

1.00

Gould, Bafley,

Honey Creek, Wis, per'G H Hubbard,

RASTVZEE

much

so

is past of the period of life best adapted to

Ed

N\

painful, because

friends

NH,

an, add’l,

Springvale, Me, per W H Yeoman,

g223223333:.k2

and

barrassing

their

500
1%

1.70
33

Jeffersonville, IN, per G

1

—

need of such qualifications than during
earlier years, and it proves far more em-

by

80

R Wilkins, Mansfield, M ass,
Mary ry Dickson,
Berrien
Di a
16a Center,
Cou er, Mich, per J Ashley,

Zz

seems to be at this stage of life and progress in experience, a deeper sense of the

ville, Mass., were remembered

¥

tor—J Dix—8 1 Devoe—I
of delegates were present, A. number of minis. | Deer
xter—Mrs BJ Cole—H Chase—
ters were present from other Q.
, which adlementa-D|
Eddy—HC Eddy—d.
¥isk—R 8 Fifield—M
ded to the interest of the meeting. But few of
the churches reported on the question of the
J Farnham—J E French—G W
division of the Q. M., and brethren Porter, Gould—Miss L Grant—
Goddard—Mary Grant—CB
Penney

REV, A. M. FREEMAN and wife, of Farnums.

7.80

N Tunbridge, Vi,

J
ON TI
a2 222E3 =338%232:283

There

qualifications by way of education.

wood.

ih

We will pay all agents $40 per week in cash, who
will engage with us at once. Everything furnished
and expenses paid. Address,
A.

COULTER

&

CO.

=

Charleste, Mich,

_ J POSTERS,

D0 2°

sinners, since I came here, and about fifty
have united with the church.” Still another
—but enough. If there be one pastor,in the
wide world,
smccessfully at work for
Jesus, who regrets having attempted a
preparition for the work in the school,
whether commenced earlier or later in
life; or who thinks he devoted one day too
anany to that preparation, let him speak.
This article is extended to a greater

one of the
one which
duty, even
of suitable

acknowledge the receipt of $90.00. in presents
during the past year from their friends in North-

2%

44.00

Tob Work

ade

In the case of such a person,
leading hindrances, and the
often prevents a consent to
thougt. late, is a conscious want

Another says: “About one hundred have
professed faith in Jesus, the great friend of

Chase,

:

5.00
10.40
)

¥ Bitawin—
WW Rates:
n—J 8
I!

Wi

3.00

N Y,per8 A 1548

Ea Livermore, Me, per D Pease,
1st Mt V.
w
1st Wilton, ~~ *
“
;
2d Wilton,
“

wl Alen
E F Bartlett—D
ett—A J
Bird—S8G

A Bark

+» Whitestown,

rs 8 Stearns, pore

Adama

50

:

.

L P Bickford,

Ea Dixfeid . Mop
Me g EX
W Buxton, Me, per J M
FOR

'

H,

Chas,
8t, Dover, per E A

Clerk,

ROCKINGHAM
Manchester, 15th

—d

;

8 Smith. Conger
por D Cait
Bl Foiat, ton Vio,
N.perD Calley,

GRAND RAPIDS Q. M. will hold its next session
¥.F. BAe,

N

Ad Sirafford,

for oy aryl wil be in the evening.

with the Chéster church, Jan. 31 and

2.75

2.10

Waupun, Wis. per H J Brown.
1
Nascriord, Mass,
8D rte,
, per W Rogers,

Next session with’ the’ Baena Vista ‘church, Bey EF Bonny B
Cumings—T CASWON Cook
:
i
cate what God thinks of it. In one of Mich., Nov. 14, 1872,
J
Chabp_4] L, Coli
31 to Feb. 2, 1873.
Jan.
sliding, and in habitual neglect of the com-, them the writer says: “God has blessed
1
Bg
8,
BLACKMARR,;
Clerk.
—D Cal.
REV...
C,
FOSTER
“lind!
wife
reeeived
from
are
mon Christian duties. Bug no
me in seeing two good reformationsin the: their friendsin Strafford Center, Dec. 18, gifts
Kerri
a
of
s
dutie
the
Bowpoix Q. M.~ield fts Dec. session with
they revived, and return to
fea
nti" R Coo ”
last thre¢ years. Our church has doubled valued at $90.00, besides other favors.
the Lewiston,
Main 8t., church. Most of the
Christian 1ifé, than there i Yack aguid, its numbers, and Iam hoping,” &&.
a
Deudmin
CarolingA
number
Rey. L. P. BICKFORD and ‘wife gratefuly churches reported by letter, and a
of the

ra
ringing through all the ¢
| 8 imperative voice of God, “Son of
man, 1 have made thee a watchman.”

Christie, Wash 81,iL, Do Dov

ristie

Rutland, O. pert.

an ;

West ‘Lebanon ; Jan. 28, 1st
dge; P. M.,Doughty’s Falls.
uested to give notice of the
All meetings

° x

pn

Mrs8 B Biatadell, Hopkinton. N H

Jan. 19, A. M.,

H

yo.
;

Jeno: Rochester, § H tor supbort of A B %

Northwood,

aJan, 23, Springvale;
comers Jan.dng,
Yt Pan
23, Milton Mills} Jan. 24.

da

111,

Students Chris,

;

i»

Grove, INI, per J 8 Dinsmore,

Limerick; Jan. 18. Cornishville; Jan. 14, 80. Liming:
ton; Jan. 15, Sieep Falls; Jan, i6, White Rock
; Jan.
an. 18, 80. Gorham;

4.0)

4

y
Chemng
HRYNY, po per'5'C Wontienpy

Mrs

17, Little Falls ;

x Hoph) il

LAL] Taftonboro, N H, per O Richardson, 10:00

wich; Jan. 6, Tamworth Iron Works; Jan. 7, Mel.

y

Conferences.

Ut. per G

Phenix, Eom,
Morning Star ch, RI,
8 B Young,

vin Village; Jan. 8, Wolfboro, Mill Village; Jan. 9,
Leighton’s Corner; Jan. 10, West Newfleld; Jun. 11,
Dams Mills; Jan.
12, A. M., So. Parsonsfleld; p.M.,

ac-

Jackson,

M, per\G © Brown,

Westford ch.

Western R 1 ors

Appointnydity
. For Rev. O. R, Bacheler on special agency:'
CORKECTED.
’
Jan, 5, A. M., Sandwich Center; p. M., North Sand-

knowledge
a donation of $50.00, $30.00of it be-’

from the same letters will, al least, indi-

temporary reliefis found in partial back-

when

Western R I'Q

Mrs M M Alfen--A N Allen—W L Dadg r-—-0 Balley—-G

stifiy
,
Wonations,
REV. 8. CLEVELAND and’ wife gratefully

these pastors think of themselves
and their

duty and inclination, often hightened and
intensified as years go on. Sometimes

soon,

Shore road is.completed. This will be a help to

now without a pastor, Bro. D. C. Burr baving

third

school. 'My

it

whose labors are designed to unite and advance
closed his labors, after a pastorate of three] years the
work in the State.
-R. H. Tozer, Clerk.
December.
in
Sabbath
last
and nine months, the
During this time the Master has’ very greatly
WAPSIPINIOON
Q. M.~Held its last session
souls, with the ehurch at
precious
blessed’ the church. Thirty
Bertram, Nov. 20, Dec. 1st.
age,
of
years
Owing
to
the
prevalence
of the horse disease
sixty-five
to
sixteen
ranging from
severe cold weather, the churshes were not
many of them heads of families, have joined the - and
Toprescniod very well, and consequently
but
church, which is well united. ..Any minister de- little business was done. The Bethel
church
vineyard,
Master's
the
in
quest for a Com. to examine J. H.
siring earnest work
or ordination. He has been labo
and feeling a * thus saith the Lord,” will find a
with
them
protracted meeting, with Rev.
O.
field of usefulness here, There is a comfortable E. Baker, inand’
thirty-five were added to the
house of worship, and a good parsonage.
church, and several more found peace in beCoM.
lieving. : He has given
evidence of
call
to the ministry,
and bids fairto become a puccessful
worker
in
the
**
vineyard
of
the
Lord.”
WE are requestedto state that it was $50,00 The Fequest was granted, and the Com. met, extowards a sewing machine that the Milton
‘and 0
d him the following
Satur.
D. Sand
Mills church gave their pastor's wife, and not day. Ordination sermon by Rev. ‘A,
born.
The
following
resolutions
were
alopied:
the gift
of the whele machine, as stated in the
1. That ti
maliatvfany
Home Mission
Star
of Dec. 18. .
rele,
hd
rs 0

Hampton Theological School. I sustaina
position here I could not have ‘sustained

Denominational News and Notes.

Brunswick,

in

F. B, church
‘mug 1st

Parma and Hamlin churches are expecting. to be

on the R. R. or near

is

Me.,

CUMBERLAND Q. M. will convene with he
Buxton church, Jan. 20. ‘Ministers’ She Sy ont
Tuesday preceding at 2 o'clock, p. )
?
© J. MI"BAILEY, Clerk.

acterized the churches this season. Walworth
church
is vacant, or will be in the spring.

Rev. W. H/WALDRON is at liberty to correspond with any church that may wish his services after April next. Address at Holmesville,
;
N.Y.
>
\

their preparation for the great and glorious
work of saving souls. May the Lord pros-

it, are

for

ne

0}

in the way of calling out orders

ob

:

AB.

done in the best manner, at this Office.

BUSINESS
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&e.,
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“ Povy.
Reunited.
‘

ep

—

Just across the deep, dark river,
Where the waves dash evermore,
One with noiseless footsteps wanders,
‘Wanders, waiting by the shore.

put a bold face on

Four times kad the spring flowers blossomed,

Four times summer’s bounteous hand

Sank to sweet and dreamless rest,~—

Oped she these fair spirit eyes
rise.

Streets all golden in the sunbeams;
Gems of dazzling, sparkling hue,
Flashing mid the fairy landscape,

1f you beat down

the

man

is

whieh he had the

from

that.

Still upon that sunlit shore,
Watches she the flowing river,

oar.

pity to

triumph

“I-want

With a look of deathless love,
As, amid those scenes elysian
Swift her bounding footsteps rove.
Ha! the boatman! see, he’s coming,
Floating swiitly down the tide,
‘While a manly form he beareth,

Tom Rose only called it

Charlés bu

to

Nearer to the heavenly shore

such

a

Are lies and

fuss
theft

tears.“ O

mother,”

drawer and put it back afterward.”
, *“ That is just the way that many

Comes the boat, while the pale boatman
Plyeth still his gleaming oar.

can use money which is not their own

replace it afterward.

IoLA.
Lawrence, Mass.

Three Little Texts.
er

very young and little;

The weak

world, and he suddenly

1 am only just turned two;

finds

“poor, ruined creature he is.

And I can not learn long chapters,
As my élder sisters do;

their real names, my

But I know three little verses,
That mamma has taught to me,
And I say them esery morning,
As I stand beside her knee.

The first is, Thou God seest me.”
Is not that a pretty text?
And “ Suffer the little children

To come unto me,” is next.
Bat the last one is the shortest;

It is only * God is love.”
How kind he is in sending us
Such sweet verses from above !
He knows the chapters I can’t learn,
So I think He sent those three
Short, easy texts on purpose
For little ones like me.

—Youth’s Companion,

The Family Circle.
Charley’s Good Bargain.
“Charley, I have been looking all
through this drawer, but I can not find the
fifty cents I placed here yesterday.”
Charley turned very red in the face as
his mother spoke. There were bits of
twine in the drawer, and pails, and

corks,

broken
there.

‘penAs

the mother turned out the rubbish on a
newspaper and began tu wind S the bits
of string, and separate whatevdr
useful
articles might be there from
t, Charley stood reluctantly beside her, looking

that soon. thirty beds were got ready, and’

to tell you

about somé little

the other day, some

of

and

one takes

out

what

not

lie

a huff.
“Come

Hanif
with

me

and

see them,”

said

ih

little woman

was all smiles again

in so moment.
To go anywhere with
grown-up people and without a nurse was
the hight of bliss.
“Imust put on my uew blue dress,
Auntie,” said she, ** to please the little pris-

oners.”
So we three started in the Metropolitan
Railway to go to Gower Street, and from

a
and

I am very

sorry;

tell

me

what I must do.”

;

‘‘ The first step is to ask God to forgive
you; for every sin is against God ; then
must try to earn some money so’ that
may replace that which you took.
must also pay.the man of whom you
chased isin the money which

still owe
0

Yn them.”

you
you
You
purwou

:

mother! that would be the hardest of

all to do I”?

** Unless you are willing to

do

it your

repentance is not sincere.”
* Why, mother, he would not expect it.
He knows that we boys -are always up to
tricks.”
*“ Then let him know there is at least
one boy who is trying to be straightforward
in his dealings; and who has a nobler

ideal

* Why, mother, I don’t see the difference

as long

as it is spent! the ‘same way! Tom

“Rose told ‘me how to make a good bargain.

pore

:

aig

i

An

J

AF

story and saw how the good mother was
trying to bring up her son, hel’began to

think he might be mistaken.

It is

thing when a boy can make any one

a good

think

the better of Christian parents.’
eli
As there was no onein the shop just then

ild
make
a better
n
you.
Mr. Brown sat down and had a little chat
His other was silent;
she kept winding with Charley. They eoon became good
up the string and untying: the knots.
friends, and as Mr. Brown was a very kind
\
i

was

and increuse

in writ-

she performs

en and skillful love which

tian faith which

know, making her friends live before our eyes,

and lending u special charm both to the productions that were before in our. pussession and to

prominence since

the pretty large number of poems which now for
the first time see the light, The. two sisters

Beecher, Chalmers and John Foster, Edwards
and Chapin,~these names will suggest the broad

and the public may well be thankful that this
book combines the highest excellences of both.

have gained

| Were favored in haying such biographer; Mrs,
in the morning, and then their legs are at- the dawn of the Christian era. Augustine an Ames
was fortunate in having such rare subjects ;
Channing, Newman and Spurgeon, Luther and
good,

obedient

children these

‘little

begin ‘their lives at the wrong

catholicity and the appreciation of what is truly
excellent in all sects and times, which underlie,
this compilation. The sermons gre prefaced by

The same Publishers isgue, for the Am. Tract
Society, HOMES AND HOSPITALS, or Two Phases
of Woman's Work,as exhibited iw the labors of

end.’ There isa short service every SunAmy Dutton and Agnes E. Jones, two English
day, and it is touching to hear their thin, brief biographical sketches of the men whose dis- women who gave themselves to the ‘work of
coutses
ure
given,
and
the
sérmon
selected
in
weak little voices joining in the responses,
ministering to the needy and wretched and foreach case 18 ‘both strong in itself and eminently lorn;~one of them
and they enjoy singing hymns. The chil- characteristic
by
ig fo the homes of
of the autlior; A few steel-engrav<
ed likénessds, excellent

paper

and. goed type

for the hundreds of suffering little’ ones for unite in making up a volume which will finda
fitting place ov the shelf of eyery minister's liwhom nothing.is done.”
:

+ Qan't I do somefin ?” said Minnie, who

brary.

“Yes,” replied
write

letters

to

the
the

lady.

little

“You

can

prisoners,

and

here on the highest themes and in their most im-

tell them you think of them, and if you put

“Then

said

y and the oth-

commendation of Florence Nightingale. Itisa
most instructive and cheering record of woman’s

suredly receive the thanks of great numbers of
ume of 336 pages, crown oclayo,
readers whom his book will at once enrich and

kindle.
THE PERFECT LIFE. In twelve Discourses. By
William Ellery Channing, D. D. Edited from

his manuscripts, by his nephew, William Hen-

Mingie in a troubled
:

you can.sead

the suffering and qften vicious

er by giving herself to most efficient service in
the hospitals and workhouses of Liverpool and
London, such as called out the hearty and public

patient and unselfish devotion to the welfare of
pressive methods, Mr. Simons has done his her kind, and will carry bo
ed rebuke and
work with excellent judgment, and he will as. high encouragement, Itis a finely privted vol-

outside, *For Tom,’ or Mary, or John, or
Lucy, or any common name, ‘there is pret-

that’s no good,”
voice,

Itis a royal company of preachers who

are thus gathered together, and they discourse

had come to ‘look for us,

ry Chanmng.

158

them your toys

12mo.

on:

pp.

811,

Roberts

Sold

by

Brothers.

E.

J,

Lane &

Death softens asperities and time makes estimates juster. While Channing lived and stood
out zs the champion of Unitarianism as ngainst
the New England orthodoxy of fifty years ago,
and having more or less part in the contests
which split old parishes and touched men in the
pride and the pocket, it was natural that he
should be almost blindly followed and worship

when you are tired of them.”
As we passed out we looked in again at
the ground floor wards to say good-bye.

The ‘winter sun was shining brightly on
the ten little heads, and temeager voices

MILES STANDISH, the Puritan
John 8. C. Abbott, New York:

Jo

12mo. pp. 872.

JO.

Bold

Captain.
B
d & Mead.

by D.

Lothrop &

DANIEL BOONE, the Pioneer of Kentucky.
author and publishers, 1872. 12me.

THE

AUGUST ‘STORIES.

Valley.
&c.

For

By Jacob Abbott.

10mo.

pp. 346.

COXSCIENCE’

Vol.

1V. Granville

Same

-,

Same :

pp. 331.

Publishers,

.

SAKE.

By

thé author

of

~ Alice Lee’s Discipline,”ete. Same Publishers.
1872. 16mo. pp. 21
rEFd

These Publishers issue less hooks than some
others, but there is nothing intellectually feeble
ormorally doubtful in their literary products.

there we set off to walk the rest of the way.

called ofit a cheery ‘ Good-bye; come
again
n,” to the little maiden in the ed by the one party und unjustly judged and un- 1 The two opening volimes of the series to be deblue frock , whose visit had brought a fresh reasonably feared and hated by the other, We voted to the pioneer patriogs of America, are the
element of brightness into their su
g know him better now, and the evidences of bis result of a happy conception, snd” Mr. Abbott is

Poof Minnie! it was

lives.— Good Words for the Young.

When we reached

rather a blow

to her

Queen Square to see that

twelve

little beds,

each

with

a red

“Look,

Auntie! their legs are all tied

to the beds; and look at the heavy
weights hanging to them,” said Minnie
with a quiver in her voice. ‘How it must
hurt.”

I sent her to make friends with a child
who was able to get along om crutches, and then we examined the little patients.
The chbild’s remark was true enough; each
patient was suffering from hip-disease, arfil
the weights were put on to draw the short-

ened and diseased leg into its proper place.
‘ Have you been ill long?”

I asked

one

little fellow.

Planting Ourselves.
‘‘Avntie - Ett, 2 rose if I was
would I come up a sunflower P”
**I shouldn't wonder,

Tot,”

planted,

companions.
Each

bed

:
had a table

fastened across it,

with a narrow ledge to prevent things
tumbling off. On these tables were each
child’s special treasures—funny little armless dolls, or

small

carts

without

of them

are

wheels,

richness of his spiritual life, as

I auswered

weil as the

grounds
upon
which
it rested, the sources
whence it was drawn, and the methods in which

it was

looked 8own on the eager face, framed in

developed and nurtured and made opera

tive.
While seeking to unfold those views and
relations and ministries of God which set him

|

embodying it in his usually skillful and entertain.
ing way.

He

has chosen

two fine though very

dissimilar subjects, but théy are alike worthy of
the places they are made to fill. We commend
these

books

to

the

older

boys and

girls

with

strong emphasis and high satisfaction.

The new installment of the August Stories, by

the other Mr, Abbott, is very much like its predecessors, and blends very happily the entertaining and the instructive.
For Conscience’ 8ake isa réprint of a fairly
good English book, ~that is, fuirly good in its literary qualities; in its moral aim and tone it wil}

its yellow curls, and crowned by the roughforth as the vitalizing force in the human soul, justify a still stronger word of approved§
and-ready hat, both matching
the buff-linen he at the same time lets ns look into the heart of
THE ROMANCE OF THE HAREM.
By Mrs. Anna
dress.
of his own experieuce a3 a reverent believer and
H, Leonowens, author of * The English GoyWithout more ado my little nephew cap- disciple, and so shows us how much more the
erness at the Siamese Court.”
lllustrated.
Boston: James R. Osgood & Co. 1873. Crown
tured my coal-shovel, and sailed forth into spiritual life was to him than mere dogmatic the
octavo. pp. 277. Sold by E, J. Lane & Co.
the backyard; and I, thinking no more of ofogy, positive or negative. The volume is very
the

matter

“what

than

under

the

to

smile,

sun

and

make

such queer questions,”

welcome for many and’the best reasons.
Doubtless a” jealous orthodox critic, intent on finding

wonder

children ask

went

about

heresies, will discover

my

heard

a

little

a nice papa and mamma and baby-brother,
‘and a dear auntie, and be able to run
around and play, than

to

be

a sunflower,

and obliged tq just stand still in the yard
all the time. He seemed satisfied, and, in

or less to cavil at

heart cry out after, the living God, or lovingly

adore bim for the gift of his glorious self to the
soul. All the charm of Dr. Cbanuing’s glowing

voice

ter off he was to be a happy little boy, with

mere

or challenge; but these discourses lift us into an
atmosphere too high and serene for polemical
controversy, and tend
to make the reader's

morning duties.
About an hour afterward, as I was passing through the children’s room,“ which
overlooks the yard, I

conscious that angels will soon be their

rare pulity of purpose, moral elevation of aim,
and peculiar spiritual insight and sympathy are
so many and so conclusive that mo candid and
appreciative reader, though standing at the op«posite extreme of theology, cun fail to be convinced and won to reverence.
These twelve
discourses hring out the breadth and depth and

carelessly ; “you look as much like a sunflower as anything.” And I smiled as 1

and

|

finished

style lend themselves

to this sig-

MRS. SKAGGS’S HUSBANDS,

By Bret Harte.

and Other Sketches.

Same Publishers, &ec. 1875.

16mo. pp. 352.
We need do nothing more,in dealing with
Mrs. Leonowens’s new book, than to say that it
is as curious, as strange, us striking, as forcible
and as well done as its most entertaining and
popular predecessor,and that it gives revelations

of the more hidden aspects of oriental life not
less remarkable, interesting and suggestive. The
skill of her pen is equal to the vigor of her judg-

niticant and reverent message from the depths of
his heart.
Not many books are so thoroughly
saturated with religion as this, and it is of such a
sort asthe world greatly needs to-day.

ment and the bravery of her soul, and thar is
saying a good deal,
as
Bret Harte is in bis real element in sketching

pp. 170. Bold by K. J. Lane & Co.
Dr. Taylor, who has already made a strong
aud grateful impression as preacher at the Broagway Tabernacle, New York, sets forth the pecu-

later

the life of the Pacific coast, which is rude and
rough on the one side and often poetic and paTHE LOST FOUND, AND THE
WANDERER WELBy W
mo
.
; New : | thetic
on the other. The qualities which made
COMED.x
York : Scribner, Armstrong & Co. 1873, 12mo. his earlier volumie so_gopular reappear in the

liarities of his mental make-up, and of his expressional style us an expounder of Sevipture,in these

plain,

thoughtful, fresh und _eflective discourses

upon those topics which cau never grow old,~
The Lost Sheep, The Lost Coin, and the Prodi-

gal Son. He deals with these vital and suggestive parables of Curist with no intellectual subtie-

The

as

novel now

are not as

they

one, though

then,

last half of the present

volume

is

made up of briefer and less. ambitious sketches.
but they all have a taking flavor and are sure of
a reading.
LEFT ON LABRADOR;
or, The Cruise of the
Schooner-Yucht ** Curlew.”
As recorded by

* Wash.” Edited by C.' A. Stephens. [llustrated. Boston: James R. O:
& Co. 1872.
16mo.

pp. 266.

Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.

O¥¥ TO THE GEYSERS ; or, The Young Yachters
in Iceland.
As recorded by * Wash.” Same
author and Publishers. 1872. 16mo. pp. 235.
These two added volumes of “ Our Young

ty or literary ambition.
lustead, he is very simple and familiar, but equally fruitful and foreible, setting forth the relations of God to the sin“Yachters
ful, the straying, the senseless, the penitent, the

submissive and the dutiful
makes his

words wise

soul, in a way that

and weighty

and self-re-

vealing and (ull of the healthiest stimulus.
will help any

soul that is ready to take

ance of a faithful and affectionate

They

the guid-

friend

to the

Series” will stir the wide-awake boys
with. enthusiasm. They are, it must be confess-

ed, among the most taking of books, and they
are instructive in many respects, giving a fund
of information touching the countries that come
under notice and the phenomena that pertain to

fact, was quite resigned to beinga little boy ;
They effervesce wit animal spirits, and
and they will also aid almost any teach- them.
perhaps have a little too much ef the drive and
or wheels without carts, No toys seemed when I wound up my argument by offering Saviour,
able nilnigter who is anxious to gain added skill
discarded on account of the misfortunes him a very attractive-looking cooky.
4 in the most importaut aud ‘sacred part of his daring and audacity that distinguish and more or
less disfigure Young America.
But they are inthat had befallen them.
:
:
As] eat watching him, T couldn't help work,
teusely alive, all over and all through, and they
Each child has a work-bag hanging to thinking, not.so far out of the way, little
its bed, and

most

able to do

one; for we all plant ourselves, whether we

wool work.
‘Tam going“to have some mean to or not. Boys, girls, what do you
nice bright wool to make this mat pretty,” expect to come up? Let me tell you this:
said one child, looking proudly. at a small If you plant youselves in disobedience and
square of canvas, on which she had been untruthfulness, and hold on to bad words
patiently working black bars. “It will be and cross Tooks, you will surely come to be
80 pretty when it's done,” she added, feel- ill weeds, a disgrace to society, a disap-

ing hurt, I fear, at

my want of enthusiasm

NIB BAY

mamma

missaisanen

gracious, Wait upon the Lord. Trust.
Do good. And “be not “discouraged. Is
you ever give tea-partics?”
;
your child vagrant? Pray for him; work
“ My name's Harry, and me and ‘Ernest for him; and then wait, Afar off may he
and Sarah we give partics, and pour out the turning, and yet it may be there. Ere
the tea, or he does, and it’s so nice.”
long you shall see it,though your eyes do not
‘‘ Real.tea ?” said she:
I
behold it now. Do not give up your hope.
“ My: name's.

t————

Mary, Ethel . Clifford—do

'¢“ Sometimes real

and

rometimes makes

believe. only that's not quitsso good.”

MEMOIRS

OF MADAME DESBORDES-V ALMORE.

By the late C. A, Sainte-seuve.

tion from her Poems.

Translated

With a selec-

by

Harriet

‘W. Preston. Boston: Roberts bLroimers. 1873.
16mo. pp, 227. Bald by E. J. Lave & Co.

If the literary public on this side of the Atlantic know little of-the subject of this volume, they
are by no means strangers to its author, and his
name
gives mavy and peculiar and trustworthy
guaranties,
He represents the very highest level ‘which nineteenth century criticism has attain-

pointment to your friends, and finally a
burden to yourselves; but if you are planted
ed. His books are real ones. He blends justice
in gentleness and goodness, and hold fast | and gentleness, dignity and sympathy,
a courtly
to loving words and Kind deeds, then, deeorum with a freedom from the spirit.of flat
through grace, may you come up to bear tery, as few writers in any land or périod have

of what a boy ought to be .”
with regard to the mat’s future.
hg
guilty and uncomfortable. It was very
** O mother! 1 am ashamed to own up to
There
are
thirteen
boys
and
seventeen
evident he wanted to go away, for he had him!”
girls in all. They are in the wards together,
not been confirmed in bad habits, and the
* You ought to be more ashamed of and being all dressed alike in scarlet Garsigns of guilt which he could not cenceal
committing the sin I”?
ibaldis, it is difficult to determine which
good fruit, and in the last great ‘‘harvestmade him unbappy.
.
Charles sat thinking for a long time, and are boys and which girls. ‘The boys’ “home” be gathered with the ripe sheaves in*¢ Tell me, my son, what you know about
at last he bravely said, ‘* Mother, I will do ‘hair is parted on one side,” said a little to the store-house of our Father.— Young
it,” said his mother, quietly. Still Charley
as you say.”
fellow, who was hurt at my mistaking him Pilgrim.
did not speak. He rolled up his handker. He took from his own purse the money, for a girl, on which our pleasant guide rechief into a hard knot, and unrolled it, and
and went to the shop from which he had marked,
* The parting of the hair is contwisted it, and as his hands were not very
No man can iefluence his fellows with
purchased the fireworks.
sidered so distinctive a mark, that one day
clean, the handkerchief soon became too
any
power who retires into his own selfish* Mr. Brown,” said he, * I believe I owe when a lady brought a Skye terrier into
much the worse for the usage. But Charness, and gives himself to a self-culture
you this money en some packs of fire-crack- the ward, whose hair, after the manner of
ley was vot thinking of what he wag
dowhich has no futher object. It is not an
‘
its race, was parted in one straight line
ing—indeed, be was not conscious
that he ers I bought here.”
unreasonable demand of the majority that
Mr. Brown did mot recollect that any from its nose to its tail, a little maiden was the few who have the advantages of the
was doirtg anything at all, for’ his thoughts
were bent upon framing an excuse for his .boy owed him money, for said he, “I am heard to remark, * Fluff must be a girl, be- college and university should exhibit the
cause her hair is parted in the middle.”
not in the habit of trusting boys.”
breadth and sweetness of generous culture,
“
[
don’t
wonder
at
you,
if
all
boys
acted
We went into the ward above, in which
*“ I was
going to buy some fire-crackers
and should shed everywhere that light
with it,” said his mother. - Charley sudden- as I did,” said Charles, and, then he plainly were eight more little prisoners, and then ‘which ennobles common things; and withtold all that had pa ssed between his moth- down-stairs again, where” we found yet out which the artists forgot to put sunlight.
ly brightened up.
another ten. One little fellow was hav- —Warner,
“Oh! well, then it’s all right, for 1 er and himself.
Mr. Brown was not a ‘Christian, He ing his wounds dressed. He was so good
bought them with it myself; 80 it’s all the
often used to say that *“he didn’t believe and patient, he did vot ‘ery, and only now
Time is in God’s band, and He stretches
(Same, you
ses”
4
f
ny
s
No, bét all hic! same,fy son, for aptil it professing Christians were any better than and then a moan escaped his lips.
it out wide, and we think that we are ‘forWhile I was watching him, I heard Min- gotten, and that He hag forgotién to "be
was given to you, it was not yours to, take, -other folks.” But when he heard Charley’s

even if spent for the same purpose,”

the way

are dressed in their ‘red Garibaldis at seven

‘cheat and then call it making a good bar‘“ Years and years,” said he. ‘When I calling out:
gain.”
was quite little I fell downstairs. It was
‘Auntie Ett, do I look sunflowery ? Ive
Children, some of you may think Charley just afore father died. Mother had to go
growed here a good while.”
was a very bad boy. No, he was not.
He out to” work, so she could not mind me,
And, sure enough, ankie-deep in the
was only a thoughtless little fellow who and I got ever so ill—worse and worse. sand stood the little one, holding fast with
was easily led to do whatever his mischiev- I've heen here a long tinie, and I'm going all the strergth of his dimpled hands to the
ous
companions
suggested. You may to get quite well some day.”
(@)stalk of a large sunflower, strong
in faith of
have done something equally wrong and ~ So many of them spoke of the “some
coming up soon.
have not thought it very bad because you day” when they were to get well as if it
My first impulse was to laugh; but the
did not call it by the real name,
Charley could not be far off! To most of the chilperfeetly earnest little face below, looking
felt very much mortified and very sorry for dren in this hospital it" comes in time, but
so trustingly up into mine, checked my
what he had done.
He was ashamed, and toa few it never comes.
One such was mirth ; and, calling out that I would come
throwing himself into his mother’s arms, he quietly lying in her little
bed, quite still and see how he looked, I went out into the
burst into tears.
among the noisy chatter
going on around yard. Fearful of hurting the little fellow’s
gnswered when I
His mother leaned over him tenderly.
I her. She smiled and
feelings, I gently told him that I couldnt
think her heart went up in prayer to: God spoke, but there came/into her eyes that see that he looked much different; and,
exceptin children brushing the sand from the little feet, I took
for her beloved child, that God would help far-off look rarely seep
him. When at last his sobs subsided he whose days are numbered, and who seem him in my lap, and told him how much betsaid, * Mamina,

only pave

The patients ery age and country and distinct type of Chris-

turning away in ty sure to be a child to receive it.”
;
“But I can do only straight-sttokes, and

he.

The

|suine it would

tatingly pronounce
this a work of great interest
and solid value, Tlie number
of digcourses here
collected is fiy-two; they represent almost evs

elders who

i

knowledge

-gencrally desired and hoped for. The knowledge
has come from the right quarter and in a most
SUNDAY
HALF-HOURS
WITH — (IREAT
PREACHERS,
With brief blographica) notices, acceptable form. Mrs, Ames’s. Memoir is a fine,
and an index.
By M. Laird
Simons, author of generous, loving and reverential tribute,
She
As Compunion Articles to the Pictorial
ome had lived with them in their own home; she
Bible.
Phila, : Porter & Coates, octavo, pp. knew them.intimatel
yj.she. sympathized with
846
themat slmost every
point; she regards Alice
‘The only book heretofore issued haying an obs
as having done ‘more for er than any other hyject nearly the same as this, ‘is that entitled
man being; and she makes no attempt to hide
‘* Masdterpieces of Pulpit Elequenée,” compiled
her gratitude or keep
her sense of loss out of
some years since by Rev, H, C, Fish. That met
ith a gederal and hearty welcome, and we pre- sight. It is ROL oEpveEOnt, Conder: outspok-

these were speedily filled. There are hun<
dreds more children whom we would glad-

such

i ; -

counterpane on it, and in each a child
dressed in a scarlet Garibali.
>

Call things by

son; do

nm

all stories,” said Minnie,

were

the money, fully intending to replace what
he has taken. Too late he finds this to be
impossible, so he goes on getting deeper
and deeper into trouble; he robs his employer, takes the money of the widow and
the orphan, robs the bank; in short, gets
money wherever it is placed in his reach.
He surely intends to replace what he has
taken, but his sins are brought before the

Ha! ’tis moored, safe in the harbor;
‘With a bliss anknown before,
‘Wife and husband, reunited,
Meet in Heaven to part no more.

Prisoners.
—_—

showed us up-stairs into
a room in which

men

are led on, in this day, to ruin. The devil
tempts them by making them believe they

‘On the banks they watch its coming,
Myriads of that happy band,
And a shout of triumph rises,
As it nears their peaceful land.

little sufferers

But an umpler and more specific

eVIeW,

this book, and she has made a most attractive
to be proyided for, than we had thought, thie demand for this Tater compilation by Mr, Sic ing
mons. Instituting no comparisons, we unhesi- thing, telling us just what we all wished to

tle voices are hushed in sleep. They.
are

the little prisoners were ina honse that
looked like any other house. A pleasant
lady with a kindly face received us, and

I would just take the money I saw in that

2

Ra

.

‘* Well, some of them are no older.”

bad as to steal?” Tom Rose talked to me
so much about his good bargain, I thought

+ Farther, farther from the earth-land,

immediately so many more

old friend, smiling down on little Minnie.
“I'm just five,” said Minnie.
2 '| dren dre so happy here ; but my heart aches

he said, ** I really did not mean -to be so

Clasping closely to his side.

names.’

them no bigger than you are,” said our dear

‘tand meanness and deception, nothing?
Papa and
I want to have ourson grow up
to be a noble and honorable Christian
man ; unexpectedly I find him guilty of
sins which have dragged many a man down
¢
a to ruin.”

And her spirit-eyes are Vermits.

after

dearly

*¢ And have they no beds?”
“ Very nice ones.”
‘
« ‘“ And food P"
him, and
“Plenty.”
good-na¢* And sunshine?”
*“ As much as anybody else 'in smoky
trying to
London.”
.
it
so bad as
they are. not prisoners, ‘and its;
making «1

over

make

tin

prisoners I saw

an

If he charg-

defraud

‘ But, mother, you
about nothing.”
‘* Nothing, Charles?

‘Watches she for him, the loved one,
‘Whom she’d left on earth to mourn,
Left within his shadowed household,
Heart-sick, weary and forlorn.

how

Boys, when any of your comrades

i

good bargain.”
¢¢ Call things by their right names, my
boy. Covering up a sin under a tle
name does not make it any less a sin.”

But though joy and bliss surround her,

}

idea first arose from no existing

hospital being able to keep patients long

better

better

The Little

right to ask,

“ O mamma!” said Charley,
keep back his tears, ** I'm not

In those scenes of rare delight.

cilia

tended to, and at seven at night all the Jit

ture.”

+

The

more about

il

things.by the wrong

thus: have deceit

Four brief years she’d mingled with them,
Wandering, mid those regions, bight,
Drinking still fresh draughts of beauty,

the hospital.

notice it, but continued: “ To take what

man’s generous

Welcomed her to their bright band.

with the" kind lady to her

ly take inif we had room.

tive of going elsewhere to make your purchase. The most despicable part of the
transaction is that you took advantage of a

Beautiful as stars of evening,

handles, but the money was not

older.

y

ed more than thers, yotihad the alterna.

Oh, ‘twas lovely! Ob, ‘twas glorigas 1
And the dwellers of tha land,

:

they loved him, andgwhat kind of a man
they wanted him to become as he ‘grew

and’

4

you were guilty of mean

Floated onthé ambient air,

and

deception

in

honest price,

“LAJeN
With a Nectar rare;
While rich-strains of liquid sweetuess

pens

loved father and mother both

acted a lie, which is just as bad as telling

‘Then the breezes, soft and balmy,

=

delighted

oners, we went

little room to'hipar
something
)

Charley replaced the’money and talked enough for the cure of hip-disease. It startthe matter all over with papa. ‘I think he | ed in 1867; with ten beds, but theré were
this, for he understood

and

was

;

Charley tried to look very indignant at
such an imputation.
His mother did not

one.

Burst upon her raptured view.

inky

with the gift.

not your own, even if you thought it would
be given to you, is stealing, If you made
the man believe that you had no money
with which to make your purchase, you

On a scene whose wondrous befut
‘Wrapped her soul in charmed su!

meanness

Leaving the child to amuse the little pris-

entertainment.

propose *‘a good bargain,” look “at it well
first, ind sec if it is. thoroughly honest,
Do not Jearn to lie and cheat by calling

lying

Since, one soft October morning,

torn leaves,

candy-

Mother consented to his ‘@iccepting it, becausg it had been given through good-will
of fireworks as any of you,

,

to stealing,

Calmly on the pulseless breast,

Iam

added,

very much,”

said Minnie, who is great at: this kind -of

who was only alittle ‘fellow, and as fond,

+ The shade of sadness on his mother’s face

* As that loved and lovely being

«

the matter

make-believe

return home until he forced upon him the
gift of a bandsomé
‘* Roman-candle.”
and not obtained by deception, and Charley,

deepened as she said, ** So you have added

Since her soft white hands were foldedy

My

and

“ Tom and I spent the change in a
shop.”

Many a gorgeous tint of beauty
Scattered o'er this earthly land,

And the boatman’s dipping

‘Unless you

hadn’t much money, and he must let me
have em cheap.
I beat him down until 1
got & real good bargain. I expect he
thought I was a poor boy, for he looked
kind of sorry at me When I said I hadn’t
much money ; and I got a real cheap‘ lot.
Here's the change.”
;
Charley searched his various pockets,
but the change was not forthcoming, so he

Wait patiently for your child thatis possess-

ed of the devil

Hgts

done.

And

in his

dealing

with

women

will vitalize every susceptible young reader.
—

THE DESERTED SHIP: A

of The Green Hand.” Illustrated by Bush
and others. Boston: Shepard & Gill. 1873.
16mo.

pp. 268.

A most entertaining

volume, purporting

the account, in a series of sailor

ried and

thrilling experiences

other writer. His biographies of eminent women,

j

.

to be

yarns,” of va-

in the

high lati-

tudes, where a hip was caught by the icebergs
and abandoned, and where

the fight for life was

carried on bravely under multiplied

difficulties.

The sublime

nature get themselves
who | true nautical language.

have wou distinction in literature or risen to be
real queens in society, he has brought into play
a finer and truer appreciation thun perhaps any

Story of the Atlantic.

Being adventures in the early life of Cupples
Howe,
Mariner.
By Geo
Cupples, author

and

weird

and terrible

phases

of

effectively reported in
Few
who
begin the

book will lay it down till the last leaf is turned.

COMPENDIUM OF THE ART OF ALWAYS REJOKCING. By
F. Alphonsus de Sorosa, Translated
by & Lady. With a preface by the Rev. 'I'. Mey4s Boston. Henry A.
Young & Co. 18mo.
pp,
140.
:

heretofore: published, are among the choicest
things that can anywhere be found in this deFhis work, originally written, both im the fult
partment of literature, ‘This latest product of
his portraying pen is worthy of its predecessors, fo¥m and in the compendium, in the séventeenth
and the character which he 80 happily sets be- century, by a member of the Society of Jesus,
fore us, a8 wellas the poems selected to illus- bas long had a reputation in Earope that sug-

trate the qualities of Madame Valmore, will not

fall to yield high gratification to appreciative
readers. He calis ber ** the Mater Dolorosa of
poetry.” Thatis higu and characteristic praise,
but it is most intelligently and discriminatingly

given, and

by one ‘who, as

Miss

Preston finely

gests Kempis’s Imitation of Christ.

It is full of

profound thought, devout meditation, and a picty equally simple and sublime, His realization
of God is something unusual and wonderful, and
‘the sense of oneness with him which he earnestly urges, and which he seems to realize in his

putsit, ‘“ united the ehivalry of the ‘old time.to own experience, is the result of his philosopbical thought as well ag of his loving trust. The
the critical spirit of the new.”
A book thus
made up ought to be a choice oney and such i is, Calvinism found in his theories is quite too high
for modern. orthodoxy, and is open to objection

A MEMORIAL

A
h
with soui¢ "oFOF elf
Tater Boers:By ArnRY,
Clemmer Ames,
'Tilustrated
on steel,
New
York: Hurd
578, 12mo, pp. 851. "Sold by

by tw:

‘portraits

& Lining
E. J. Lane. &

at many points ; but the adoring and confiding affection which 1§ the sourde of perpetual joy in his

heart is forever tobe appreéiated and desired as
thesoul’s ‘great good. | The book is outwardly
beautiful and fowardly, precious,
iii

The American reading publi¢ knows ‘much al- OLD TiMks,by Mary Dwinell Chellis, and
ready of the Cary sisters, for their poems were TrugHOLE IN THE BAG, And Other Stories, by

read over the Whole continent, und their’ rire
virtaes

and

beautiful

lives made

up

no

small

Mrs.J. P. Bullard,

are two beoks' by authors

who neverwrite feebly, and issued by a House
(Nat'l Temp. Soc’y & Pab. House, New York,)

fraction of the wealth of our home authorship.
Alice Cary stood for years ut the Heud of the sis- that never forgets to bring literary skill, mental
terhoed of American peets,’snd both she ‘and her vivacity and the highest moral elements to the
sléter, by their literary gifts and their’ social in
fluence.had made two hemispherse their debtors,
q

support

of the temperance

reform

nromotion it 18 «0 nobly working,

5

2

for

whose

.
-

“THE

—

ment of a sensible woman in a false. posi-

But the building itself, with its ap roach.

heavy oaken door swung back upon its
hinges, and beyond it the stairs, cool in
the utmost heat of summer and pervaded

is visible,

with its quaint mistaken

tower of the Five

are

portraits of John

examina-

Orders, and its memory-haunted
Here

4 tion school.

—

if

"| Sometime in Jan, last he saw

2

sa

\

rv

his danger

ys + NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.

and

fled to Christ, and ever after felt to trust fully
in him: Bo great was the change, that his wife

usu uu

w

8, 1873.

,

SPRING AND SUMMER TERMS begin

April 7, 1878.

said, she could scarcely think it was. the same
person. He was sick about 20 months, and
without doubt suffered much Bris: yet he seldom complained, evincing at all

est

patience

and

times the

resignation.

His

Georges or the Grand

arque,

made

allowed

‘was
two
one

to

poo po r artist clear the air of dust, by burning it with a
was as easily distinguishable from the pink lamp placed underneath, the beam Te annual, course of Lectures, at the Medical
School of
Maine, will commence JANUARY 9th,.
ppears from the parts so cleared, and
grandee
as if he had worn a badge or a
and continue Twen ty Week 8.
Wn

long and

Sallery,

spacious,

hung

pale” face sorrow has refiied away the
vanity and hardness of youtl priniked out in
no ruff,no beaded head-dréss,no pearls,but

spit with the long,

behind, the

years

inevitable

which

devils they were, in strong

worldly sense, one does not like to

reflect;

fussy ' embarrassment

his

famous

bloom colored suit, our amusement

is tem-

over

pered with a pang of pity
—Scribner's for January.

laughable con-

ception, Here #3 Guy Fawkes’s lantern,
poor innocent accessory of a long past
crime, sole relic of many men and ‘many
passions; here is a chair, made from the

Sir. Francis Drake

conductor

and

glaring

the other
unrelieved

sailed

round the world, and as you touch it, the
forests unfathomable and ’creeper-twined
of the New #World spol 4p‘ before you,
catch in the offing the sails of the Spanish
treasure-ship, flying the pursuit of En-

tion,

and continue

for

I

or

trum, while

the

finest

scatter

only

vent of escape, and cooled by contact with
the ground and air, flowing around country

polished steel, wrought here and

if you can—the burglar of past.
tried a shorter method, and “in the"
of the chest you may still see the:
hole he cut, blessing the elaborate ‘sta
ty of owner and maker the while.» In yoner case are fruit-trenchers of Queen Elizabeth ; they belong Susy to the old pgs of
the Virgin Queen,so eynical ate thes maxs i
ims, £3 bitter the Nouldghe ‘love-poem,

inscribed upon them.
It is a pleasant place,
this gallery. . At every tien, without effort

or pain on our

part,

the past floods

in

up-

on us—the dry
bones live—the vast library
beneath our feet seems to take voice and
speak from these faces, these varied relics
froin the holes and corners of bygone
ife,

]

’

ge

But let us
press om" This
gall
after
all is but full’ of symibols—is wr
tself a
great symbol ; through that green door. lies
the reality. A
great cruciform space
opens before yon. Right and left, before,
behind,

above,

beneath,

books—nothing

but books. Over your head, a beamed wo,
arched roof, the fire of whose bosses and
blazonings time has log since soberedy
and from whose painted
squares speak,
everywhere, and at times the prayer of
medieval learning ‘‘dominus illuminatio
mea!” The eyes of Dr. Grausum,
of
Leipsic, rest upon it sometimes with the

calm superiorit
Voltaire; the

closed study,

propel to_a_disciple of
Aivine _ in yonder
over his Sl theew,

notes it now and then with a vague
of refreshment, so subtly do the words

g
re-

faced monks,
busy with leaf-gold, and
pajet, and parchment. That is fifteenth
century glass in those windows; match
these fading blues, opal

groans,

and

lucid

browns in modern work if you can. Heype
are cases like those in the gallery—Queen
Elizabeth's Latin Exercises, her

books, her

gioves, They were large, these last—it
wert-hard to connect anything small and
soft with the signing of those two death:
warrants of Essex and
Mary. On the
other

side is a letter

of

‘Archbishop

Jy

written the night before his
ei
the fine slanting characters apt yi t

houses, level ‘and

sudden flaming

consume

of

them,

roofs

with

and

Supposing

a

ange so on*—a refined symbolic chamh@rrors, which need detain us no

longer.
Beyond the cases, you e¢ome to
the Catalogue, the key to the
great silent

enigma afound you—the lew

Catalogue is

yes incomplete

pei,

a great

nd thorough

piece of work,

Dar:

as

those

to ‘be fifteen

bronze statues, leaden vases, with
shapes, their relief, their ornaments

agreeable’ ultra-marire

tint, like that of sulphate
ular Science Monthly.

or

Hindrances to Woman Suffrage.
—OS E—

The furious zeal of certain unwomanly
women, who would retard any cause they
might advocate, has been a
great obstacle
in this reform. It is the . misfortune of all
moral, political

always
by

a

well

and

nigh

certain

éhurch

reforms, to be

wrecked

kind

of advocates, who

French (extra),

TRITON

O10

7

female

sy

orm

shows

its

inherent

to

vague

0

of this

Penmanship,

suspicion thatit means the elevation

polition] life above nus

ihe life in use-

no real
political

life by degrading domestic life.
Political
life has 4 worth and grandeur all its own,

die.

51

Co

oo

yt

-.-or so, the gentleman's full dress. has

kebt

one little scrap of decoration,’ as a reminc
of the splendorsof other days, in embroidered
shirt-fronfs and ornamental studs.

Byt these,

we

hear, must

go,

for

fashion

now commands her choigest cavaliers: to
appear at dinner or soirée severely simple

in the plainest

of bosoms, with

mother-of-

pearl] buttons at two for a penny. It only
remains to. condemn, sleeye-buttons, and
make gutta-percha or leather-twist the
“‘correct thing” for watch-chains, and the

manly attire will be reduced to its ultimate
expression

of

fanereal

plainness, beyond

which lies no further depth, unless

it

a

ridicule or ruin of domestic

Gr

that political life is woman's true sphere;

so is. domestic life woman's

true -sphere.’

There need be no controversy with those
who exalt the throne of woman in the
home. . Woman is, not seekinga throne

when he ‘secks to ‘exercise her God-given
ak

soutsitte;

throng” of
ote phot

of ga

howe.

Se

has

of Lyndon Center, and

A

royalty ih the'home, and'id el
hart ‘whe on that A
:

has a sphere in the home, that sphere
ht scepter
is but a hemisphere, and her mighty
is nee ed in the
realm of
politics to fran-

lia fhe aii mibruline
prspion.
get
A
ant
of
tin
away. from the empire of ‘home; b
A ru

n

or 0 hold" an end

might:be

Lyndon Center,
Lyndonville.
yndon

poor little Jenny sees her pretty light silk
:and simple ruches side by side with Mrs.
‘Croesus’ last Worth costume, on which the
lace alone is equivalent to about all of

Augustus’ yearly income,

her heart sinks

within her. She is classed and judged.
.She SACS at once that, spite of her hushand’s

parents are deeply

days.

the

the ‘advocates’ of Woman's’ Suffrage ‘were

sister Lynch.

little

ng

4

months.

Christian brother

has

Thus.

will never know us by our faith, for

that is within us; they know us by our|.
works, which are visible to them.
|
!

WINTER

9th.

This
consin

TERM
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The Lyn-

is

Principal

0

Secretary,

B.C. PEWS,

THEOLOGICAL

’

Reduced Rates upon the “ ONE-PRICE SYSTEM,” free

A
We

Sec, Trustees,

THE

use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged

guages.
;
Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.
:
J. J. BUTLER,
Lewiston, Me., July 16, 1872.

and much improved about the first of April,
1869. It is printed on paper of a very superior quality, and its mechanical excellence is
equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications intended for publica-

Sec.

WILTON

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,
WILTON, IOWA.
!
Commences its Fall Term September 2, 1872.

tion should be addressed to ** THE MYRTLE,"
Dover, N. H.

Catalogues sent to ingnirers.

All orders and

COLLEGE.

The FALL TERM will begm Ang. 20 and

]

J

0

.

.

clubs,
2.00
EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
$10.00
Use of Instraoment for practice,
1.00
Vocal Muse for Gentlemen,
1.50
GW
Ladies,
1.00
Penmpuship, fifteen lessons
1.50 |
Rooms for self-boarding may he had at reasonable
rates. Students may
enter schoolat any time of the
tert, paymg from
such time to the close of the term
atithe regular rates.
A course of Lectures on teaching will be delivered
during the term. For Cabgud SPP to
'
.
al»
:
WM.
REED, Sec. & Treas.
Ridgeville, Ind,, July 10, 1872,
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‘

HE COMPANION aims to be a faverite in every
family—looked for eagerly by the youmg folks,
and read with interest by the older. Its purpose fs
to interest while it amuses; to be judicious, practical, semsible; and to have really permanent worth,
while it attracts for the hour.
It is handsomely illustrated, and has for contribu.
tors some of the most aterastive writers ia the country. Among these are:

full.edurses of study :

MERIC and

Grace Greenwood,
Rebecca H. Davis,

C. A. Stephens,
Ruth Chesterfield,

C. W. Flanders,
S.'S. Robbins,

M. A. Denison,
Prof. H. Lincoln.

«1a

Historical Articles,
| Biographical Sketches,

"AUSTIN ACADEMY,
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that

For particular information address the
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being in every way. worthy of their,
patronage. . Orders may,
be sent at any

®

time and they will be filled immediate

ly.
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Price 15 cents; Postage (extfdy,

4 cents.
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Books

For the Sabbath School.
per month

guaranteed

sure to Agents every.

The Eureka Machine Twist,
50 and 100 yard Spools and 1 oz. Spools, for mane
JSacturing purposes, and the

Eureka Button-Hold Twist.

10 yard Spools, are the best and cheapest silk in the
For sale by all retailers

and at wholesale

by the manufacturers,

SEAVEY,
Bteow4d

offered

lishment, and is recommended to pastors, superintendents and teachersas

where selling our new seven strand WHITE PLATINA
CLOTHES LINES. Sell readil at every house. SamPlea free. Address Girard
¢ Mills, Philadelphia
12meow4
[

market.

Story of Jesus.”

not long since by the Printing Estab-

copies
3

free) for 50

custom-

Itisadapted to classes that have

This book . received the prize

Call and examme, or

‘that roca] auiok dor $10;

Question Book,

just completed “The

CO.,

Place, Boston,

made from 50 cts.

bi

$1

00

STRAFFORD CENTER, N. H,
The Fall Term of this Institution will commene
¥,
Aug, 30, and comtinue eleven-weeks, un
der the imstrugtion of I. P. Quimby, Jr., recently
Principal of
Greely Institute, Cumberland Center,
e.
Taition from $3.50 to $5.00,
;
# for self-boarding may be obtained at reasonable rates, Boardin private
families from $3.50
* 0 The $3.00.location of a permanent teacher, and the continued interest of the Trustees in the Aeademy, combine to offer the best inducements to those desirin
education
,
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Is now complete and ready for
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MARY LATHAM CLARK,

Selections for Decla-

" OLASBICAL. | Religious Articles,

Lotation can mot. be surpassed’ in healthfulnobs,

a thorough academical
has presented for years.

New

Ite reading is adapted to the old and young, is very
varied in its: character; sprightly and entertaining.
It gives

Topics,

been

sale this whole Edition will soen be on
our hands. Price $2,00.
Postage,
extra, 24 cents. Special terms given
to agents who sell 100 or' more. Or
ders are solicited.’

Prof, James De Mille, Louise C. Moulton,
Louisa M. Alcott,
‘‘ Sophie May,”

Subscription Price,
| T's Professors and Instructors. Not seetarian,but |
sent free. Address,
thoroughly Christin,
i]
beanty, and freedom from corrupting influences,
Expennes only $175 for College year of 40 weoks
including Taition, Boarding,
Washing, Rent, Fue
and use of heavier Faraiture.
:
‘
For Catalogue or further information, address the
President, Rev. J, CALDER, D, D., or the Preceptress,
Miss JANE W, HOYT, A. M., Agricultural
ogo
P. 0.,Center Co., Pa.
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have already

that they appreciateit.

Stories of Adventure, Stories of Home and
Letters of Travel,
School Life,
Editorials upon Chrrent Tales, Poetry,
i
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This number is nearly half of all
have been printed. This simple
nouncement is sufficient to show
others think the work a good one

in

SEMINARY.

Butler,

ready for delivery to our customers.
Fiftee hundred copies of this the
first volume,

a Uhg: 27,~continuing ' 13 ‘weeks,

culars,

sent to

ne address, than on a single one,
The
postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The volume begins with the first number in
April. Orders are solicited.
No percentage is allowed on money sen
us for the Myrile.
:
Sample copies will be sent free on application.

The Commentary on the Gospels by
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o

a year

number between one and, 10, when

.
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Do-

PoSTAGE,—The postage on a siugle cop¥
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attention to our
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.

Rev. O. B. CHENEY, D. D., President,
Rev. J. Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical
History and Pastoral Theology.
Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,
Greek and Homiletics,
Rev. B. F. Hayes, A. M., Professor .of Mental and
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INSTITUTE.

call especial

which are, in every particular, the finest instruments
of their class manufactured, and ‘second only to the
Grand Piano, for which they are a good substitute.
Every Piano warranted for five years.

SCHOOL.

.

CARD.

UPRIGHT PIANOS,

or

The next Term of this school will commence Aug.
2, 1872. The Faculty for the next year is organized
- as follows :

at

institution 18 under the control of the WijsYearly Meeting, and has been in suceessful
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and these Standard Instruments are now, offered at
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puiclosing Feb. 38. AGT 03
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Me.,

or America
justly entitled .

from all discounts
and commissions;
they are,
beyond all refutation, the VERY BEST and VERY
CHEAPEST FIRST-CLASS PIANOS now offered.

TERM of this institution will open Dec.

ig

and

HENRY AUSTIN died of consumption in “Fosand

of the uni-

ises more
emlarged usefulness. The Yillafie of
Evansville is finely located, and few
places in the
West surpass ibin
point of moral and réligious influences.
i
{
Expenses are reasonable.
Prof. Jao0BS will have charge of the Music De
partment.
| °
)
u
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STEVEN MADDOX died in North Shapleigh,
Dec. 8, aged 67 years, Bro, M. had been an

ter, R. I, Nov. 7, aged 38 years

the

W. SANBORN,

operasion for three years.
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made in Ew
that they were

will Baptist Printing Establishment, for the

Six complete conrses of study for both sexes,

FALL Tan

hé was in close communion with God, longing
to depart and be with Christ, where we trust
he rests in peace.
H. P. MANSUR.

Four terms of

at

which students are prepared for college, for teaching
and for business.
;
The Music Department has just been enlarged
with seven or eight new rooms, new instruments an
experienced teachers. The School is one of the
largest and beat in the State.
‘
'erms moderate, Send ih oral
icipil
.
} Prgpcy
Whitestown, N. Y., July 2, 1872.
hit

If the Spirit of God did not awaken sin- lung disease. In early lite he gave his heart to
ners and cause them to see: their lost con- the Saviour, Naturally of a strong intellect, he
dition, perhaps not one soul would seek a had deep and clear views of the great plan of sal- |
vation, and during the last few months of his life
preparation for heaven.
Men

or I.

EVANSVILLE

than thirty, years, suffering from

ular courses for both sexes.
each.
¥

Seituate,R. I., Oct. 14, 1872.

The

one that everybody who knew him loved and
respected.
The F. B.church to which he belonged has lost one of its most useful and honphi members.
CoM.

invalid for more

address

WHITESTOWN

health,

Liszt says:
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© Complete courses of study for both sexes. ’
waist
G. H. RICKER, PRIN.
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Elizabeth,

to the First

he

VIRGINIA

The WINTER,

river,” she responded, ¢ How sweet.”
L. W. RAYMOND.
Dec. 4, aged 66 years and

clubs

Center, Vt,, 1872.

Nov. 15,1187, ¥

Mrs: Brrsey Honss died in H
on, at’ the
residence of her .son, Dec, ‘12;
aged 75 foam
Sister H. was converted and united
with the F,
Baptist church in H., of which she remained a
member until déath,—a pilgrimage of more than
40 years. A few days before her death, to the
singing of the words, ‘ Ere we reach the shining

honest, upright

m

is in the midst

i LAPHAM

slumber

avd

Dr. FRANZ

Complete courses of study
for both sexes. Special
attention given to those desiring to take a thorough

eyeming before

three,

JosePH BUREN died in Cape

families;

at reasonable rates.

North
in
to|

jou waiting tojoin them again in the ** Better
SpdUR 0
Blut bj
x
YT I. D; APKINSON,

and are so pronounced by all the great artists.

course in Music.
For further particulars, address the Principal.

Hellen: Lynch

home cirele
of brother

Still they are
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SPRING TERM, 18 Weeks, Opens Fabj "25, 1873.
Board may be obtained ih phivate families at $3.50
pe week, or rooms may bé
‘Obtained for selfboard-

afflicted

¢yes now. closed in sweet

early broke the

-

Calendar:

St,

his'aeath little Eddie seemedin ‘perfect
The A

.
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I. D. Sinith, Principal Commercial Department.
B.C. Smith, Mra. E. C. Smith, G.A, Stockwell, Miss
Lizzie
axfield, L, H, Butterfield,

PogulBy

Oly

-

.

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
Faculty:
C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.

died nest Ridgeville, lud., Novi. 2’ deed 8
months and 4

The 8tandard Instruments ‘of the World,

iates

id

GREEN

n this sudden providence, as it pets afresh the
ey have been
called to part with 5 of their children-—in ten
years, and Henry, their youngest sow, they .had
cherished the
hope that they might lean upon: in
the decline of life. May the Lord sustain them

in their repeated afflictions.

These Pianos are still regarded abd universal
conceded to be
!
y

begins,

New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1872,

send for a Cirenlar to
REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

few

in

OVER ALL COMPETITION.

184 Piano superior do &
and am full
vinced

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins August 26, 1872.
Fall Term closes November 1, 1872.
Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.
Winter Term sloses January 24, 1873.
Spring Term begins February 3, 1873.
Spring Term closes April 11, 1873.
Summer Term begins April 28, 1873.
. Bummer Term énds July 2, 1873.
For farther particulars, apply to the Principal,

AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CoO. WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institution offers to students important and

The deceased was
Bartlett, of Bel-

EppIr, son of Norman: and

-

-

.

For further particulars,

were brimming
with innocent glee. Jt was an
fit, it were better that unhappy
mori
hat 80. unexpectedly and so

’
as possible for caste ‘and . class to invent: drowned in the depthsof the sea.
[f this reform can not be effected ' withbac Fos or insignia,or offend the self-respect
of
théjr
e mGdgst)
ighborg by | agy. out-bringing gontempt upon the beatties
needless” signs "of superiority. * But ‘rich’ and, duties. of. wifehood .and motherhood,
then. it were. better that’ 'it remain
in the
toileites are just such signs ; for ornament
of dire dreanis that are never fulfilland splendor in dress afford the best of realm
ed.
We have no rhetoric to: describe the
chances for the, display of wealth and th
woes that await our loved land ‘when con«
artificial taste or danrive whol 0 often (g
of the high sanctity of home shall
along with it, and are supposed to indicate tempt
be fashionable.
But the true friends of
social position or refinement. Men do n
spurn such, arguments and
think much of these things, but women do. this movement
Heaven only knows
Augustus, with his roan
modest pro- such championship.
fessional income, has yet been used to move how much the sacred cause of truth has
among the most gorgeous ‘‘swells,” as well been wounded by such advocates in church
because woman loves home
dressed, and evidently as well bred a man and state. Not
as any in the company, He thinks his less, but because she loves it more—she
sweet little bride amazingly tasteful and would and should use the broad shield of
correct in her plain ornaments and modest suffrage to guard the sanctity of that home,
eR
toilette, and Jogks forward with a certain —J. RB. Jacques.

pride to comparing her with the millionasr‘esses at Mrs, Crasus’ soirde. But when

drowned

Have been awarded to our Firm

-

begins.

December 4—Winter Term

easily accessible from all parts of the country, and
at the same time remoyed
from the activities and
temptations which tend to divert the attention and
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.

,, 8.C.K.

These

-

-

-

-

donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad,

consump-

years.

:

e, Me.

Ee

September 4—Fall Term

v

EIGHTY-ONE FIRST PREMIUMS

;

March 2)—Spring Term begins.
June 20—Commencement.

ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thus

Lord in the day of trouble, and be comforted.
was

-

-

-

“

veraally admired hill scenery of Vermont.

and when he realized by experience the importance of religion, he expressed great regret that

HENRY M. BARTLETT

-

LOCATION:

ill health

J. YOUNG.

Prof. Nat, Science.

aa.

FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
WINTER TERN,12 wéeks.” Opens
Dec. 3, 1872.

relatives
prepare

A.M.

-

Have been made and sold since 1823, and.

Lan-

i

CALENDAR, 1872,,

Bix
‘ten weeks

The new, commodious Yullding, ample in its arrangements,
recently
erected
for the
use of the
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village

months before his departures he sought the Lord,

Louis, July 5, aged 82 years.
the son of Beten and Emily

sl

oooh

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding,

& wounds that have bled before.

If she

good plain sackcloth and ashes.
.
Morally speaking, the innovation is well’ to epost
enough, ., In a democratic country it is right, which. she

that social usage should give as few chances

life.

-

15 Lessons,

one-

and needs-not the petty expedient of belit- he had not given his heart to God before. A
That cause is sitrely cempanion, three children and a brother mourn,
The last relic of glory is dropping from ‘tling domestic life.
not without hope, that their loss is his
the masculine raiment. Until the last year a bad cause that needs to he built up on the though
gain. May they all have grace to call upon the
CRY

-

"Sra
.ltiie
,

any single

GILMAN LEAVITT died of dropsical
tion, in Bristol, Dec. 20, aged

rip

Board from $2.50 to $3.50 in

came on; then he sold his farm
and came to Dixmont again, He was one of the most industrious men among us and one of the best of néighbors.
He
was
a believer in religion,
and
always ready to help sastain the gospel,
He
rofesséd religion years ago, and felt, ready to

he Lord bless and support his"
eir 38, and help his friends to

f. Ancient

M.,

§ Mining.
MELVILLE
W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental
and Vocal Music.
JENNIE de 1a MONTAIGN, Teacher of French,

to

lergymen’s children and students relying on
their own exertions for an education, received at reduced tuition.

DANIEL STEVENS
‘died of ‘heart disease in
Dixmont; Nov. 80, aged 63 years and 3 months,
He first settled in Dixmont, but a few years ago

reforms? has been the ow

-

.

Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Music,18
Lessons,

je. ‘He was
a kind husband ani father. He
mori
Eke on in spite of !its
bad, leaves
a wife, four daughters, one. son and a
treatment by mischievous
advocates. Anoth- large circle of friends to mourn their. loss.
er Bideanee

-

Instruction on Piano -or Organ,

Wers¢s areinadmissible.

he moved to Plymouth and lived patil

CorLIBR

x

A.

“TUITION:

Use of Piano or Organ (ex’ra),

WEST

single square can well be afforded

killing effect of some of its earlier feminine

|

Faculty :

Higher English
Latin and Greek,

equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially impottant.
Not more than a

obituary.

from $1.60

LITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

Primary Studies,
Common English,

are

cause, The woman suflkige movement has
nead of \uhnch vital ehergy to survive the

F. STEERE. Teacher of Music.

*'}

rsonally and constitutionally offensive.
hese persons, by a fell fate, OF bY thelr
perverse nature, thrust themselves forward
as the self-appointed champious of every
good reform in church or state—and, proPARTICULAR NOTICE!
Persons wishing obits
voking opposition to their unbearable words
and ways, they soon turn the opposition uaries published in the Morning Star, who do
against the reform itself. IL were better not patronize it, mustaccompany them with cash

for the cause if all such persons were on
the other side, for they would scatter and
disorganize
all opposition
to. the good

Teacher of Drawing, Paint-

varies

8.

THESE

Standard Piano-Fortes

ALEX. O. RIDEOUT, Prin. Com. Department.
W. A, DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
GEO, B. GARDNER, Instructor in Drawing and

CALENDAR:

miles long.

at the outset

:
(
Teacher of German.

board, in clubs,

OF

Relles Lettres.
i
H. LAURA ROWE, A. M., Prin. Ladies’ Departm’nt

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins Angust 27, 1872.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins
ecember 3. 1872.
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 6, 187.

eighth of an inch in thickness. The area
of your skin is about 1700 square inches,
and you are subjected to an atmospheric
predsure of 15 pounds to the
square inch.
ach square inch of your skin contains
3500 sweating tubes or perspiratory pores,
each of which may be likened
to a little
drain-tile one-fourth of an inch long, making an aggregate length of the entire surface of your body of 201,166 feet, or a tile
ditch for draining the body almost forty

of copper.— Pop-

(3 41,000 £9

i

F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric and

3

SAWYER,

{

you to a dot.

layers, and varies from - one-fourth to

blue

areal

Depart

Miss L1zzIE
CALLEY, Precepiress, French and Natural Science.
.
Miss IDA E. MORRILL, Mathematics and Rhetoric.
M188 MARY E. MOREY, Music.
M188 ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

you inhale 24,000 Jallous per day. The
aggregate surface of the air-cells of your
lungs, supposing them to be spread out,
exceed 20,000 square inches.
The weight
their freshness of surface, their
luster, and 1 of your brain is three pounds; when you
are a man it will weigh about eight ounces
dark and even tone, while the Pompeian
bronzes have been attacked by sulphurous more. Your nerves exeeed 10,000,000 in
Your skin is composed of three
fumes, and eaten on the surface, and have number,
an

Normal

a

polish’ uninjured ? The bronzes of Herculaneum are even better preserved than
those of Pompeii, being distinguished by

taken on

M. D., President.

COLLEGE.

matics and Nat. Philoso!

ax-work and Wood Carving.

YXNDOY

Your lungs will contain a gallon of air, and

their
and

TUTTLE,

| GBORGE MCMILLAN,

J. 8. HEOWN wl: B., Principal, Latin and Greek.

age

One-Price System.

$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s are formed.
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
N,
rates.
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
~NEW
HAMPTON
INSTITUTION.
Piste, Maine.
;
tx
e
OC. A. FARWELL, Sesretary. 7% A, B. MESERVEY, A: M., Principal, with eight | M

You have 160 bones and 500 muscles;
our blood weighs 25 pounds; your heart
ig five inches in length and three inches in
splinter, if they had been enveloped in diameter ; it beats 70 times per minute,
lava ? We have seen metals by mere con- 4200 times per hour, 100,800 per day, and
tact melt and vanish in that viscous paste, 36,722,200 per year. At each beat a little
which glows like fused iron or glass gush- aver two ounces of blood is thrdwn out of
ing from a farnace.
How,
then, do we it; and each day it receives and discharges
find in Herculaneum
articles of silver, about seven tons of that wonderful fluid.

fulness "nd dignity. But surely
friend of this reform will exalt

Rank and ‘Raiment.

your

ent.

e price of

Are noi offered at Reduced Rates on the

. 600

REV. DANIEL M.GRAHAM, D. D,, President,
«RANSOM DUNN, N, A.A. M_, M. Prof. Bib. Theology.
“ SPENCERJ. FOWLER,
-A. M., Prof. Mathe-

10

Prof. D. M. WAITT, (from the Commercial College,
Augusta), Teacher of Penmanship and Bookeeping.
No deduction for less shan half a term, except on
account of sickness. Half terms commence ut the
beginning and
middle of the term.

Oe

thereabout, 1 can figusf

floors.

Didniel
ebstorhis’said to “have “afirmad
that Christianity proved itself something
a man in. whom a fatal leaven of senfi- more than mortal hy beariig the ordeal, of
ment, a fatal poetry of nature, fought being preached out’ of
the'*eld-fashioned
obstinately against the drivings of common high
pulpits, which would kill ‘any lawyer's
sense. Hére . is “Monmouth’s last ~Hum- pea ng, ov anything less than the gospel.
bling act of submission the day ‘before his
Ve TAYSEY with lta A
ey the

death,
ber of

—

THOMAS

Miss CLARA A, FORBES, Associate in Normal De:

|

.

Northwood, N. H., Aug. 12, 1872.

Normal, Ataden.

Principal

; Anthematice.
MiSs
ORRA A. ANGELL,

MRS. J.

.

Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable
rates.
i
For further particulars address the Principal, or

Mes. AROLINE M: FILES, Teacher of French and

How could the stuccoes and the marble
statues of Herculaneum remain unharmed,
in their original color, free from crack or

advoef

ig

up

;

A. Ly GERRISH,

men

i

/

FacuLry:

Winter tefm commences Nov.'7, 1873."
GEORGE. B. FILES, A. M. Principal.

Miss bi)

-

HILLSDALE

jeal and Ladies’
Full or,
shay, Perms,
weeks,
i
{ind
‘
!
Fall term commences Aug, 22, 1872,
REY.

-

tandard Instruments

These

A. B., Principal.

y M. D., Becretiry.

Fuarnisheék'
College, Proparat

fish bate.. In a little octagonal chamber, “even. What happens “to-day, if studied from the blue end. And in accordance
t- by windows, over
bright pure with a little good sense and reflection, can With this law, clouds are white; clear skyis
tints thé becoming
dinfiéss of age has enlighten
ue,
.
us on what must ‘rave happened
ae
crept, stands the
chest or strong-box of.
centuries ago.
For instance, we have seen
Sir Thomas Bodley; it hasia marvelous how slow lava-currents, remote from the
The Make-up of the Body.
lock, truly; puzzle out its intricacies”
mockiog likenesses of leaves an

lassical,

PITTSFIELD, ME.

their shadows would be deep, and
by the diffused light to. which

we are accustomed when we look out upon

months

CO. F.BRA

H. COTTON,

The tuition will be as follows:
Primary Branches, - $400
Common English,
wom
r English,
o
oebaimct
wil 550

MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE,

on the one side, and on

and sympathy.

weeks

on WEDNESDAY, Dec. 4, 1872.

Circulars 1
bing fall information may be obtained on aj ns
ion to the Registrar, D. F, ELLIS,
M. D.,
or to the Secretyry.

them. Now, setting aside the dust, there
are always minute particles of water. floating in the atmosphere)
These Jas in size
from the great rain
dg¢ops whichfall to earth
on a sultry day, threugh the intermediate
Effects of Flowing Lava.
forms of mist and of
fine fleecy cloud, to
OO
the absolutely invisible minuteness of pure
Lava is an incandescent mass, of so high aqueous vapor ‘which is present in the
It is these particles
temperature as to absorb and melt all brightest of skies.
fusible bodies; forced out from the fissures which seatter the solar rays, and suffuse the
of the crater by irresistible, expansive heavens with light. And it is a curious’
wer, this mass rolls on in a fiery river, fact, established by Professor Tyndall while
urning up everything in its path; cool- operating with minute traceg, of gaseous
ing slowly, it grows as hard as porphyry or vapors, that while coarse particles scatter
adamant.
Now, I appeal to the recollec- rays of every color equally—in other words,
tion of all who have ascended Vesuvius dur- scatter white light—finer particles scatter
fewer rays from the red end of the specing those lava-flows that succeed an ern

in front; a

representative of the fossil race of the
schoolmen ; a solemn Lord Burleigh riding solemnly upon a beast, less than mule,

ship--in which

railway

and though we simile at poor Goldsmith's

Cranmer, by Holbein, with full, weak, red
lips; a Duns Scotus,
unt and unkempt,

more than ass-—strange and

a

ticketed ad the poor

of imprisonment

death

like

OVER ALL COMPETITION

NORTHWOOD
SEMINARY.
The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence

Medical Department.

or a the space becomes dark, If, therefore, the
way advertising medium. What vex- air were pure and devoid of matter foration must have gnawed the hearts of num- eign to it, the azure of the sky would be no
berless
fellows, in thos days of ex- longer seen, and the hegwens would appear
ternal
distinctions,at having to go about ‘black ; the illumination of objects would be
lacard,

an

with portraits, old and new ; a’ marvelous
Mary Queen of Scots, from whose exquisite

shrouded in black folds of drapery,

on his

scholar or

Lad]

enchanted place,

the

The

232328332

Yonder are the steps-into

his income-returns blazoned

back.

quiet

reflection from the motes or floatin
es,
in fact by the dust in the air.
But if we

In those daysa man

ca

its

ad

side with pictures of fi
ten nobodies—
old worlds and the inhabitants thereof.

it.

known, by

Have taken the First Premium

8, which is not ordinarily found in

WILLIAM

Here are-maps old and superseded, side by

tional, fit progenitors of the modern-Baliol.

deal of

visible, as is well

studerits for
The school
a thorough.
both teach-

schools where 80 many kinds of work are done. The
Masthiull drill R) in
id, Greek,
'aphy,
Ancien
story,
TA an
et! a:
attention is given to reading,
lon, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
ning,
&o. The location of the school 0 near
the College and Theological School, affords advan.
tages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable.
ws
A.M. JONES, Sec.

BOWDOIN COLLEGE.

through a room, its tratk

Baliol and Devorguila his wife, a pair ‘of
ancient Radicals, vigorous and unconven-

becomes

Chickering & Song’
PIANOS

Jan.

begin Jan. 13 ana

JORDAN, A. B,, Principal, with three ‘Assist

ers-and

8. B. Youna.

correct dress impossible
and a

without ‘money,

3

The special work of this school is to fit
College, and it is open for both sexes.
beng com od of only one department,
ness in do!
eir work is secured from

at

end

peaceful and happy.
He leaves a wife and
children, an op father and mother and

|brother to mourn their loss,

hg

RUTH E. DEARBORN, formerly
of E. Tilton
to transm Plight id the further limits of died
of ‘consumption in Manchester
Sept.
18 years.
Toward the closeof her s
oice t
‘trouble, serious as it is, 13 the stellar universe, But, apart from this
she pousht the Saviour, obtained forgive
Suing 30 the feminine ‘half ‘of Pamanity. ether, which is certainly inoperative to |
as we see it,a rejoiced in his love, triumphed over death,
years. ago Augustus produce. the sky appearance
or two
un
will suffice to show now we trust wears the crown, She is sadly |
“would have not ok
shared her vexa- very simple mp
tion, but had just the same 10 endure on-his that a diffusion, or, as it has-been called, a
own part.
e rich velvets and satins, scattering of light, is. due tothe presence
Academies, &o.
lawns and laces, swords and
garters anend | of small particles in the air. If a beam
jewels of the finished exquisite
under the from an electric lamp, or from the sun, be

with that mingled fragrance of books and
old pak; which is one of the most subtle and
suggestive of scents. Pass up them, resting on the way, if you will, -on the broad
window seats whence the quad

wm

JANUARY

STAR,

enue in the room has set no contents, save a few miles of the atmost glance as only *three- here of our earth, and beyond that, the

them down at
thousand-dollar people,”
In view of poor Jenmy's-very natural
Be
and annoyance, we Jay

‘es, is as interesting as its inhabitants.
Here it is, the low Tudor archway, the

Spe”

.

to pass for “swells”"—and she

tion that every

a

An English lecturer, Mr. Spottiswoode,
explains the diffusion of light in this way:
The firmament is clear, pure space, with

feels with the balf-angry, half-comic resent-

Bi

SA

The Diffusion of Light.

manly figure and distingue address, to say
nothing of ‘her own youthful grace an
rettiness, there is not the slightest use in

their trying

site

MORNING

ee ———————e

: “iterary Wiscellang.
"The Bodleian.

i
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ER

FOSTER & BOWMAN,
33 WEST STREET, BOSTON,
v

|

Price.
$1.25
1.50

Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
Lute Falconer
.

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870.

The Judge's Son
Hester's
Happy Summe,
One Year of my Lit, |
Building Stones
’
Hours of Christian

Devotion, Tholuck,

Alice Benson’s Trials,
The Quiet Hour. Dr. Lincoln,
Child Life in Many Lands,
Ruthie Shaw ; or, The Good Girl,
Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,
.
Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,

, LR.

4

$150
125
123
125

¢

200

a5
-50
1.00
100
1 00
h
10

BUBLINAMGE ,Deger, N. ii

|
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CN ews Summary.
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The President has pardoned

The

Richard

Coiling

of North Carolina, now serving a term in
Albany penitentiary for Ku-Kluxisn.
a

semi-successful

”

the State

to

boats

at Cincinnati,

the

cdtimateddt 200,000.

The Maine legislature organized Wednesday.
John B. Foster of Bangor was chosen president

Senate

and

E. F. Webb

of Waterville

Speaker
of the House.
ch
There has been a heavy rain-storm throughout
the western coast of California.

Valley
Pp

an

overflow (is

bridges on

thé

Yuba

threatened.

River

have

been

The vacancy in thé national House

caused by

the

swept

of

of Mr.

Dunnell,

republi-

Mr.

Itvis reported that Count

Corti,

Italian

there will be a vacancy in the

were

closed

no cases
,

The ice blockade in
river for sixty

the

the

miles

year

whatever
.

Cincinnati
has
whom sixteen are

140

with

Potomac

below

The

now

closes

The

presidential electors are now received,
These
give
Grant
8,592,984, and Greeley 2,883,847,
showing a popular majority for Grant of 759,137,
republican

449,549

than

in 1868.

total vote was 3,692,984, an

The

increase

of 579,796 over 1868.
The New York Times New Orleans’ dispatch
says it is reported there that several of Warmoth’s-tax eollectors have fled, and ones: named
Blanchard, being a defaulter for $30,000. It is
also rumored that there

will

be

an

attempt

to

:

A collision of passenger trains on thef
and Western Railroad occurred Thursday

Macon
morn-

ing, thirty-seven

:
:
|
od

cars and

one

miles from Atlanta.

engine

were

negro emigrants killed.

wrecked,

eighty-eight
journalists,
of
natives of the United States,

table

on

The breeding of silk-worms used to be quite an

eight

The Carlotta Patti ‘con-

pound in weight, and

the amount

imported into

the United States last year was 1,849,842 pounds.

The annual slaughter of these harmless insects,
therefore, to supply carmine for American laA San Francisco despatch gives an- account of dies’ toilets, and the
various dyes and tints for
a sanguinary quarrel between two mining com- their ribbons,
feathers, and dresses of red, erim_
panies in Nevada over a bit of ground.
The
son, Magenta, Solferino, and other similar col.
workmen of one company seized the property
ors, actually reaches 120,289,730,000 in number.
in dispute and erected a barricade for the deThese figures are perfectly awful, but some of
fense of the position. A lively skirmish be- the uses of the carmine
are worse.

rival workmen

ensued,

and

accounts one man had been killed

at last

. Edward

and another

A letter from Wilmington, N. C., of Dec. 27th,
states that Andrew Strong, one of the notorious
outlaws of Scuffletown, was shot dead by a

alive.

the place. The body was delivered
to the sheriff, who immediately paid
for it, which is a standing reward by
for any of the Lowery gang dead or

Wilson is aleo entitled

to $3000

The only member

now alive is Steve Lowery.

The Fifth Avenue Theater,

gang |

“

New

most prominent church of his denomination in
Minnesota.
His health repeatedly breke down
under pastoral labor, and he finally drifted into
literature, making his first mark as a contributor

reward

of the

York,

Hearth and Home, and was offered $3,000 by
another paper for the manuscript of bis new serial, now running in Hearth and Home,
He

never

and

Representative-elect

Hale

the

of

quartz

Patti

Yellow River of China (Hoeang-ho)

is

reported,

:

ters.

:

despatch states

that

expedic

tion in Africas fvhich has been attacked by hosvon Kumecke

will sue

Vor. Roon as minister of war for Prussia.
6.6 be made a field marshal,

Hun¢ reds of agrieliltursl laborers. in England

of employment because the r farmers re-.

A the ‘wages (hey demand

They are

to emigrate to Brazil.

$50,800 for ‘two performances a

:

odin

Spain’s latest tro¥ible 15 an

anticipated

upris-

OIGUY

29008

have tien itituten seotok thn
1 Rota Progboutiond
Catholic

anup ina
Tyrol.

Innsbruck

convent. at. bleak
;

Wau

Canary Islands, November 29, and ‘her’ cirgo
and eight men lost, ‘Insured’ in ‘Boston fon
ly

SR

RR

TR

A privaté etter ‘from Krlzona
J

-

’

advantages

It is reported that M, de Lesseps entertains the

Sf Corinth, where exeaviting léss than five miles
in

length

would

open

communication

between

the Gulfof : Lepante and. fhe Gulf of Egifiial and

make ‘More
2. dover
”
FSi
igh 0 2
:
ue Gaulots informs hy bb ench

Ih

/y.

2. Thought

begets

thought.

The

by all interested.

Thus

co-operation

may

sult, by which the entire neighborhood, or

may profit.

An idea if no

used.
A spade may
valueless until some
plans

and

re-

room was

property

twenty-five

or more

per

fess.

It

begets

a man

enterprise,

more

critical,

parts he knows

will be

analysis by his

fellows.

observation,
because

what

renmore

charitable and less egotistic; he learns, much
to his astonishment sometimes, that there are

disposed, charitable,
as he is.

5. We urge

effort

honest

and

to break

accommodating

this winter. The long evenings are at hands |
One a week will not be unprofitably spent if
farmers and their wives will. only meet for social and business purposes. Farmers’ clubs, or
simply neighorhood sociables, without any formality whatever, if organized, will break up
this isolation which rusts those who indulge in
it,and by friction will polish and brighten life .
on a farm to such a degree as few who hyve not

|“

Mr. Harris

thus

discourses

upon

throrough

tillage,as a means of rendering plant food availa-

ble. He says:
- I have great faith in the benefits of thorough
tillage, or, in other words, of breaking up, pulverizing, and exposing the soil to the decompos-

ing action of the atmosphere.
good strong soil as a kind

food soluble.
it is, it would

I look

If it wére any less soluble than
have all leached out of the land

centuries ago.

Turning

over“and

nure heap,if other conditions

causes

upon a

of storehouse of plant

rapid

fining

a ma-

exposing it to the

atmosphere,

crops.

And itis

is taken

so with

plant food. - Stirring the

Agriculture.

up

by

the

growing

the other elements of
soil, then, is the basis of

It has been said that we must re-

turn to the soil as

much

plant

food as. we

take

as

possible

of the

will improve very much; = ¢

dT

EM

contained more

plant food that

Ither side of

he

.it.,

fence

thé soil on ei-

had been

removed,

and the land had not produced as well as the.
fields immediately adjoining. But it was not
available.

1t was not developed.

It was latent,

8

ETT

says that the

ring
of the soil developed

one hundred

pounds

were carriedioff in theserops, twentysfve pounds

is an invalid.

Ti is probable

that the gehtleman

has been seen‘int is walks, and by - somd visitor

has been mistaken for! Mr. ‘Carlyle, who has set

the rumor afloat,

:

the latter would contain three thousand pounds
more actual plant food per acre than the land’

which had been cultivated=—bu. it is in an una«
vailabie eondition. Tt" ‘is’ ‘dead capital =7Vi.

Chronicle.

is $5.66

has already begun

per nere—

Mortgage

its line of road:
cured

and

way, Telegraph
this

|
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y

actory,

0

Hariiion Place.

prr mile

States, and 25,6800

They

Franchises,

In addition

of

road

to

through

the

through the Territories.
and

three-tenths

gold) is equal now to about 8} currency.

The

per cent.

|
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SURE of SUCCESS where. Business highly profitable and legitimate. Article needed in every
amily, sells to
great satisfaction. AddressJEFFERSON CHEMICAL
MAXUFACTUKING CO., Philadelpiia,
Pa.
lyeowdy
~
“The best magazine
for children in the world."—S. §. Times

CHILDREN'S
EN'S
An

illustrated

HOUR

magazine, edited

by T. 8. ARTHUR.

This favorite
of the children “ from five to fifteen=
will, for 1873, be as pure and as full of attractive
reading and beautiful pictures as ever. Price, $1.25
a year; 5 copies, #5.
mple numbers, 10 cents.

T.S. ARTHUR

& SON, Phila.

Best and @ldest Family
Medicine. —SAN| FORD’S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely
Vegetable,
Cathartic and Tonic—For Dyspepsia,
onstipation,
| Debility, Sick-headache
i us Attacks, and al}
derangements of Liver,
mach and Bowels.
Ask
your ruggist for it. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
VOW:
vient 0a

¥

and of the Town ot Plover, Portage Co., Wis., having from 10 to 20 years to run.
Registered Bends,

We cure the Habit
cheap, quick, and
without suffering or
inconvenience. Describe your
case

Pistols, #1 to $25.

WOOD COUNTY, WIS,,

Markets, will of

. 42

Double, Single, Muzzle and Breech-Loading Rifles,
Shot Guns, Revolvers, Pistols, &o., of every kind,
for men or boys, at. vory low pricés, Guus, #3 to

dteowd0)

New York, Phila. and Washington,

‘8 PER

+ Ag

small

rom

8.'G. ARMSTRONG, M. D.,
P.O. Box 6, BERRIEN, Michigan.

4451

~All marketable securities are received in exchange

2t1

hie

;

are mailed to the Post Office address of the owner,

on host favorable terms.
Bankers generally.

at

$250;

Gy

Gold Checks

Jor the semi-annual interest on the Registered Bonds

|

Ay

corporation;

and

its Net Earnings.

rate of interest (seven

gists,

Road, its Right of

line, Equipments

acres

«

EATERS.

safety :

usually suflicient security there is pledged for

of 122,800

[O:DISK.. -

Gold

investment.

the

for Circular.

as a well se

of a strong
on

Send

Physicians and others
. Superior for local Riess
coldness or pain. Is simply worn for
lame back, stomach,or mab. Cures by
ited action of many small currents.

purpose of completing

unusually profitable

are the obligation

supplied.

GARRATT'S

selling its First

‘ave the following elements of strength and
They

WINDOWS.

received

We recommend them

“they are a First Mortgage

Ready.

Violin and Piano. 1 00
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“Pra

‘The av-

the process of re-

and cancelling its First

Mortgage 7-30 Bonds for the
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want
in the
Wire

C

, IL.

Securities, at

SW

per cent. on the amount

P. ELLIS & CO., Bankers,
14 Pine Street, New York.

WEEK and Sxjenses pad. We
a reliable agent in every County
U. 8. Address Hudson River
Co., 1 0 Maiden Lane, N. Y,, orlyeow20

AMSCOT

A GREAT OFFER! Holidays
WATERS, 481 B,
New
will HORACE
Sonnet of ROG
PLAN
OS MATLOES
ORGANS,

bors, and we proffer.it to clubs at prices which barely

Waters’,

.

of three

and

first-class

at extremely

low.

prices

uding
for

cash,

using
e Holidays, ‘New 7-octave first-class
PIANOS, modern Amprovements for $335 Cash.

The CONCERTO PARLOR ORGANS
are the most

beautiful in style and Jotiot in tone ever made.
Price, for 6 stops, $185; 10 stops, $225 and $250 cash.
Other Organs and Melodeons for $45 and pws
| for cash. Illustrated Catalogues mailed.
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Beautiful inventions for
and

One copy, one year—>32 issued, ..q... OT FIRE #0
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TO ONE ADDRESS.

20 copies......

110

30 copies. .....
And
Club.

each.

1 00 each.

MACHINE COMPANY.
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AN at one Post-Office.

10 copies...... #13) each.
[20 copies......
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|30 copies..!,..

each.

1 0 each.

gentswanted.

an extra copy to each | And an extra copy to each
;
Club,

Golding& Co, 14 Kilby St, Boston.
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’
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NEW YORK SEMI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE
twice
a week, it .contains nearly all the imNews, Correspondence, Reviews, and:
of THE DAILY, including everythin ron the
of A
altre and much interes;
and

valuable matter,

for'which there ia not s

PAUL,

AGENT,

NEWMARKET,
MANUFACTURERS

One of the ‘most convenient common-sense and
practical improvéments
ught to our notice is the

iss published every TUESDAY and FRIDAY; and, being

printed
s portant
torials
subject

SOUTH

Universal Bath!
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#3 For Clubs of Fifty THE SEMI-WEEKLY TRI:
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Plain and Galvanized

N.H.,

OF

Wrought Iren Pipes
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room

now being lutroducefl into on city: It gives all the

lar,

Flue

and

Cylinder
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Barlow's

Patent
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+1 ton’s Universal Bath” in constant,
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WAYS IN
present
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With these accomplished results and most favora:

on natural sci-

pay the coet of paper and press-work.

* FASTEN

Two Million

progressing.

ble prospects, the Company 18 now

pursuits.

postal authorities to be nearly anabsolute protection

It will.xéquire 24,000,000 bushels of corn to
Winter the 800,000 Texs c t'le now*in Kansas,

settlement

MUSIC.

Six samples of the best
FASTENE
paid for 50 7
3
H
cts. REISINGER
SASH Logk Co.
Bo
Harrisburg,
Pa.
Agents wanted.

accruing

at 1.10 in
payment and egchange for the Company’s Lands.

read it from childhood, still cherish and enjoy it in

plant

‘well less than we deyelop,the condition of the soil

and their sale and

Bonds, as they are now being

the prime and on the down hill of life. We respectfully urge those who know its worth to commend
THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE to their friends and neigh-

fromit. If this were true, nothing could be
sold from the farm. What we should aim to do
is to develop
as much

Road now virtually constructed, some

The Company

themsélves save the farmer who regularly notes them
far more than his
journal’s price.
For the family circle of the educated farmer or artisan, THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE has no superior, as is
proved bythe hundreds of thousands who, having

a small portion of this nitrogen becomes.apnual- | All at one Post-Office.
10 copies. ..... $1 25 each.
and

of land

DANCE

acres. of excellent average quality, are in market

deeming

quality or quantity can be elsewhere obtained for the
To —
pric vor this JRL
THe WEBKLY TRIBUNE appeals also to Teachers,
Students, and persons of inquiring minds, by the
character of its Literary contents, which include reviews of all the works pr
from the master
minds of the Old or of the New
World, with liberal
extracts from those of especial interest. Imaginative
Literature also claims attention, but in a subordinate
degree. ‘ Home Interests ” are discussed weekly by
a lady specially quali
instruct and interest her
own gex, and the
yo
portion of the other. No
column {8 more
T
ht or perused with greater average profit
ers. The
News of the Day,
elucidated by brief comments. is &6 condensed that
no reader can deem it diffuse, while given sufficiently
in detail to satisfy the wants of the average reader.
Selections are
larly made from the extensive
Correspondence of THE DAILY TRIBUNE from every
country, and its editorials of more permanent value
are here reproduced. “In ‘short, THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE commends itself to Millions by ministering to
their intellectual wants more fully
they are met
by any other Journal, while its
ar re
of the

+ B50.

. ‘The above books sent, post-paid, for retail price.
0. DITSON &CO., Boston.
C. Hl. DITSON & CO, New York.
HZ

to the Company in connection with the portion of

the payment of principal and interest, a Land Grant

nce, and

STRAUSS’S

:

Of the nearly Ten Million acres

all

fermentation with - the forma-

ring the soil and

:

It feos mon the ablest and most successful cultivators
to set forth in brief, clear essays their practical views

attle, Country

In Press.—~Nearly

and the

and a first lien .on

most essential and general of human

+

Anthem Books.
SABBATH GUEST, - Emereon
d Morey, 160
BUCK’S NEW MOTETTE COLLECTION
250
BAUMBACH’S SACRED QUARTETTES, [New] 25)

Arrangements for pushing construction vigorously
the-coming year are progressing satisfactorily,

and

condition
of

+

New Oratorios.
«+.
«
+»
JK. Paine, 17
SON
s+"
Arthur Sullivan: 100
Fine effective compositions.

‘ST.PETER
PRODIGAL

mile of road for the whole grant.

are favorable,

tion of carbonate of ammonia and other soluble salts.’ Many of our soils, to the depth
of eight or ten inches, contain enough nitrogenous matter in an acre to produce’ two
or three thousand pounds of ammonia. By stir-

ly available,

the

fi

The earnings ofthe Road for 1873 will

be 4

what is wrong, and

better

of Montana

which is at the rate of more than $100.000 per

make the most of their roods and their hours, both
by direction and example . No information equal in

up this isolation

Thorough Tillage.

NoMthwest.

ence,
There are hundreds of thousands engaged in diverse pursuits who own or rent a * place,” and give
some portion of their time to its culture and improvement. THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE shows them how to

are as kindly

witnessed its efforts dream of.

of the Upper Missouri, much

action, ef any parties

important of progressive Arts, based

other people in the world as smart as he is} and
he also learns: that his neighbors

and

=»

" Well worthy of careful study.
:
CAL ENTHUSIAST
=
- Hewitt. 80
An\musing and very melodious musical extravagakza,
.

pany will control the extensive and productive trade

of the Farmer’s work. It reports public discussions
which elucidate that work; gathers from every
source agricultural news, the reports of the latest
experiments, the stories of the latest successes and
Po hy and whatever may tend at once to better
Agriculture, and to commend it as the firet and most

critical

him

knowledge

- Eugene Thayer, 135

UNOD’S CHORAL MUSIC:

Puget Sound

years old, has endeavored to keep up with the progress of the age in improvement and
in enterpriee.
It devotes a large share of its columns to Agriculture

as the

he im-

subjected to
It makes

the

between

erage price thus far realized

those devoted to Productive Tudusfry finds mention
and encouragement in our columns.
THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE, now more than thirty

busi-

pickpoekefs let 10086 a trained bird, which sailed, ble, ete.
the Iand at the exfiration of forfy; yburs
around the heads of the audience; attracting their would contain, provided move of it wera: lost,
attenthott, pi¥ing miple tise fop Abe pickpockets’ one thousand pounds more available plant food |
to rel eve the pockets of, the audience,
than the uncultivated strip. On the other hand,

closely, and who

crease

FESTIVAL CANTATA -

On the opening of spring, with more than
500 miles of Road in regular operation, the Com-

its rapid subjugation to human wants, the utilization
of our vast underlying Ores, the extension ot the facilities for bringing Producer and Consumer nearer
together,—whatever tends to swell the ranks, in-

8. Such association is a stimulus greatly needed by the farmer. It begets a spirit in accord

ders

condemn

what is right in the

FORTY-SIXTH PSALM - . - Dudiey Buck, 100

steamers.

the ad-.
te,

New and attractive Cantatas,

The recently completed vin

mands a profitable business

the preservation of our Land for the Landless and

cent, ; but so long as the plan and project remain
where
they originated, they are
inoperative
and void,

with what is operative in other branches of

them

is con-

and the Columbia river, herefofore done by coastwise

or of any public men.
.
:
Now, as always, THE TRIBUNB l1bors with all its
heart for the’ promotion of the great material interests of the country. The progress of Inventien and
of Labor-Saving, the development of our resources,

if executed,

crowded, the’ ‘being lefton the land in ‘the form of roots, stabs

wad'in very poor
«helgen, where
much older, than

commend

would increase the value of his own and his
neighbors’

treat

to pu

National,

The Minnesota Bection, immediately on

party; nor will it surrender or even waive its

Tight. to criticise and

class,

.| inert, insoldble, efude, and’ undecoriposed. It
:
was 80 fhuch dedd capital. ‘The, land on either
people that | ide which had been cultivated for years,produc-

. Recently at a, drial of nsilemile” interest 1 n

cal

be a good one, but utterly
one comes to dig with it.
that,

to

It labors

Government,

to the following Choice List of
*NEW CANTATAS! ORATORIOS! ANTHEMS!

of sixty-five miles, on the Pacific Coast, at onee com

Munieipal, and whenever those in anthority, whether.
in National, State, or Municipal affairs, take the lead
in this work, it will therein give them its cordial sapport. But it can never be the servitor of any politi-

value unless it is

projects

parties, it endeavors

of

A distance of nearly 200 miles moke

gracted,

Classes, Con-

NAcademies.

"ATTENTION!

the Nérthwestorn British Settlements and the Hud-

political rusiples, THE TRIBUNE

judicial fairness,

ministration

The isolated farmer, sitting by his fireside, may
evolve

political

wi

of any measure in which the interests of a neighborhood, or class, are involved, results in a critical examination of that measure and suggestions

Lake Hurgn.” , Pg 0 ¥ ‘of plant food a’ year, And’ sefduty-five pounds
Maine, to Port.Sarnia,
3
|

Rome; where the cowrt

all

discussion

}

of Portland,

But as to its own

of road.

son’s Bay Company,

usieal

ve

its completion, entered upon a satisfaetory business,
including local trafic and the large carrying-trade of

is of course. ode ve as hereto
, the champion
of Equal Rights, irrespective of Race, Nativity, or
Color. It stands inflexibly by the Amendments for
the permanent security of those Rights, which have
been solemnly incorporated by the People, in the
Constitution of the
United States. Independent of

1. Farmers thus brought
together will talk
upon topics which
interest ‘them, exchange
opinions and detail to each other their practices;
thus the wisdom of each becomes the common
capital of the whole.
A

By “ condition,” I mean the amount of availain the ble plant food in the soil. Fhe strip of land on
wh | which'the old fence stood, in Mr,
wey’s field,

[idea ‘of cutting a' ship canal through the Isthmus

journals in Berlin and fu’ Gen
man provinces, which have published the re
cent papal allocution, The excitemént
on (his,
The reports that Mr. Carlyle’
subject is increasing throughout the empire, , «| health arg, Sgid 16 b# false.
The ship Bennington, Onptalh Peterson, twas ‘he resides, there is a gentlemanTh
wrecked on the Salvage, northof the Grand he, who{8 said to resemble him
.

Let us sum up some of the

we conceive would grow out of a Farmers’ Ex.
change in a neighborhood, once in seven days:

Victoria bridge, ovek the St." Lg
Jed better ¢vops, Why? Simply beenuse the stirRiver, is an immense iron tube ' weighing
10,000,’
000 of kilogrammes, treasures’ more thun 5000. ring of the'80il had developed tnore plant food
than bad been removed by the crops: 'I the stir_offi- yards, and stretches
from the shores

“inz:0f the Alphonsists, The King is said ta be
mueh excited at tht opposition of the eitizens of

oll,

vantage.

ad-

hga communicated

nn

ART

for extra per

as a circus rider and culminating.as.a princess the
Princess Salm-8alm closes her romantic earcer as

any op Sapp
16) Oo
of ered to allow the British

cers toSena

x 6

receives

After a life of peculiar. vicissitudes, commenced

’

Egyptian

troops have been sent to rescue Baker's

M

dhs

price of $60 a

——

but of pecuniary

Choir

in full operation, with regular daily traing821
, miles

diverse and conflicting movemenits,—through all of
which, as it fondly trusts, the’ toiling masses are
everywhere struggling
up toward larger recognition
and a brighter future.
;
y
{
At home the struggle for Freedom seems ever: The
last slave has long been a citizen; the last opposition
to emancipation, enfranchisement, equal-civil nghte,
has been formally abandoned. No party, North or
South, longer disputes
the result of the War for the
Union; all declare that these results must never be
undone; and, with a whole people thus united on
the grand platform
of All Rights for All, whereto our
bloody struggle, and the prolonged civil contests that
followed, have led us, thé Republi¢ closes the records
of the bitter, hateful Past, and turns peacefully, hopefully, to the less alarming because less vital problems
of the Future. To whatever may elucidate the general
diseussion or action on these, THE TKIBUNE gives
amplest space and most impartial record. Whatever
parties may propose, whatever political leaders may
say, whatever officers may
do{)s fairly set down in
its columns, whether this news’ helps or hinders its
own views. Its readers have the right to an. honest
statement of the facts; and this they always get.

of Farmers.

of social

|

The Northern Pacific Railroad Company now has’

prompt, complete, and popular presentment of these

Farmers should meet each other regularly,—
at least once a week.
This gathering together

willbe not only

for framin,

25 cts.
extra ; in clubs
or more 15 cts. extra.
am List, Prez. JOHN
°E. MILLER,of fivePub.,
Ohicags.

Investment Bonds

Correspondents in the leading capitals, and wherever
great changes are in progress, THE TRIBUNE aims,
at whatever cost, to lay before its readers the most

it. - If you have none, your neighbors have plenty. Buy them. You can afford it as well as anything else. I write this. for the sake of the cat-

Sr

ld

pive—such are phases dPthe news from abroad which
the mails over all Continents and the wires under all
Seas are daily bearing to us. With able and trusted

Feed them out with disere-

Isolation

year, including the ¢hromos, unmounted, sent. postpaid for 10 cts. “extra

Mounted, sized an
Specimen numbers with

and réclose her half-opened gates—Japan abolishing
feudalism and inviting Western civilization to irradiI ate Western.commerce to énrich her long-hidden ém-

is buta

Empress Elizabeth of Austria has written to food that lies latent in the soil, and not to sell
in the form-of crops, cheese, wool, or animals,
the Woman’s Rights Club in Vienna:
Ladies,
take my. advice, arid keep’ away from politics. any more of this plant food than We annpally
develop from the soil. In this way the *condiThere is nothing but misery ffi it.”
tion ” of the soil would remain the same. If we

eo

The Emperor William has conferréd the order

government

at the low

cause he acknowledged that he did not believe’
Sati
in the existence of a God.

of the

of the black eagle upon Bismarck.
General von Roon bas been specially. appointed president of the Prussian council of minis-

sian

the Bowles

has been struck from the jury list in Francé, be-

Damage incalculable.

J

"

The Crown Princess of Germany is making a
design for a monument, to be ereeted on the field
of Weissenburg by the officers of the third army.

FOREIGN.

to Ges Bri)
‘tral
, and

3

Roein, a distinguished member of the Tnstitate,

A second And more extensive overflow

eat in the fall, which.

Glory,” sad *‘ Little Runaway," given
to every subscriber, Chromos sent promptly,
Terms |. BO a

the final gains that shall determine Asiatic supremacy—China seeming ready to abandon her advances

ples, when all other medicines failed. I saw
three cows tied up in a barn, mourning for some;
ik wanted. They said
I
thing. Iasked what they
apples. As there was a pile in sight, I gave
the three cows half a bushel, and they were
soon peaceable and went on eating hay, * An old
farmer told me he had lately learned that his cat-

up “at

An eminent French physician asserts thut habitual cigarette smokers will die of consumption
hefore they are fifty yeass old.

sentence was deferred until Monday.

PAR

s

week in Russia, and $1600 a night
formances.

The jury in the Stokes case returned a verdict,
. Saturday,of murder in the first degree. The

arequt

Africa

year.

about

of company enjoying such facilities.

leutenant-General

;

trict of South

The Postmaster-General has decided that fam+ ilies, firms, or companies can not combine to
rent post-office boxes conjointly, but that one
box-rent must be collected for each firm, family,

London

hanging

The Freneh Anti-Cruelty Society has protested
against the
pline appliec
*¢ learned dogs.”
A newspaper 18 published in the diamond dis-

to press against Commodore Vanderbilt amounts
with interest to over $5,000,000..

A

$300.

Cardinal Cullen calls on the Irish clergy to’
prevent the holding of wakes by the people. ;

has been
are

only

Madame Hyacinthe is a Toserby
Brothers’ failure.

discovered at Silver Bay in Sitka.

"The claim which the Erie directory

time,

went to college, but has

ticle of food.

British-American
commission,
to solicit and
disburse funds for worthy indigent students,
who are to repay to succeeding classes the money advanced to them,

It is reported that rich gold

was, at one

American peanut flour # a lately-discovered ar

a com-

Douglass

Minnesota

home an unused D. D., given him by one of our
western universities,
:
Rubinstein’s mother teaches music in Moscow.

‘mittee of education outside its board of trustees,
including General Howard, Fred.

in

Last year he received $6,000 as the editor of

at $180,000.

8.

salary as a preach

:

Fires are also reported on Broadway,New York,
loss $40,000, and on Church street, loss $17,000.

Robert

His

was

broken in and two private stables demolished by
the fall of the theater walls. No lives were lost.

Howard University has just organized

to the Little Corporal.
er

destroyed by fire Wednesday afternoon.
A portion of the wall of the Fifth Avenue Hotel was

The damage by fire is estimated

was born in Vevay, Ind.,

Methodist circuit preacher. At twenty he married; and at twenty-four he was pastor of the

young man named Wilson, whom Strong warn-

from the State.

Eggleston

and spent his earlier years in the midst of the
peculiar Hoosier life which he has so faithfully
and entertainingly portrayed in his popular novels. He began his public career at eighteen, as a

wounded.

ed to leave
by Wilson
him $1000
the county

to gain.

as he would

eat them, and he got well ina week.
‘Another
was cured of worms, with two meals of sour ap

would

Now, as heretofore, THE TRIBUNE strives
to be first of all ‘and pre-eminently a nets paper.

the conflict between old ideas, philosophical, theo:
logical, material, and the advances ‘of Physical Sci:
ence—Russia and Great Britain rnnning a race for

which the Declaration of Inde-

extensive business in South Carolina, but died
out a while ago.
Tt has now revived, and some
very successful experiments have recently been
made near Beaufort.
Thé cocoons which have
been produced are said to be very fine, and efforts are making to establish an extensive silkworm nursery there, ,
Ittakes 65,000 cocliineal inseets to make one

cert company was on board, but suffered no
loss. A collision is reported on the West Pennsylvania Railroad, by which a little girl was
killed. A collision on the Indianapolis, Cincinnatti and Lafayette Railroad, Thursday morning,
caused the death of a fireman and severely inJjured several passengers,

tween the

eat what he wanted, and began

He was fed a peck a day, as. long

Ny
pour

pervaded by the intellectual, ferment. that comesof

Hiram Munger.

na,

Three

and

apples when

turned out to die ox live, as he. had
bgen doctored and given over. "This horse got to an apple

they eat too many.

ground up in oil to equal the best Terra di Sien-

inaugurate the McEnery State officials on the 9th
instant, and trouble is anticipated.

cattle

ing thenr apples, recommended by an old farmer, Another case of a two-hundrahdollar horse,

and will | ples they

the Laurens family in South Carolina, one of
their ancestors have been a signer.
Mr, J. H. Huntington, who has for some time
been engaged on the geographical survey of New
Hampshire, has lately discovered in Georgia, Vt.,
a fine specimen of the tribolite olenus, a species
never before found in this country.
Some of the
best geological collectors have searched a long
time in vain for this particular Species.
In Louisiana, several important deposits of
ochreous earths have Intely
been discovered,
which offer excellent facilities for the manufacture of pant.
In Bienville and Jackson parishes there occur very commonly beds of fine grained yellow nodules which only require to be

ice crop in Virginia will be large.
:
Full returns from all the States of the vote for

which is larger by

giving

they plead for them, I saw last week, three
men Who had cured two gatgarty cows by give

pendence was signed is now in the possession of

the

Washington.

ina fever when he wants it and pleads for it.
In sucha case vature.calls for -it and-should
have it. Doctors have learned this fact, and or-Just so about

ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE FOR BOYS AND_QI
RLS.
L {8 now in its eighth year of publication, and has from
nguis|
PLLA
ri
or Sothe purity
and originality of | literary contents, and the beauty its,andbeginning been
excellence of
ictorial 1 ill illuatrations:
Vine Sorkin fifor next: year will be a contipuation of
*
Lucucy
R"
y Emily Huntington Miller ; ‘* HipneN TREASURE
S"
by
Mary
AD
Dennison;
and ED ore
Helen
C.
Weeks ; besi des a variety of Shorter Stories, Poetry,
articles
on
Scientific
story, , letters
po
Home
oe ofem Travel,
0'
mes A, musemen td,hig Wo new
I Execribery
y
, for
next year wr Oks xatnal.
Mother’
ive the
remaining
tiful chromos
orning

France a Republic—England and Germany gradu:
ally permeated with Republican ideas—S8phin swaying in the nerveless grasp of a ruler too good for a
King and too-weak for a Republican, who is unable
to govern the great island that ‘blocks the entrance
to onr Gulf of Mexico, and equally unable to give it
up--the German-speaking peoples agitated by a new
Protestantism, separating fromthe See of Rome on
the’ dogma of Papal Infallibility and assuming to
recognize the “ Old Catholics ”~the whole Continent

sixty are Giermatis, aud the rest belong to other | tie, and hope it will be a blessingto themim
nationalities.

the

being.

because they

A monument is about to be erected at Mechanoo, ind yu inn See or Xin be
itous Hos
iesville, N. Y.,to the mem
_ | tionof hurting
them va
ed, while your catory,
of Colonel Ells
tle would thank you, if they could speak. Try
worth.

and 705 deaths by accidents.

The patent office

York, as soon as its

$1,500,000,000 since 1852.

suicides, 206 deaths by drowning, 57 homicides

business all up,
pending.

:
easeJes is A. amatent : editor

is,

not |
are

afew daily, after they get one meal of them.
Australia and California, it is estimated, have
Why they have hurt milch eowsis, because they
together produced gold amounting in value fg | hankered so after them.
If they gét's ¢hance

z

York city during 1872 there

not seen

near the soda springs,

will’early in the spring change its gauge from
the present broad to the standard gauge at a
cost of $50,000. This change is necessitated by
In New

son

have

Pa
\

need them as medicine.
The old theory is that
apples hurt ' them.
This is not correct, any
more” than that water will kill a sick patient

build a dwelling-house theré next summer.

railway

the increasing business of the road.

lo anxious {0 get to apples

der it.
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i

* Grace Greenwood has purchased u lot'at Man- | tle would do much better to give them what apitou, Colorado,

American

The Buropeah atid North Ametican

be established at

stores and offices.

Tf true,

British

measures

—

+ Many who keep cattle and thorses are
aware that Lhe reason cattle and horses

tree and

colony is to

The Astor House, in New

minis.

has been récalled.

whieh

present lease expires, will be converted into

can,
toy at Washington,

a turnip

in Washington.

Mercur of Pennsylvania was filled Thursday by

. the election of the Hon.

to Bis-

rr

TH

x

”

A
The be President's
Presidenys

Repre-

resignation

y

Three mules in a Nevada mine
daylight for fifeeen months.

away.
sentatives.

[llinods has raised
Just one peck.

Skiddy, Kansas,

Several

at the

A Georgia authoress has written a novel in
which Alexander H. Stephens appears as the
hero.

An anti-tobacco

In San Joaquin

an election soon,
of Cespedes

1873.

“Give Your Cattle Apples.

It is

An American belle abroad is betrotlied
marck’s son.
4

o The total number of persons who have lost
their lives by fire in New York city during the
past year is thirty.

of the

will hold

town.

Paragraphs,

being

.

a small

anothér.

-An insurrection has occurred in the Philippine
Islands agninst the Spanish government, and in
quelling it a large number of natives and Europeans were killed. The insurgents were hunted
down mercilessly,

prison

loss

made

head of the embrye republic.

at Auburn, New York, Thursday, led by Dan
Noble, the Lord bond robber.
The ice
the ‘Ohio eaused ‘considerable
damage

on

have

and put Agramonte instead

:

Seven convicts escaped from

attack

reported that they

the

There were seven stabbing cases in New York,
Wednesday night, two or three of which will

prove fatal.

Cuban’ insurgents

The Little Corporal.

Rural and Domestic. New York Tribune.

Lee family of circus performers, eight persons,
were all murdered by Apaches while" on their
way. Mexico
tg
through Arizona.
:
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JANUARY-8, 1873.
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CILASS, nale or female; $60 W'week guaranteed. Respectable ém-
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at home,

day
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no
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quired ; full ingtructions and valuable
packaga of
goods to start with sent free by mail. Address, with
6 cent return stamp; M."YOUNG & CO., 16 Courtland
St., New York
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